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Introduction

1

2

INTRODUCTION

1.2

1.1 Introduction
In Global Software Engineering (GSE) the software development process is distributed between several geographically dispersed locations [Con06, Dam06, San07].
The team members working on the project are separated geographically, temporally and/or socio-culturally and the existence of these three distances makes it
more diﬃcult than traditional, co-located software engineering [Con06]. Take for
example the Exact Online team at Exact Software BV which works from oﬃces in
Delft in the Netherlands, Wemmel in Belgium, Minneapolis in the US and Kuala
Lumpur in Malaysia (a real example in a real company). These oﬃces diﬀer in size
and therefore some team members work distributed from more of their colleagues
than others. Especially the people that work more distributed ﬁnd it diﬃcult to
keep a good understanding of what their colleagues are doing or have done while
they were sleeping.
This brings us to one of the most important direct consequences of the three
distances: it is harder to maintain a suﬃcient level of awareness to collaborate
eﬀectively. Dourish et al. deﬁne awareness as: ”An understanding of the activities
of others which provides a context for your own activity” [Dou92a] and we will
use this deﬁnition throughout this dissertation.
At the same time however, GSE is rapidly becoming the norm [Her07]. Therefore the goal of this dissertation is:
”To understand which technological support is needed for Global Software Engineering teams to be able to collaborate eﬀectively.”
More speciﬁcally, we investigate what types of information that are readily available in the co-located setting but not in a distributed setting, are potentially most
valuable and how these can be made available to GSE teams as well.
In this chapter we ﬁrst provide background information on GSE and the lack
of awareness in section 1.2. Subsequently we outline our main research questions
in section 1.3. In section 1.4 we discuss how we aim to answer these research
questions and in section 1.5 we talk about what research sites were involved
in the research presented in this dissertation. Finally in section 1.6 we discuss
the structure of this dissertation and in section 1.7 we explain the origin of the
chapters.

1.2 Global Software Engineering and the lack of Awareness
It is becoming increasingly common for software engineering projects to no longer
be carried out in a single oﬃce building but instead in multiple dislocated oﬃce
buildings or even from home. This trend is caused by the globalization of business
[Car99, Her01, Dam06, Her07, Pri07, Fit08] and the rising popularity of working
from home [The09].
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Advantages of GSE with respect to the globalization of business include:
market-proximity [Gri99, Her00, Dam06], reducing time-to- market by working
around the clock [Car99, Her99, Ebe01, Dam06], ﬂexibility with respect to business opportunities [Car99, Her99], reducing costs by delegating work to countries
with low labor cost [Car01, Dam06, Beu10] and being able to fully utilize available resources [Her01, Gri99, Dam06]. Advantages of working from home include:
increased autonomy [Har02], increased ﬂexibility [Har02], increased productivity [Hes91], increased motivation [Pra93] and improvement in the quality of the
environment [Har02].
Besides being beneﬁcial, GSE introduces a number of challenges in relation
to communication, coordination and control of the development process [Car01].
Examples are: lack of informal communication [Car99, Her99, Her01, Åge05]
reduced hours of collaboration [Bat01, Kie03, Hol06, Fit08], communication delay
[Åge05, Her05, Her07, Con06] and loss of cohesion [Car99, Her03, Her07].
Earlier we brieﬂy touched on the subject of awareness. In collaborative work
it is essential to have knowledge about the context in which one is working to
properly collaborate with others [Sch02, Syr97]. With information about the context we mean information about the other members in the project team, their
activities, information about the state of the project and so on. This information
is essential because this knowledge is necessary for coordinating actions, managing coupling, discussing tasks, anticipating others’ actions, and ﬁnding help
[Sch02, Syr97, Gre02]. Because of the complexity and interdependency of software systems (e.g., [Kra95]) this also applies to software engineering.
When team members are not sharing a physical work environment they are
outside of sensory range of each other. Therefore information exchange between
them is infeasible without some kind of technological support. There exist indirect
ways to acquire such information, such as a phone call or email, but in general
this is inferior to the sharing of contextual information in traditional co-located
settings, because it: (i) takes more eﬀort because the communication is more
intentional [Gut04], (ii) is more obtrusive [Fog05], (iii) happens less frequently
[Her03, All77, Kra90b] and (iv) contains less information [Gut04, Her99, Ols96].
As such we conclude that sharing awareness information is more diﬃcult in a
distributed setting. Due to the nature of the challenges associated with GSE, it
is plausible to assume these challenges originate from having insuﬃcient access to
information regarding the work context: a lack of awareness.
The research presented in this dissertation continues upon this insight that a
lack of awareness is the origin of GSE speciﬁc challenges. As such, much attention
needs to be placed in keeping software engineers up to date on changes that
have occurred or are occurring [Den12]. This challenge has been recognized by
tool developers in the GSE domain, who attempt to resolve this by making use
of shared artifacts [Tan91]. Firstly, there exist formal development tools which
are also commonly used by co-located software teams such as issue management
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systems (e.g. Fogbugz1 and Bugzilla2 ) and code repositories (e.g. Subversion3
and Git4 ). Secondly, there are specialized tools for distributed software engineers.
Examples are FastDash [Bie07] and Expertise Browser [Moc02]. Another example
of a technique used by tooling to support the sharing of awareness information
using shared artifacts is social tagging. Social tagging is the collaborative activity
of marking shared content with tags as a way to organize content for future
navigation, ﬁltering, or search [Yew06]. It can be found in Jazz5 and TagSEA
[Sto06].
The above is just a sample of many of such tools with quite diverse isolated
purposes. Even so, many types of contextual information that are readily available
to software engineering teams that work co-located, are still unavailable to GSE
teams. For example think of being able to unobtrusively see whether a colleague is
present, what his mood is today, whether he is currently focused on a complex task
or just relaxing. Researching what types of contextual information are potentially
valuable and how they can be made available to GSE teams, is an important area
of research. At the same time it is also important to discover how these isolated
sources of information can best be combined and made available to GSE teams in
an unobtrusive lightweight fashion, similar to the natural way in which co-located
teams have access to this information.
In this section we have seen that while GSE is becoming increasingly common
still a number of speciﬁc collaboration challenges must be overcome to do so
eﬀectively. At the same time existing technological support for collaboration in a
GSE setting insuﬃciently addresses this, both in scope (what is available?) and in
approach (many isolated special purpose tools). Therefore it is important to study
how to support collaboration in distributed software engineering teams. What
sort of technological support do we need to allow distributed software engineering
teams to collaborate eﬀectively? This is exactly what we attempt to shed light
on in this dissertation.

1.3 Research Questions
Working in a distributed setting instead of a co-located one imposes a diverse set of
restrictions on the software engineering discipline. Think for example about how
brainstorming session become more diﬃcult without being able to look each other
in the eye and without access to a shared whiteboard everyone can see. Likewise,
think of diﬃculties with having regular meetings with customers when not all
team members reside in the same country as the representatives of the customer.
Because of the diversity of all these diﬃculties which arise when working in a
1 http://www.fogcreek.com/fogbugz/
2 http://www.bugzilla.org/
3 http://www.subversion.tigris.org
4 http://www.git-scm.com
5 http://www-01.ibm.com/software/rational/jazz/
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distributed setting it is infeasible to investigate all of them is this doctoral study
because it is limited in time and scope. At the same time investigating our
problem area from a high abstraction level from the start will likely blind us
from important details in our research and will result in them being omitted from
this dissertation. Therefore we have chosen to employ a research strategy which
can be depicted as the two-stage rocket depicted in ﬁgure 1.1. First, in part I
of this dissertation, we zoom in on one speciﬁc shortcoming of the distributed
setting: it is infeasible to overhear conversations of colleagues. We investigate the
problem itself (RQ1) but also investigate what general consequences introducing
such a solution has in a distributed setting (RQ2). Subsequently, keeping what
we have learned in the back of our minds, we zoom out and investigate both the
information needs of distributed software engineers (RQ3) and how to leverage
the main contributions of this dissertation in practice (RQ4). In the remainder
of this section we will carefully introduce each of these research questions.

Figure 1.1: A multi stage rocket clarifying the relation between the research goal and
research questions
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An information source that is readily available in a co-located setting but
much harder in a distributed team, is overhearing conversations. One of the
most important communication patterns that occur in a traditional oﬃce setting are conversations [Per94]. The main purposes of having conversations are to
integrate and coordinate work [Esp03, Gre02, Ren10], share existing knowledge
[Web93, Eri99] and create new knowledge [Wyn79, Web93, Eri99]. Support for
having conversations exists in the distributed setting as well in the form of Instant Messaging tools, audio conferencing and video conferencing. When using
such solutions however it is not possible for people outside of the conversation
to pick up on the conversation in an unobtrusive fashion. We expect the overhearing of conversations to be advantageous because this provides: (i) access
to the information discussed in the conversation [Gre02], (ii) the opportunity
to join a conversation [Gre01] and (iii) insight in the communication frequencies between colleagues and therefore the communication structure of the team
[Sos02, McC93, Kra90a]. Therefore our ﬁrst research question is:
Research Question 1
What is the eﬀect of overhearing conversations of colleagues in distributed
software engineering teams?
Another important area of research related to support for distributed software
engineering teams concerns how to make additional information available to them
[Gru88]. When information that people are used to having available in a natural
fashion (e.g. being able to overhear conversations of colleagues), is instead made
available artiﬁcially and likely not in the same format as they are used to (e.g.
with a tool), this can cause the information to have less value or even hinder the
team instead of being helpful. Examples of how the introduction of information
can impede the team are that it can cause an overload of information and that it
can cause resistance in the team, for example when people perceive it as disturbing
or an infraction on their privacy. To investigate what the main issues are and how
to deal with these, the second research question is:
Research Question 2
What are the primary issues encountered when artiﬁcial support for working in a distributed setting is introduced to distributed software engineering teams?
Subsequently, when creating support for distributed software engineering teams,
this does not end with making a single type of contextual information available.
Rather, it involves supporting these teams as best as possible by unlocking all
information they need to collaborate eﬀectively. To be able to do this, choices
will need to be made regarding what information is necessary to be able to create
a comprehensive Collaborative Development Environment [Boo03] without overloading the software engineers with information [Hil85, Epp04]. To be able to
make these choices it is important to be able to prioritize the diﬀerent inform-
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ation needs of distributed software engineers. This is far from straightforward
however. For example: What is the most representative way to do this? Is this
priotization static or does it change? If it changes, what factors inﬂuence it?
Is the priotization relatively constant across many people or does it vary wildly
based on individual needs? These are all aspects which we will look at when we
investigate the third research question:
Research Question 3
What are the information needs of distributed software engineers, how
are these needs mutually prioritized and which factors inﬂuence this prioritization?
Finally, it is important to more directly link the three research questions introduced above to the goal of this dissertation: ”To understand which technological
support is needed for Global Software Engineering teams to be able to collaborate
eﬀectively.” The ﬁrst research question contributes to this goal by investigating
a speciﬁc source of information that is easily available in co-located settings but
not in a distributed setting, and the eﬀects of making this available to distributed
teams. Based on this question, by zooming in on one speciﬁc type of support,
we learn to better understand what is needed in technological support and how
this inﬂuences collaboration as well as the speciﬁc beneﬁts and challenges of supporting the overhearing of conversations. Similarly, the second research question
looks at the problem from a diﬀerent viewpoint: does the introduction of this
kind of support itself pose speciﬁc problems, and if so what are they? This is also
relevant when investigating how to help distributed software engineers in collaborating eﬀectively. Finally, the third research question takes a step back and tries
to ﬁnd a more complete list of information types that are important for distributed software engineers to collaborate eﬀectively, and their relative importance.
Again investigating what is needed for distributed software teams to collaborate
eﬀectively from a diﬀerent angle.
While the answers to all these research questions contribute to reaching the
goal of this dissertation they all take a diﬀerent angle in doing so. Therefore
it is important to consolidate all we learned from the research questions into
a single position on the current state of the research on understanding what
technological support is needed for global software engineering teams to be able to
collaborate eﬀectively. Additionally it is important to formulate guidance, based
on our research, on what tool developers for distributed software engineering
teams should take away from this research. How should support environments
for distributed software engineering teams move forward? This is reﬂected in the
fourth and ﬁnal research question:
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Research Question 4
How should support for distributed software engineering teams leverage,
information about the value of certain types of information to such teams
and the diﬃculties with making these available to them, and move forward?

1.4 Research Method
In this dissertation we iteratively apply the exploratory [Gla67], constructive (also
known as design science [Hev04, Gre66, Wie09]) and empirical [Bri96, Yin84,
Erd08] research approaches. Exploratory research helps in mapping out a research area and discovering problems, constructive research proposes solutions to
problems or questions and empirical research investigates the applicability of these
ﬁndings in practice. We illustrate these three types of research in this dissertation
as we go over the research questions proposed in the previous section and explain
how we aim to answer them. In table 1.1 we summarize the research types used in
the various chapters and to which research questions they contribute. In table 1.2
we summarize the empirical methods we use in the chapters of this dissertation.
Table 1.1: The types of research in this dissertation and how they relate to the research
questions

Chapter
2 [Dul10]
3 [Dul11a]
4 [Dul11b]
5 [Dul12b]
6 [Dul12a]
7 [Dul13b]
8 [Dul13a]
9 [Dul13c]

Contributes to
RQ1
RQ1
RQ1
RQ1 and RQ2
RQ4
RQ3
RQ3
RQ4

Exploratory
X
X
X
X
X

Constructive
X
X
X
X

Empirical
X
X
X
X
X
X

To answer research question 1 we should move through all the stages of studying a new concept. Firstly we investigate the problem area in chapter 2, present
an empirical study evaluating the validity of the concepts in chapter 3, present
a tool called Communico implementing these concepts in chapter 4 and ﬁnally
evaluate this operationalization in a practical case setting in chapter 5. Each
of these chapters presents a consecutive step in answering the research question.
Chapter 2 is mainly exploratory in nature as we study the literature and deﬁne
our concepts, but we also propose and present an initial technological solution
implementing the proposed concepts (constructive) and present a small informal
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Table 1.2: The data collection methods used in the dissertation

Chapter
2 [Dul10]
3 [Dul11a]
5 [Dul12b]
7 [Dul13b]
8 [Dul13a]
9 [Dul13c]

Data Collection Methods
interviews
focus group, semi-structured interviews, questionnaire
focus group, semi-structured interviews, questionnaire,
transactional log analysis
data mining and coding, semi-structured interviews
focus group, questionnaire
semi-structured interviews

evaluation by interviewing the people that used the solution (empirical). Subsequently chapter 3 is both exploratory and empirical in nature as we use a focus
group [Kon04], semi-structured interviews [Fon05] and a questionnaire [Fin03] to
analyze the practical validity of the concepts we identiﬁed in chapter 2. Chapter
4 is constructive as we present the technological implementation and explain how
it fulﬁlls the requirements of an open conversation space we deﬁned in the same
chapter. Finally, chapter 5 is exploratory and empirical as we use the operationalization of the concepts deﬁned in chapter 4 to evaluate the concepts in a
practical case setting using the same methods as in chapter 3 with the addition
of transactional log analysis [Jan08].
Chapter 5 also helps in answering research question 2 as in this study we
are able to analyze the introduction of a form of speciﬁc support for a distributed
software engineering team and reﬂect on this. Similarly chapter 7, on an empirical
study on microblogging with mood indicators in a distributed team and chapter 9
on the ﬁrst evaluation of a support environment for distributed software engineers
called Iris, contribute to answering this research question as well.
Subsequently we answer research question 3 in chapters 7 and 8. In chapter
7 we present an empirical study on microblogging with mood indicators in a distributed team. The empirical methods we use in this study are mining and coding
of the data in the system and subsequently interviewing a selection of distinctive
users. This contributes to answering research question 3 because in this investigation we come across the diﬀerent types of information that are often shared using
the system and, using the interviews, are able to discover why and how users use
the system. Finally in chapter 8 we present an exploratory empirical study in
which we investigate what types of information are important to distributed software engineering teams and their mutual prioritization. First we perform a focus
group to determine the types of information that are important and subsequently
we use a questionnaire to determine their conditional mutual prioritization.
The answer to the ﬁnal research question is based on all the ﬁndings and contributions presented in this dissertation. Speciﬁcally, however, it is answered in
chapters 6 and 9. In chapter 7, which is exploratory and constructive in nature, we
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present our vision that the focus of support environments for distributed software
engineering teams should lie in support for collaboration, instead of the individual
programming task. This view is grounded in literature. Finally, in chapter 9 we
present a constructive and empirical study in which we operationalize this vision
and the ﬁndings in chapter 8 in a support tool for distributed software engineers and evaluate this in a practical case setting by performing semi-structured
interviews.

1.5 Research sites
The research presented in this dissertation aims at a close connection to industry.
To that end, the research has been done in collaboration with two industrial
partners: Exact Software and IHomer. Exact Software is a software engineering
company oﬀering Enterprise Resource Planning solutions and employing 1867
employees worldwide. Exact is experienced with distributed software development
as they develop their software across three continents: Europe, North America
and Asia. Speciﬁcally the empirical research presented in chapters 3 and 5 is
based on a 12 month in depth collaboration with Exact.
The other company which played an important role throughout the PhD is
IHomer: a small Dutch start-up Software Engineering company. In IHomer the
default work location is home. Because of this, much of the work is done in a
distributed fashion making this an ideal location to carry out the research in this
PhD. In the period of the PhD IHomer has grown from 10 people to 21 at the
time of writing this dissertation. During this period the author has been employed
by IHomer (next to his employment by the Delft University of Technology). His
work for IHomer consisted of performing the work presented in this dissertation
to help the company handle the complexities of working in a distributed setting.
The work speciﬁcally did not consist of doing (billable) work for customers of
IHomer. Because the author has been part of this company he has been present
at company meetings and talked to people and heard people talk about things
that went well and things that did not go so well. This in-depth presence at a
company experiencing the exact problems being investigated in this research has
given the author a unique insight. Because of all this, the company has been
the focus of much of the research presented in this dissertation, speciﬁcally the
empirical research presented in chapters 2, 7, 8 and 9.

1.6 Structure
The work in this dissertation can basically be divided into two parts. The ﬁrst the
focus is on studying the introduction of a speciﬁc source of contextual information to a distributed Software Engineering team: the overhearing of conversations
of others. This subject has ﬁrst been studied theoretically in chapter 2. Subsequently the conceptual value is empirically evaluated at Exact Software using a
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Focus Group, semi-structured interviews and a questionnaire in chapter 3. Following this a technological implementation of the concept is presented and discussed
conceptually in chapter 4. Finally the concept is evaluated in practice as well
with the help of this tool. This evaluation is done at Exact Software as well and
again a Focus Group, semi-structured interviews and a questionnaire were used.
This evaluation is presented in chapter 5. Because the tool which was created to
implement this concept is called Communico (shown in Figure 1.2), these chapters
are bundled in: The Communico Saga.

Figure 1.2: Overhearing a conversation with Communico

From the in-depth evaluation of the introduction of a single type of contextual
information to a distributed Software Engineering team we learned that (i) for a
technological solution that supports a distributed team to be valuable, all members of the team need to use it and (ii) in an asymmetrical setting where some
team members are more distributed from the team than others, this is particularly
diﬃcult. So, for our solution to be valuable we needed to expand the focus. The
ﬁrst thing we did was choose IHomer as the setting for the remainder of the research to minimize problems with asymmetrical settings. Secondly we broadened
our focus from, making a speciﬁc source of contextual information available to a
distributed Software Engineering team, to all types of information that are considered important. We start the second part of this dissertation with chapter 6 in
which we report on our vision for support environments for distributed Software
Engineering teams. Subsequently we report on an empirical study on microblogging with mood indicators in a distributed team in chapter 7 and report on
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an empirical study about the most important information to distributed software
engineers in chapter 8. Finally, we present a ﬁrst evaluation of the platform in
which we incorporated a selection of the ﬁndings of the above chapters in chapter
9. This platform, called Iris (shown in Figure 1.3) has been in use at IHomer
since the beginning of 2012 and is still being actively improved and expanded.
Therefore, the chapters discussed above are bundled in: The Iris Saga.

Figure 1.3: The main screen of Iris

1.7 Origin of the Chapters
All chapters in this dissertation are directly based on peer-reviewed publications
at conferences and workshops on Software Engineering. In this dissertation we
have made the fundamental choice to stay as close to the original publications as
possible. Because of this choice the chapters have the same name and abstracts as
the original publications. More importantly, each chapter contains speciﬁc core
contributions and all the research required to justify these. The main advantage
of structuring the chapters in this fashion this is that the chapters can be read
in isolation. The main disadvantages are that the dissertation contains some
repetition and that the related work is spread over the chapters. The chapters
are based on the following publications:
• Chapter 2 has been published as the International Conference of Global Software Engineering (ICGSE) 2010 paper Virtual Open Conversation Spaces:
Towards Improved Awareness in a GSE Setting [Dul10]
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• Chapter 3 is an adapted version of the International Conference on Collaborative Computing: Networking, Applications and Worksharing (CollaborateCom) 2011 paper An Exploratory Study on Open Conversation Spaces in
Software Engineering [Dul11a]
• Chapter 4 is an adapted version of the International Conference on Collaborative Computing: Networking, Applications and Worksharing (CollaborateCom) 2011 paper Overhearing Conversations in Global Software
Engineering - Requirements and an Implementation [Dul11b]
• Chapter 5 is an adapted version of the International Conference of Global
Software Engineering (ICGSE) 2012 paper An Industrial Evaluation of Technological Support for Overhearing Conversations in Global Software Engineering [Dul12b]
• Chapter 6 has been published as the International Conference on Collaborative Computing: Networking, Applications and Worksharing (CollaborateCom) 2012 paper Collaboration should become a ﬁrst-class citizen in support
environments for software engineers [Dul12a]
• Chapter 7 has been published as the Working Conference on Mining Software Repositories (MSR) 2013 paper Fixing the ’Out of Sight Out of Mind’
Problem: One Year of Mood-Based Microblogging in a Distributed Software
Team [Dul13b]
• Chapter 8 is an extended version of the International Conference of Global
Software Engineering (ICGSE) 2013 paper What Distributed Software Teams
need to know and when: an Empirical Study [Dul13a]
• Chapter 9 has been published as the International Conference on Collaborative Computing: Networking, Applications and Worksharing (CollaborateCom) 2013 paper Increasing Awareness in Distributed Software Teams:
a First Evaluation [Dul13c]
The author of this dissertation is the main contributor of all chapters in
this dissertation. However the role of main contributor is shared with Ben van
Gameren for chapters 2, 3, 4, 5 and 7. For the publications these chapters are
based on, he is the ﬁrst author because his name alphabetically precedes Ben van
Gameren. The author of this dissertation is the sole main contributor for chapters
6, 8 and 9. The origin of the high amount of joint work is the tight collaboration
between Ben van Gameren and the author of this dissertation especially in the
ﬁrst three years of the PhD because of their strongly related research subjects.
The work of Ben van Gameren is bundled in his dissertation: ”Auto-Erecting Virtual Oﬃce Walls - Constructing a Virtual Oﬃce for Global Software Engineers”
[Gam14].

Part I

The Communico Saga: Overhearing
Conversations in Distributed
Software Engineering
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Chapter

2

Virtual Open Conversation Spaces:
Towards Improved Awareness in a
Global Software Engineering Setting

Abstract
Conversations between colleagues in collaborative software engineering are important for coordinating work, sharing knowledge and creating knowledge. Overhearing
conversations of others is useful as well since this: (i) provides access to the information discussed in the conversations, (ii) oﬀers the possibility of joining the
conversations and (iii) provides insight in the communication structure of the project team. When working in a GSE setting, specialized tooling is required to be able
to have conversations and to know what conversations others are having. In this
chapter we discuss how conversations support collaborative software engineering
and how this can be supported by technology in a GSE environment. To do this,
we introduce Communico: a virtual open conversation space which features: (i)
initiating conversations by selecting people to converse with, (ii) sharing information regarding the involvement of project members in these conversations and
(iii) having access to persistent conversations with an explicit status indicating
whether they are ongoing.
Originally published in the proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Global Software Engineering (ICGSE 2010) [Dul10]
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2.1 Introduction
Global Software Engineering (GSE) is becoming increasingly interesting due to
the globalization of business [Car99, Her01, Dam06, Her07, Pri07, Fit08]. In
GSE the software development process is distributed between several geographically dispersed locations [Con06, Dam06, San07]. Advantages of GSE include:
market-proximity [Gri99, Her00, Dam06], reducing time-to- market by working
around the clock [Car99, Her99, Ebe01, Dam06], ﬂexibility with respect to business opportunities [Car99, Her99], reducing costs by delegating work to countries with low labor cost [Car01, Dam06] and being able to fully utilize available
resources [Her01, Gri99, Dam06]. Besides being beneﬁcial, GSE introduces a
number of challenges in relation to communication, coordination and control of
the development process [Car01]. Examples are: lack of informal communication
[Car99, Her99, Her01, Åge05] reduced hours of collaboration [Bat01, Kie03, Hol06,
Fit08], communication delay [Åge05, Her05, Her07, Con06] and loss of cohesion
[Car99, Her03, Her07].
In collaborative work it is essential to have knowledge about the context in
which you are working to properly cooperate with others [Sch02, Syr97]. With
information about the context we mean information about the other members in
the project team, their activities, information about the state of the project and so
on. This information is essential because this knowledge is necessary for coordinating actions, managing coupling, discussing tasks, anticipating others’ actions,
and ﬁnding help [Sch02, Syr97, Gre02]. The complexity and interdependency of
software systems (e.g., [Kra95]) suggest that this is also the case for collaborative
software development. In scientiﬁc literature the term ’awareness’ is often used
to denote this [Sch02, Dou92b]. Dourish et al. use the following deﬁnition: ”An
understanding of the activities of others which provides a context for your own
activity” [Dou92a].
Awareness information is distributed among the members of the project team
as follows: Actors display information on a shared medium while other actors
monitor the medium and acquire information from it [Sch02]. In this process,
both monitoring and displaying are activities that are not necessarily conducted
with the full attention of the actor. Often when expressing this varying degree of
attention dichotomies are used, such as: explicit versus implicit, deliberate versus
automatic, conscious versus subconscious, focused versus unfocused and active
versus passive. These notions are however false dichotomies as the distinction is
not categorical but merely one of degrees [Sch02].
When team members are not sharing a physical work environment they are
outside of sensory range of each other. Therefore information exchange between
them becomes infeasible without some kind of technological support. This can
be dealt with by providing other ways of acquiring the required information, like
using the telephone or email to ask a question. However, in general, such solutions are inferior to the way contextual information is shared in a traditional
co-located setting, in the sense that in comparison it (i) takes more eﬀort because
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the communication is more intentional [Gut04], (ii) is more obtrusive [Fog05], (iii)
happens less frequently [Her03, All77, Kra90b] and (iv) contains less information
[Gut04, Her99, Ols96]. As such we can conclude that sharing awareness information is more diﬃcult in a distributed setting. Due to the nature of the challenges
associated with GSE, it is plausible to assume these challenges originate from
having insuﬃcient access to information regarding the work context: a lack of
awareness.
The research presented in this chapter continues upon this insight that a lack
of awareness is the origin of the challenges faced in GSE. It is part of the ASPIC1 research project. The goal of ASPIC is to develop solutions to the problems
caused by the diﬃculties with acquiring and maintaining awareness in GSE. In
this research the focus lies on making the sharing of information a more passive
activity because (i) this lowers the eﬀort to share awareness information, (ii) cause
this information to be more recent and (iii) improve the quality of the information as well. In this chapter we focus on how knowledge about the conversations
between the members of a development team can improve collaboration in GSE.
The main research question is:
”How can awareness about conversations within a development team support collaborative software engineering and how can this be facilitated by technology in a
GSE setting?”
This chapter is structured as follows: In section 2.2 we give a formal deﬁnition of a conversation within the context of GSE. In section 2.3 we discuss the
advantages of conversations, the advantages of overhearing conversations and introduce the concept of an open conversation space. Following this in section 2.4
we discuss what existing supporting technologies support an open conversation
space in a GSE setting. Subsequently in section 2.5 Communico, a virtual open
conversation space we developed in this research, is discussed. We do this by comparing it with existing tooling, discussing the user interface and brieﬂy discussing
the technical implementation. In section 2.6 we present an informal evaluation of
the use of Communico in a practical setting. Finally we discuss limitations and
future work in section 2.7 and conclude upon our research in section 2.8.

2.2 Conversations
There are many deﬁnitions of the word conversation. The Oxford English dictionary for example deﬁnes it as: ”An informal spoken exchange of news and
ideas between two or more people” [Soa03]. The Merriam-Webster’s collegiate dictionary uses the following deﬁnition: ”oral exchange of sentiments, observations,
opinions or ideas” [Mis03]. Finally the Cambridge advanced learner’s dictionary
deﬁnes conversation as: ”(a) talk between two or more people in which thoughts,
feelings and ideas are expressed, questions are asked and answered, or news and
1 Awareness-based Support Project for Interpersonal Collaboration in Software Engineering,
http://aspic.ewi.tudelft.nl
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information are exchanged” [Woo08]. These deﬁnitions seem to agree on the fact
that, conversations:
1. Use verbal communication
2. Are an exchange of information of various origin between two or more people
We ﬁnd the conﬁnement to verbal communication too strict however. This conﬁnement presumably originated from how people have held conversations for a
very long time, namely by being at the same place at the same time and talking
to each other. We feel, however, that the conﬁnement to verbal communication
is meant to convey something else altogether. Firstly, an exchange of information between people is only a conversation when the communication can be considered synchronous2 . Because the communication should be synchronous for an
information exchange to be a conversation, a form of communication that is comprehensible by humans in real time should be used. To help distinguish it from
conversations, we propose to use the term correspondence for the exchange of
information between people using asynchronous communication. Secondly, when
people are part of a conversation they are directing their communication at one or
more speciﬁc people. So, broadcasting information, like for instance an announcer working at a train station, at a football stadium or at the market place, is
not a conversation. It can however be a way to initiate a conversation. Another
way to initiate a conversation is by directly starting to communicate with one or
more speciﬁc people. Summarizing, we deﬁne a conversation in the context of
GSE as: ”An exchange of information between two or more people where those
participating use synchronous communication directed at the other participants”.

2.3 Open Conversation Space
In collaborative work conversations have various uses. For one, conversations help
people to integrate and coordinate their work, by discussing their past, current
and future activities [Esp03, Gre02, Ren10]. An example of this is when a developer (d1 ) tells a colleague (d2 ) he is currently working on a certain work item
and what work item he is planning to do next. Because developer d1 informs
developer d2 of his current and planned future activities, developer d2 can both
adapt his own current and planned activities as well as inﬂuence those of developer
d1 . Secondly conversations are a powerful tool to share knowledge about the actual work [Web93, Eri99]. An example of this is when a project member asks a
colleague to explain some technical aspect of the work he is doing. Finally, conversations are ways of creating new knowledge [Wyn79, Web93, Eri99]. Examples
of this are having a discussion with someone to come up with a solution to some
2 Communication is regarded ’synchronous’ when the sending and receipt of messages between
actors communicating can be regarded as instantaneous [Dul09]
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issue in the project and having a brainstorm session to identify the requirements
of a system to be built.
Besides taking part in conversations, also conversations of others are useful.
For one, overhearing the conversations of others is a source of information since
this provides access to the information which is discussed and/or concluded in
the conversation [Gre02]. This refers to both technical project information and
information regarding the current, past and future activities of other project members. Secondly, having insight in the ongoing conversations provides the opportunity to join a conversation [Gre01]. Having joined a conversation, being part of
that conversation provides the same beneﬁts as discussed earlier for conversations
in general, namely: integrating collaborative activities, knowledge sharing, and
the creation of new knowledge. Finally, by having access to the communication
frequencies between colleagues, the insight into the communication structure of
the project team is increased [Sos02, McC93, Kra90a]. This information is important to be able to address communication issues [Ehr07, Cat06, Cro05]. An
example when this information can be useful is the following: Say you need to
ask someone a question but you cannot reach him. If you know who that person
frequently communicates with, you could attempt to reach this person instead
and see if he can assist you with contacting the right person or with resolving the
issue itself.
Having discussed the beneﬁts of conversations in general and the beneﬁts of
having access to the conversations of others, we can conclude both being able
to have and overhear conversations is important in collaborative software engineering. To refer to an environment in which this is possible, we deﬁne an open
conversation space: A space in which (i) conversations are possible between the
actors in that space and (ii) these conversations are visible to other actors in it.
An example is a normal oﬃce setting. In such a setting members of the project team converse by means of spoken natural language (among other means)
and such conversations are audible by other people in the setting. In fact, being
able to work in a space in which the members of the project team are frequently
able to both see and hear each other is one of the main reasons for working in
a co-located setting [Kra90a]. Therefore we propose the creation of a ’virtual’
open conversation space: ”An open conversation space which is applicable in a
distributed setting”.

2.4 Existing supporting technologies
Arising from the need to communicate when people are not physically together,
technologies were developed which support telecommunication. The most used
example of these is the telephone [Huu03]. With the widespread adoption of
the internet many more solutions which support remote communication were developed. Examples are: Instant Messaging, Internet Relay Chat, E-mail, Forums
and more recently Twitter [Jav07] and Google Wave [Tra08]. Even though these
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solutions support remote communication not all of them are suitable to have
conversations. To support conversations the tools facilitating the communication
should support both synchronous communication and targeting the communication at speciﬁc people. So, Twitter is not suitable to have a conversation since, the
communication is not directed at particular people, but to the world in general
and the communication it supports is asynchronous. For the same reasons forums
are not suitable as well. E-mail, ﬁnally is also not suitable because the communication it supports is asynchronous communication as well. The other solutions
we mentioned above (Telephone, Instant Messaging, IRC and Google Wave) do
support directed synchronous communication and thus having conversations.
Having discussed the requirements of a tool to be able to support conversations, we turn our attention to tool support for virtual open conversation spaces.
To be classiﬁed as a virtual open conversation space a tool should (i) support
having conversations and (ii) make it possible for people using the tool to also
’see’ the ongoing conversations they are not part of. Taking note of these requirements, it is straightforward to see telephone and Instant Messaging are not
virtual open conversation spaces because, using these tools, it is impossible to
perceive what conversations are going on, unless you are part of the conversation. Google Wave also cannot be classiﬁed as a virtual open conversation space
because all the participants need to be explicitly selected by the current participants in the Wave. People who are not part of the Wave do not know of its
existence unless they are invited. This leaves Internet Relay Chat since it fulﬁlls
both requirements necessary to be classiﬁed as a virtual open conversation space.
However this does not mean it is the most suitable implementation. For one, it
does not make the concept of a conversation explicit. All messages are shown
in sequential order irrespective of what conversation they belong to. This limits
the creation of a structured and logical layout for group discussions [Tra07]. In
a co-located setting, conversations are also sequential in nature, but other indicators help to more easily identify conversations as such. Examples of indicators
of conversations are the placement of individuals in the room (people standing in
close proximity talking are likely to be having a conversation) and the people at
whom people are looking. When only the sequential ordering of conversations is
known, all that is left to identify conversations is semantics. Because of this it
requires more eﬀort to be aware what conversations are going on. Therefore tooling, supporting open conversation spaces in a distributed setting, should provide
for easier identiﬁcation of ongoing conversations. One method of accomplishing
this is making conversations explicit entities within the virtual open conversation
space.
Several existing specialized tools which provide a virtual open conversation
space, do make the conversation explicit. Examples are: GroupBanter [Ink08],
Babble [Eri99], Loops [Eri06], SWIM [Tra07], ReachOut [Rib02] and Threaded
chat [Smi00]. All of these however initiate conversations by creating a topic.
Comparing this to the co-located setting, an example of this is asking whether
anyone knows something about a certain topic by asking it out loud in a group.
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Not all conversations are however initiated in this fashion. Conversations are
also initiated by starting to speak to a speciﬁc person. Communico, the tool we
created in this study, supports this type of conversation initialization and also
makes the concept of a conversation explicit. One of the reasons we created this
tool is that no existing technological support providing a virtual open conversation
space currently seems to properly address this. Birnholtz et al. [Bir08] report
doing something similar with respect to their tool: ’OpenMessenger’. We could
however not retrieve how they made conversations explicit as they mainly address
the gradual initiation of interactions. Therefore we could not properly compare
OpenMessenger with Communico.

2.5 Communico
To validate the theory devised in the research for this chapter we developed a tool
called Communico 3 . Communico is a virtual open conversation space which utilizes the communication functionalities provided by the Instant Messaging program
Oﬃce Communications Server4 . First we discuss how it diﬀers from existing tools
which provide an open conversation space in a distributed setting. Subsequently
we discuss the tool itself by illustrating its use and we conclude by brieﬂy discussing the technical implementation.

2.5.1 Difference with existing tooling
Communico diﬀers from the existing tools which provide open conversation spaces
in a number of ways. Firstly, because it uses an Instant Messaging program for
the communication functionalities, it allows for participant based conversation
initiation: conversations can be started by selecting one or more participants
and no a priori subject or topic is required. We feel initiating conversations in
this fashion is quite ’natural’, as it happens frequently in a co-located setting.
Therefore it seems beneﬁcial for a tool supporting a virtual open conversation
space to oﬀer this kind of functionality.
Secondly, we provide information regarding the involvement of the various
actors with respect to the conversations. A number of sources [Smi00, Tra05]
report the importance of this although they mostly focus on the importance of
knowing who are currently viewing the ongoing conversations and do not specify
various levels of involvement. Erickson et al. [Eri99] do consider diﬀerent levels of
involvement in a conversation and use a visual representation they call a ’social
proxy’ to visualize this in their tool Babble. They depict people as marbles in and
around a circle which represents a certain conversation. Marbles depicting active
people are depicted in the center of the circle and slowly drift to the border during
3 Communico was chosen as a name since it means ’to share’ in Latin and the word closely
resembles the verb ’to communicate’ in English
4 http://www.microsoft.com/communicationsserver/
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inactivity. Activity is deﬁned by how recently someone has directly contributed
to the conversation or interacted with the conversation window using the mouse.
People logged on to Babble but active in a diﬀerent conversation are depicted as
marbles outside of the circle.
In Communico we propose to visualize involvement diﬀerently. In a co-located
setting the degree of involvement in a conversation of someone depends on how
aware he is of the conversation and whether or not he participates in the conversation. Therefore we suggest that a tool supporting a virtual open conversation
space should indicate per conversation (i) who is aware of it and (ii) who participates in it. To do this, we deﬁne three levels of involvement and depict these in
ﬁgure 2.1:

Figure 2.1: Initial model of conversation involvement

Level 0. The actor has no awareness of the conversation and does not participate.
Level 1. The actor is aware of the conversation and knows things like: the content,
the participants, the running time and/or the topic.
Level 2. The actor participates in the conversation: the entire history of the conversation is available and the actor is able to contribute.
Using the social proxy used in Babble, it is not possible to categorize the
degree of involvement of someone in a conversation using these levels. When
the marble representing a speciﬁc individual is not shown in the social proxy of
a certain conversation, this does not mean this individual does not know of its
existence: he is either involved in the conversation on level 0 or level 1. Likewise,
when a marble is depicted in the center of a social proxy circle, it is impossible to
determine whether the person represented by that marble is actually a participant
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in the conversation: it is not clear whether he is involved in the conversation on
level 1 or level 2.
In Communico it is possible to diﬀerentiate between the three levels. When a
user is not logged in he does not know of the existence of any conversation and
so, for each conversation, his level of involvement is level 0. When a user logs in
he is not part of any conversation. He can, however, see the list of conversations
and thus be aware of them. So, his level of involvement in all conversations is of
level 1. Finally, when the user becomes a participant of a certain conversation,
either by being invited or by requesting to join, his involvement for that speciﬁc
conversation increases to level 2. When, in turn, the user leaves the conversation,
his involvement of that conversation drops back to level 1. To indicate the level
of involvement Communico shows: (i) what people are logged in, (ii) what people
are not logged in (iii) per conversation what users participate in it.
The third way in which communico diﬀerentiates itself from existing tooling
is with respect to persistence. By making conversations persistent it becomes
possible to access the knowledge created by having these conversations, both
by the participants of the conversations and by others. Several tools we looked
at [Eri99, Smi00, Rib02, Eri06, Tra07] support making conversations persistent,
however they do not diﬀerentiate between diﬀerent states of conversations. So
when everyone leaves a conversation and joins it again the next day, they can
continue the discussion and this is recognized as being the same conversation. In
our view this is not a correct representation of what actually happened due to
the synchronous nature of a conversation. In reality a second conversation about
a similar subject occurs. To reﬂect this in the tooling we do provide persistence
but also assigned them a state to indicate whether the conversation is still active.
Conversations that are active are ongoing and so open for further contributions.
Conversations that are no longer active are past conversations and no longer open
for contributions.

2.5.2 User Interface
Having discussed what diﬀerentiates Communico from existing supporting technologies for virtual open conversation spaces, we continue by illustrating the tool
itself. Communico uses the communication functionalities of Oﬃce Communications Server to allow for communication between its users and it accesses and
displays information about the conversations that are going on, as well as those
that have ended. The main screen of Communico can be seen in ﬁgure 2.2.
In this view the conversations are displayed and updated in real time. Of each
conversation it is possible to see the participants currently in the conversation
(in green), the participants that have already left the conversation (in red), the
start time, the initiator and whether the conversation is ongoing or not. When
the mouse is moved over a certain conversation the last part of the conversation is
displayed in a tooltip box to give an indication of the content of the conversation.
This is shown in ﬁgure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Conversation tooltip
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In this view it is also possible to apply ﬁlters to the conversations that are
displayed to aid the user. In this version of Communico it is possible to ﬁlter to
show only conversations with a particular participant and/or only conversations
which are active. Having chosen a certain conversation, one can choose to go to
the detailed view, depicted in ﬁgure 2.4, either by double clicking the conversation
or by selecting a conversation and clicking details.

Figure 2.4: Conversation details view

In the details window the complete content of the conversation is shown and
updated in real time. Both from the detailed view and from the conversation overview described earlier, it is possible to request to join a conversation by clicking
the appropriate button. The eﬀect of this is that the initiator of the conversation
is informed that you wish to join and he can decide whether or not to allow this.
If he chooses to allow it, you are added to the conversation automatically. Finally,
there is also a view showing which users are currently logged in to Communico.
This is depicted in ﬁgure 2.5.

2.5.3 Technical Implementation
Finally, after the discussion of both the diﬀerences with existing tooling and showing the user interface, we brieﬂy discuss the technical implementation of Communico. When using Oﬃce Communications Server as a communication platform,
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Figure 2.5: Users view

a central server routes all communication and every user of the system runs a
client (in this case Oﬃce Communicator 2007 R2) to use the functionality this
server oﬀers. The functionality includes things like IM, audio chat, video chat
and screen sharing. Communico runs alongside Oﬃce Communicator on the machine of every user of the system. The functionality of Communico is threefold.
Firstly, Communico uses the Oﬃce Communicator Automation API to gather
data about users and conversations and stores this in a central database. When
performing these actions, each instance of Communico cooperates with the instances of Communico running on the machines of the others users to determine
which instance is responsible for what data and make sure all data is consistent.
Secondly, Communico shows the data from the central database server and displays it in its graphical user interface which we discussed in the previous section.
Finally, Communico also oﬀers the possibility of joining a conversation. To do so,
it writes a join request in the database and the instance of Communico that owns
the conversation will handle the join request by asking the user of that machine
whether or not to allow this. A global overview of the entire system is displayed
in ﬁgure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Overview of the system

2.6 Evaluation
As described in the previous section, Communico is a virtual open conversation
space: it assumes that both having and overhearing conversations is valuable in
collaborative software engineering. It implements an open conversation space in
a distributed setting by: (i) having conversations initiated by selecting people to
converse with, (ii) oﬀering information regarding the involvement of project members in these conversations and (iii) providing access to persistent conversations
with an explicit status indicating whether they are ongoing. To be able to reﬂect
on the value of Communico in practice we conducted an informal evaluation to
gather ﬁrst impressions about its real use. The evaluation was done over the
period of two months in a small Dutch software engineering company, with senior
developers who are used to working in GSE projects. Before the evaluation the
employees of this company already used Oﬃce Communications Server to communicate while working on projects. During the evaluation they continued to do
so, but also used Communico, so they could beneﬁt from the features it oﬀers.
During the period of use we interviewed the users to evaluate Communico.
In general the users of Communico found the added functionality beneﬁcial and
the overall consensus was that the tool is useful and the research direction highly
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promising. Firstly they enjoyed being able to see conversations others are having
at the moment while working distributed. They reported that it helped them
feel more connected. Secondly they also liked that they could actively join these
conversations and did not have to wait passively to be invited. Finally they
reported that being able to search through past conversations was beneﬁcial as
well, since this provided an insight in what conversations have taken place, as well
as give the opportunity to access conversations which occurred when they were
not working themselves. Besides being beneﬁcial, the users also reported some
limitations of Communico. Firstly, they did not know when new conversations
are started in the open conversation space. This is because they do not have the
main screen of Communico on their display at all times and Communico does
not provide another means of notifying its users that a new conversation has
started. Secondly, they could not see who were watching a conversation they
were having and they would like to be aware of this, just like they would be in
a co-located setting. Thirdly, knowing what participants are in a conversation
combined with the last sentence of a conversation is not suﬃcient to determine if
a conversation is useful for them. Therefore they had to go to the detailed view
of every conversation to determine this, which took time and eﬀort. Fourthly, the
ﬁlters that are available to search through the past conversations are insuﬃcient as
the list of past conversations gets substantial quite fast. Finally, using Communico
all conversations are public and the users reported they would like to have the
possibility to have private conversations as well.

2.7 Limitations and Future Work
In the previous section we discussed some limitations of Communico that came up
in the evaluation. In this section we start by discussing possible improvements.
Firstly, people did not know when new conversations were initiated in Communico.
A solution to this is to notify people when new conversations are initiated. This
should however be done non-obtrusively to minimize the interference with the
other activities of the user. An example would be to notify the user of the start
of a new conversation using a desktop alert: a small semi-transparent message in
the bottom of the screen which automatically fades out after a short period of
time.
Secondly, the users reported they would like to see who were actually watching the full content of a conversation they were having. Therefore, for a speciﬁc
conversation, it should be visible what users are watching the details and what
users are only viewing general information about the conversation. In order to
accomplish this, we propose to extend the model depicting the levels of involvement, shown in ﬁgure 2.1, by deﬁning a third level of awareness of a conversation,
rated between no awareness and full awareness. In this third level one is aware
of general information about the conversation. The extended model is shown in
ﬁgure 2.7. When a user sees a conversation in the list of conversations he has
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general awareness about it, and thus is involved on level 1a. When a user goes to
the full detailed view of a conversation he is fully aware about the conversation
and is involved on level 1b. The other levels of involvement have remained the
same. The levels of involvement in the extended model should be visible in a
future version of Communico.

Figure 2.7: Model of conversation involvement

Thirdly it should be investigated what general information about a conversation is required to determine what conversations are useful to look at in more
detail. For example automatic topic recognition or cloud tagging could be investigated. Another seemingly simple solution would be to research manual tagging.
Carrol et al. [Car09] however state: ”one of the striking lessons from 20 years
of research on computer-supported collaborative work (CSCW) is that people will
not, and do not want to share explicit intentional status information”. Therefore
an automated solution is likely to be the best alternative. The solution to the
fourth limitation reported in the evaluation is likely to be related because it is
similar in nature. This limitation concerned that the ﬁlters available to search
through the past conversations are insuﬃcient. Therefore it should be researched
how these could be extended. Examples of possibilities of such an extension are
ﬁltering based on topic or date, or ﬁltering on multiple participants instead of
just one.
The ﬁnal limitation reported in the evaluation concerned that all conversations
are public in Communico. The users would like to also be able to have nonpublic conversations and this could be implemented by giving participants in a
conversation the possibility of hiding it from the other people using Communico.
In a normal oﬃce setting this is possible as well. In such a setting it is understood
that what is discussed is public information [Gre02]. It is, however, also possible
to have a conversation in private by having the conversation in a separate oﬃce
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with closed doors. It will be interesting to see how much this functionality will
actually be used in practice when it is added to Communico.
Following the possible extensions to Communico which arose from its evaluation in practice, we also think it is useful to research the addition of topic
based conversation initiation to Communico. Some existing virtual open conversation spaces report the beneﬁts of topic based conversation initiation and in the
co-located setting this functionality is available as well. Therefore it seems interesting to research the use of a virtual open conversation space supporting both
participant- and topic-based conversation initiation. Furthermore there has not
been a formal evaluation of suﬃcient size to draw conclusions regarding external
validity of the concepts Communico is based on. Therefore, after implementation
of the improvements, we will perform a formal evaluation of Communico. Finally,
we will also continue our research in the ASPIC project: focusing on increasing
awareness in distributed collaborative software engineering by sharing relevant
information about the work context.

2.8 Conclusions
In this chapter we have answered the following research question: ”How can
awareness about conversations within a development team support collaborative
software engineering and how can this be facilitated by technology in a GSE setting?” We answered the ﬁrst part of the research question, by deﬁning the concept
of a conversation, discussing the reasons for having conversations and discussing
the advantages of overhearing the conversations of colleagues. These advantages
are the following: (i) it provides access to the information discussed in the conversations, (ii) it oﬀers the possibility of joining the conversations and (iii) it
provides insight in the communication structure of the project team. This led
us to conclude that a work environment should both provide the possibility of
having conversations with colleagues and make the conversations going on in the
work space visible. We called a space which fulﬁlls these requirements an open
conversation space and discussed that in a GSE environment it is not automatically possible to have and overhear conversations. Therefore, explicit tooling is
required to create an open conversation space in a GSE setting: a virtual open
conversation space. We answered the second part of the research question by: (i)
examining the use of existing supporting tools for dislocated communication in an
open conversation space, (ii) examining existing specialized tools which support
transparent group communication and (iii) reporting on Communico, a virtual
open conversation space we developed, and its evaluation in a practical setting.
From this research we concluded that in a virtual open conversation space it is
important to: (i) support participant based conversation initiation, (ii) make it
transparent for the users how involved others are in conversations they are having
and (iii) have access to persistent conversations with an explicit status indicating
whether they are ongoing.

Chapter

3

An Exploratory Study on Open
Conversation Spaces in Software
Engineering

Abstract
Software engineering is by nature a highly collaborative activity and being able to
collaborate eﬀectively is a key factor for project success. However, collaborating
eﬀectively in Global Software Engineering, in which team members are geographically, temporally and socio-culturally separated from each other, is an important
challenge. In a traditional co-located Software Engineering setting, one of the
most important communication patterns is a conversation. Technological support
to have conversations in a distributed setting is commonly used, however overhearing conversations of your colleagues is mostly not feasible with these tools. To
explore the importance of overhearing conversations we conducted a focus group
and a questionnaire in a large international software development company. In
this chapter we report on the qualitative data from the focus group and the quantiﬁcation of this data researched with the questionnaire. Based on these ﬁndings
we will make recommendations on how to support overhearing conversations in
Global Software Engineering.
Originally published in the proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Collaborative
Computing: Networking, Applications and Worksharing [Dul11a]
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3.1 Introduction
In this chapter we will report on the ﬁrst part of an empirical study about overhearing conversations and how to support this. This ﬁrst part of the study concerns the evaluation of the conceptual notion of being able to overhear conversations of your colleagues in the ﬁeld of Software Engineering. The second part of
the study concerns the evaluation of overhearing conversations in a distributed
setting and is presented in chapter 5. In between that chapter and the current
chapter, in chapter 4 we present the requirements that a technological solution
must meet to be able to overhear conversations in a distributed setting, present
an enhanced version of Communico discussed in section 2 and show how it meets
these requirements. We are interested in an evaluation of the value of overhearing
conversations because this is often infeasible in distributed settings and could be
one of the causes of the challenges faced when working in such a setting.
The objective of this chapter is: To provide evidence that research about support for overhearing conversations is worth pursuing and to provide insights on
important aspects to consider when doing so. Therefore, we:
• Determine the beneﬁts and challenges of having insight in the active conversations and determine how important these are
• Determine what information about a conversation is important and determine how important this is
• Determine what actions can be carried out on a conversation and determine
how important they are
• Determine the beneﬁts and challenges of having access to conversations after
they end and determine how important these are
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. In the next section
we present the research site and our methods of data collection and analysis.
Subsequently we present our ﬁndings in the ﬁndings section and reﬂect upon the
results and discuss limitations in the discussion section. Finally we conclude upon
our work in the conclusions section and discuss future research opportunities.

3.2 Research Site and Method
3.2.1 Site
Participants in the study are a group of Software Engineers at Exact, a Software
development company operating in 40 countries. Exact oﬀers Enterprise Resource
Planning software for medium-sized and small businesses. At the end of 2010 it
employed 1867 employees worldwide and 359 in the Netherlands alone [Exa10].
The speciﬁc group of employees that are involved in the study consists of 47 people
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who work on a product called Exact Online which is oﬀered as a service (SaaS).
As for now this product is targeted at the lower end of the SME market and was
introduced in the Netherlands in 2005. The majority of the people in this group
(42) work from the Delft oﬃce in The Netherlands co-located on a single ﬂoor.
Next to this, also three people participated from the Wemmel oﬃce in Belgium
and two from the Minneapolis oﬃce in the USA. Finally, the people worked from
home fairly often and communicated using Instant Messaging software on a daily
basis even when working from the same oﬃce.
The group of people that participated in the study is in our opinion appropriate for reaching the research objectives described in the introduction. Firstly,
software engineering is naturally a team activity. Software engineers need to collaborate eﬀectively in order to deliver a project on time, on budget and to an
appropriate quality level [Avr10]. Secondly, the group of people consisted of experienced software engineers with an average of 10 years of experience in the ﬁeld.
Thirdly, the group of people we studied is both experienced with collaborating
in a co-located setting and in a distributed setting. Finally, the group also used
Communico and therefore gained familiarity with the concepts researched in the
study.

3.2.2 Data Collection and Analysis Methods
To reach our research objectives we used two methods to acquire the empirical
data in this study. Firstly we performed an 8-person focus group to determine
the beneﬁts, challenges, information items and possible actions asked for in the
research goals. Following this we performed a questionnaire among 47 participants
to determine the relative importance of these beneﬁts, challenges, information
items and possible actions. Next, we will explain for both the focus group and
the questionnaire, why we chose to use that method of data collection, give details
about its execution and discuss how we analyzed the data we gathered.
Focus Group
Kontio et al. [Kon04] describe focus groups as ”carefully planned discussions,
designed to obtain the perceptions of the group members on a deﬁned area of interest”. A focus group usually consists of 3 to 12 participants and the discussion
is guided and facilitated by a moderator, who follows a predeﬁned structure so
that the discussion stays focused. The participants of a focus group are selected
via purposive-sampling: they are chosen based on their individual characteristics.
The group setting enables the participants to build on the responses and ideas
of the others, which increases the richness of the information gained [Lan03].
Strengths of a focus group include the ability to discover new insights, oﬀering
the opportunity to explore in-depth why participants think the way they do, and
being a cost eﬃcient way of obtaining practitioner experience [Bai78, Kon04].
However, it also shares weaknesses with many other qualitative methods. Firstly,
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it may be diﬃcult to generalize the results due to the limited number of participants [Jud91, Bai78]. Secondly, group dynamics, communication styles and
the social acceptability of certain topics and opinions can inﬂuence the discussion and therefore introduce bias [Bai78, Kon04]. Thirdly, it is possible that
participants have hidden agendas, for example: trying to come across favorably
[Kon04]. Finally, some of the participants might not completely comprehend the
topics discussed [Kon04].
In this study the goal of the focus group was to elicit the beneﬁts, challenges,
information items and possible actions. We chose to do a focus group because the
method is appropriate for discovering new insights, exploring in-depth why participants think the way they do and because the method requires a limited amount
of time of the participants. We performed the focus group in approximately 2.5
hours with 8 people from the site we discussed in the previous subsection. We
chose to use participants that actively participated in the use of Communico. We
chose these people because they are more likely to have thought about the subject
we wished to discuss and because they are motivated to contribute, which is also
important in an interactive format such as a focus group. About 2 weeks before
the focus group we invited the participants to take part by e-mail invitation. In
this e-mail we explained what a focus group entails, what was expected of them
and the goal of the focus group. We also emphasized that our interest would lay
in their opinions and insights, we would merely be there to observe and moderate
and the importance of them all contributing to the discussion roughly equally.
Finally, we also sent them a short introduction on what topics we were going to
discuss.
During the focus group itself the ﬁrst two authors were present. One of the
authors took the role of moderator, so he made sure the conversations stayed
on topic, the structure (see appendix A) was followed and all participants in
the focus group contributed roughly equally to the discussion. The other author
mainly took notes and assisted the moderator when necessary. We chose to have
the main moderator not take notes because being a moderator requires focus and
taking notes can distract him from this activity [Lan03]. In carrying out the focus
group we followed a structured approach to ensure we would discuss the topics on
which we wanted to elicit opinions. After we introduced the focus group itself and
repeated the goals and ground rules, we started by identifying the beneﬁts and
challenges of having insight in active conversations. Following this, we identiﬁed
what information and what actions are important when a conversation is taking
place. Finally, we also identiﬁed the beneﬁts and challenges of having access to
the ﬁnished conversations.
The identiﬁcation of the beneﬁts, challenges, information items and actions
was carried out as follows: First we would shortly introduce each subject and
subsequently we would hand out sticky notes and ask a question we wanted to
know the groups opinion about. Following this, everyone would write answers
on sticky notes individually after which we would gather all the sticky notes and
discuss each one with the entire group. In the discussion of each sticky note we
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determined what was meant by it and merged it with, or linked it to various other
sticky notes if appropriate, to try and create an overall group consensus.
To conclude the discussion about the focus group we will discuss how we dealt
with the challenges of using a focus group to gather data. Firstly, because we
deﬁned and followed a predeﬁned structure we were able to control the overall
content of the focus group suﬃciently and make sure group dynamics did not
steer the discussion in an undesirable direction. When a certain discussion did
seem to drag on too long without progress the moderator would step in and
gently move the discussion onwards. We also dealt with the challenge of social
acceptability. For one, we repeatedly emphasized the importance that everyone
contributed to the conversation. This point seems to have come across well, as
everyone really contributed to the discussions. Another thing we did to deal with
this, was the use of sticky notes. Because this method forces everyone to think
about a question on their own ﬁrst and write down their opinions, the temptation
to agree with the loudest person or the ﬁrst person to voice his opinion is reduced.
Finally, we performed the focus group in a separate closed oﬃce to protect the
focus group from outside inﬂuences. A third challenge we dealt with concerns that
the comprehension of the topic by the participants can be too limited to have an in
depth discussion. We dealt with this by choosing motivated participants who had
experience with the topic as they used Communico frequently. Next to this, we
also sent an introduction into the focus group and the topics discussed in advance
and repeated this also in a short presentation right before the focus group started.
Finally, the challenge of hidden agendas is not likely to apply in this case study
because of the nature of the project. The participants had no logical interest in
inﬂuencing the outcome of our research as the goals of the research were purely
academic with no direct business related decisions depending on it. Overall the
focus group worked well and the ﬁndings will be discussed in the ﬁndings section.
Survey
Fink [Fin03] describes surveys as: “a system for collecting information from or
about people to describe, compare or explain their knowledge, attitudes or behavior”. When conducting a survey it is possible to collect information directly, by
interviewing people, or indirectly by reviewing written, oral and visual records of
people’s thoughts and actions. The most used method to do this is a questionnaire [Kel03], in which participants are asked a series of questions for example via
ﬁlling in a written form, responding to an email or answering the questions on
a speciﬁcally designed web page. Strengths of gathering data by use of a questionnaire include that the method is quick and requires little eﬀort compared to
other methods, that the use of standardized answers simpliﬁes the analysis of data
and that respondents can complete the questionnaire when it suits them [Gil00].
Weaknesses are mainly concerned with the quality of the data, both with respect
to the completeness and the accuracy. Questionnaires typically have low response
rates, have diﬃculties with motivating the respondents to provide accurate an-
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swers, are bounded in the amount and complexity of questions they can ask, are
bounded to asking questions and assume people have readily available answers to
these questions [Gil00].
In this study we elected to use a questionnaire to determine the mutual importance of the qualitative data we elicited in the focus group. We researched
questions such as: “Which advantages of overhearing conversations are most important?” and “Is knowing the subject of a conversation more important when
participating in a conversation than when you are merely listening to a conversation?”. We chose to use a questionnaire to do this because this made it possible
for us to include the opinions of a larger group of people than if we used another
method and because it is possible to research such questions by using a standardized set of questions. In the questionnaire we asked the respondents to rate
the various advantages, challenges, information items and actions on a 5-point
Likert scale [Lik32] with a no-opinion option. We included a no-opinion option
to prevent people with no opinion on a speciﬁc question to answer it anyway and
’pollute’ the data in this fashion [Bai78].
In this questionnaire the population is the Exact Online department. We chose
to send the questionnaire to the 47 people who installed Communico (out of the
61 that were approached). We chose to send the questionnaire to this sample of
the population because we felt these people would be most motivated to complete
the questionnaire since they were interested enough to install the tool. Sampling
in this fashion to try and achieve a high response rate is known as convenience
sampling [Kel03]. We do not think we signiﬁcantly bias the results by sampling
like this because half of the people we sent the questionnaire to (23 out of 47) used
the tool for less than 20 hours in a 4-month period. Therefore, it is plausible to
assume suﬃcient people with a general negative view on the concepts are recruited
for the sample to accurately represent the population.
We sent the questionnaire (see appendix B) via e-mail, handed out print outs
and also made a web-form available to try and make it as convenient as possible
for respondents to return the questionnaire. Other methods we used to maximize
the return rate were the personalization of the request, the sending of follow-up requests, asking people in person to get their sympathy and convince them they can
make a diﬀerence, and the already mentioned convenience sampling. In the end,
44 out of the 47 people we approached returned the questionnaire, so the response
rate was 94%. To increase the accuracy of the data we tried to avoid common
pitfalls in performing questionnaires like: double-barreled questions, ambiguous
questions and leading questions [Bai78]. The results of the questionnaire can be
found in anonymized form at http://Aspic.nl/OCS/QuestionnaireData.xls.
We analyzed the data as follows: In the questionnaire we asked the respondents
to rate the various advantages, challenges, information items and actions. We
used this data to reﬂect on the mutual importance of these. So, for example,
we compared the importance of the beneﬁts of overhearing conversations. In
order to do so, we applied the Fisher’s Least Signiﬁcant Diﬀerence (LSD) method
[Fis35] on each of the following categories: beneﬁts of overhearing conversations,
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challenges of overhearing conversations, information about a conversation, actions
possible on a conversation, beneﬁts of ﬁnished conversations and challenges of
ﬁnished conversations. This method ﬁrst applies the non-parametric Friedman
test1 in order to determine if the items of the data set of a speciﬁc category are
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent. If the result of applying the Friedman test indicates this is
the case, we apply the non-parametric Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test2
to pairwise compare all items in that category. From the results of this test it
can be concluded whether or not it is likely one of the variables is rated as more
important. In the next section we will discuss the results of this analysis.

3.3 Findings
In this section we will present the ﬁndings of the empirical study. To do this
in a clear and concise fashion, we will structure this section in four parts, one
for each of the research objectives. For each of these research objectives we
will ﬁrst qualitatively describe our ﬁndings. So, we will describe the beneﬁts,
challenges, actions and information items respectively. Following this we will
discuss the relative importance of these, by presenting the quantitative data we
gathered and our analysis of this data. For each of the comparisons we make
we will report the result of the Friedman test and if this test passes we will
present a table summarizing all Wilcoxon tests we performed. In this table (e.g.
table 3.2) a green ’larger than’ -sign means the Wilcoxon test passed and the
item on the left is rated as more important to a statistically signiﬁcant level.
When the test fails we cannot conclude anything regarding the mutual importance
and we show a red ’X’. In these tables the items that are compared are ordered
based on an intermediary ranking of these, produced when applying the Friedman
method. The complete result of all tests can be found in non-summarized form at
http://Aspic.nl/OCS/QuestionnaireDataAnalysis.pdf. In this document
the Likert scale values from the questionnaire are represented as a value between
1 and 5, 1 meaning ’- -’, and 5 meaning ’++’.

3.3.1 Benefits and challenges of overhearing conversations
Benefits
The beneﬁts of having insight in the active conversations we found in the focus
group are the following:
•
•

Having access to the technical knowledge of
colleagues
Acquiring involvement with colleagues

Technical
Knowledge
Involvement

1 http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/ch15a.html
2 http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/ch12a.html
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•
•
•

Enjoying your work
Being able to join a conversation
Acquiring insight in the communication
structure of the team

3.3

Enjoying
Joining
Communication
Structure

An overview of how these beneﬁts were rated in the questionnaire is shown in
table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Descriptive Statistics - Benefits of overhearing conversations

Table 3.2: Comparative Analysis - Benefits of overhearing conversations

When applying the Friedman test on this data set it showed the variables are
likely to come from a diﬀerent distribution (χ2 (4) = 9.806, p = 0.044). So, we
applied the Wilcoxon test on all pairs of 2 variables in the data set to check if
we could conclude anything about their mutual importance. The results of these
tests are summarized in table 3.2.
From this table we may conclude that Technical knowledge (Z=-2.347, p=0.019),
Involvement (Z=-2.515, p=0.012) and Joining (Z=-2.135, p=0.033) are more important than Communication structure.
Challenges
The challenges of having insights in the active conversations we found in the focus
group are the following:
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The information is volatile
A lack of control for the people whose conversations are overheard
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Distracting
Context
Volatile
Lack Of
Control

An overview of how these challenges were rated in the questionnaire is shown
in table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Descriptive Statistics - Challenges of overhearing conversations

When applying the Friedman test on this data set it showed the variables are
likely to come from a diﬀerent distribution (χ2 (4) = 13.511, p = 0.004). So, we
applied the Wilcoxon test on all pairs of 2 variables in the data set to check if
we could conclude anything about their mutual importance. The results of these
tests are summarized in table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Comparative Analysis - Challenges of overhearing conversations

From this table we may conclude that Distracting and Context are more important than Volatile and Lack Of Control.

3.3.2 Information about a conversation
The important types of information about a conversation we found in the focus
group are the following:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who are Participating in the conversation
Who are viewing the conversation
The complete factual content
The Commitment of a participant
The Contribution of a participant
The subject of the conversation
The tone of the conversation
The type of the conversation
The phase the conversation is in
The location the conversation takes place
The accessibility of the conversation
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Participating
Viewers
Content
Commitment
Contribution
Subject
Tone
Type
Phase
Location
Accessibility

In the questionnaire we asked to rate the importance of these information items
based on ones involvement in the conversation. Involvement in a conversation has
to do with how aware someone is of a conversation and whether he participates
in the conversation. Recall from chapter 2 the model of conversation involvement
we deﬁned based on this, which is repeated in ﬁgure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Model of conversation involvement, repeated from chapter 2

In the questionnaire we have asked the participants to rate the importance of
the various information items in three of these levels:
•
•
•

Overhearing a conversation
Actively listening in on a conversation
Participating in the conversation

Level 1a
Level 1b
Level 2

An overview of this rating is shown in table 3.5.
Because in this case we have two dimensions (the information items and the
levels of involvement) instead of one we have analyzed this data more extensively.
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Table 3.5: Descriptive Statistics - Information items

Firstly, similarly to the analysis in the previous subsection, we have compared
the relative importance of the information items in each of the 3 levels of involvement. For all three of these, the Friedman test passed (respectively χ2 (10) =
117.712, p = 0.000, χ2 (10) = 122.639, p = 0.000 and χ2 (10) = 101.088, p = 0.000)
and the results of the Wilcoxon comparisons are shown in tables 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8
respectively.
Table 3.6: Comparative Analysis - Information Items of Overhearing a conversation

From these tables the relative importance of the diﬀerent information items
can be seen for each of the levels of involvement. So, for example, from table 3.6
it can be concluded that when overhearing a conversation the Participants are
more important than the Viewers, Location, Commitment, Phase, Contribution
and Accessibility. Another example is that when participating Commitment is
more important than Location, Viewers and Phase.
Following this, we also compared the rating of each of these items in the different levels of involvement. The Friedman test failed for the information items
Subject, Type, Accessibility and Phase (P>0.05), so for this comparison we cannot
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Table 3.7: Comparative Analysis - Information Items of Listening to a conversation

Table 3.8: Comparative Analysis - Information Items of Participating in a conversation

conclude anything for these items. For the other items we have applied the Wilcoxon test and we found that we could never conclude that an information item is
more important in a lower level of involvement when compared to a higher level
of involvement. We could however conclude the opposite on multiple occasions.
So, a general trend seems to be that information about the conversation is more
important when more involved in the conversation. We have presented the results
of the Wilcoxon tests in table 3.9.
An example of a conclusion we can draw from this table is Commitment is more
important when listening to a conversation (Level 1b) than when overhearing a
conversation (Level 1a) and more important when participating in a conversation
(Level 2 ) than both when listening to a conversation and when overhearing a
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Table 3.9: Comparative Analysis - Information Items

conversation. So, in general we can see that knowing about the Commitment is
increasingly more important as the level of Involvement increases.

3.3.3 Actions possible on a conversation
The actions that are possible with respect to a conversation identiﬁed in the focus
group are the following:
•
•
•
•

Joining a conversation
Inviting someone to join a conversation
Listening to a conversation
Dismissing other participants

•

Dismissing viewers

•

Acquiring the attention of the participants

•

Notifying others of the conversation

Joining
Inviting
Listening
Dismissing
Participants
Dismissing
Viewers
Acquiring
Attention
Notifying Others

An overview of how these actions were rated in the questionnaire is shown in
table 3.10.
When applying the Friedman test on this data set it showed the variables are
likely to come from a diﬀerent distribution (χ2 (6) = 51.498, p = 0.000). So, we
applied the Wilcoxon test on all pairs of 2 variables in the data set to check if
we could conclude anything about their mutual importance. The results of these
tests are summarized in table 3.11.
From this table we may conclude that Inviting is the most important action.
We can also conclude that Joining is more important than all the other actions
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Table 3.10: Descriptive Statistics - Actions

Table 3.11: Comparative Analysis - Actions

except Acquiring Attention. Finally, it is noteworthy that Dismissing Viewers is
considered more important than Dismissing Participants.

3.3.4 Benefits and challenges of finished conversations
Beneﬁts
The beneﬁts of having insight in the ﬁnished conversations we found in the
focus group are the following:
•
•

Having access to knowledge you might otherwise forget
Access to technical knowledge of colleagues

•
•

Acquiring involvement with your colleagues
Enjoying your work

Own Knowledge
Technical
Knowledge
Involvement
Enjoying
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Communication
Structure

An overview of how these beneﬁts were rated in the questionnaire is shown in
table 3.12.
Table 3.12: Descriptive Statistics - Benefits of finished conversations

When applying the Friedman test on this data set it showed the variables are
likely to come from a diﬀerent distribution (χ2 (4) = 57.331, p = 0.000). So, we
applied the Wilcoxon test on all pairs of 2 variables in the data set to check if
we could conclude anything about their mutual importance. The results of these
tests are summarized in table 3.13.
Table 3.13: Comparative Analysis - Benefits of finished conversations

From this table we may conclude that Own Knowledge and Technical Knowledge are more important than Communication Structure, Enjoying and Involvement.
Challenges
The challenges of having insight in the ﬁnished conversations we found in
the focus group are the following:
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•
•
•

It can be distracting from the current work activities
The context of the conversation can be unclear
A lack of control for the people whose conversations are overheard

3.4

Distracting
Context
Lack Of
Control

How these challenges were rated in the questionnaire is shown in table 3.14.
Table 3.14: Descriptive Statistics - Challenges of finished conversations

When applying the Friedman test on this data set it showed the variables are
likely to come from a diﬀerent distribution (χ2 (2) = 31.533, p = 0.000). So, we
applied the Wilcoxon test on all pairs to what we could conclude about their
mutual importance. The results of these tests are summarized in table 3.15.
Table 3.15: Comparative Analysis - Challenges of finished conversations

From this table we may conclude that both Context and Lack Of Control are
rated as more important challenges than Distracting.

3.4 Discussion
In the previous section we have presented the ﬁndings of the study we performed.
In this section we will ﬁrst reﬂect on the results and subsequently discuss limitations of the methods of data collection we used.
Benefits and challenges of overhearing conversations
In the previous section we have reported on the beneﬁts and challenges of overhearing conversations. In these ﬁndings we can see that in general both the
beneﬁts and the challenges are rated as important (all but one have a median
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of ’+’ in both cases). Therefore further research into the support of overhearing conversations for GSE teams is warranted, however the challenges should be
carefully considered. In this consideration, the two challenges rated as most important, Distracting and Lack Of Context, should be addressed with particular
rigor.
Relevant information about conversations
We have also reported on the information items that are important with respect to
conversations. In the ﬁndings we see that the relative importance of information
items is diﬀerent in the three diﬀerent levels of involvement. We can also see
that the Subject of the conversation is the only information item to be among the
most important information items in each level of involvement. Similarly we can
see that Location is among the lowest rated items in each level of involvement.
Finally, it is also noteworthy that, in general, information items seem to gain
importance as the involvement of an actor in the conversation increases.
Possible actions with respect to conversations
We have shown the ﬁndings regarding the actions that are important to be able
to do with respect to conversations. In the analysis of these we see that Joining
conversations and Inviting others into a conversation are rated as most important.
So, with respect to the actions it seems that adding people to a conversation is
more important than dismissing them.
Benefits and Challenges of finished conversations
We have also reported on the beneﬁts and challenges of having access to ﬁnished
conversations. The main beneﬁts identiﬁed here are having access to one’s own
knowledge and having access to the technical knowledge discussed in the conversations of others. Therefore, we feel it is important to ﬁnd out how to extract
data from conversations to make these easily searchable and help exploit these
two beneﬁts. With respect to the challenges it is noteworthy that the interquartile
range of the rating of Distracting is quite wide. Some of the participants in the
questionnaire seem to ﬁnd being distracted by having access to ﬁnished conversations to be a relatively large problem while others ﬁnd it relatively unimportant.
This diﬀerence could very well be related to the level of discipline these people
possess. In general, however, we can conclude that both Lack Of Control and
Context are rated as more important challenges than Distracting.
Limitations
We provided a quite thorough discussion regarding the limitations of the methods
of data collection we used in the description of the research site and method. In
this description we also discussed what we did to deal with these challenges.
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However, there are still some issues that did not ﬁt in that section or need to be
emphasized.
Firstly, even though most participants were used to working from home and
we had a few participants from Belgium and the USA, most people cooperated
mainly in a co-located fashion on a daily basis. Therefore it is possible that
the limited exposure to working distributed from their colleagues caused items
to be misrated in the questionnaire. For example, as a beneﬁt of overhearing
conversations, having insight in the communication structure of the team is rated
relatively low. This could of course indicate this is actually the case, however it
could also be caused by the fact that participants already knew their colleagues
very well, causing having insight into the communication structure to be less
important.
A second limitation has to do with the actual size of the sample. For practical
reasons, we performed one focus group and sent the questionnaire to 47 people. In
this case, as in all cases, increasing the sample size would increase the reliability
of the data. For example if the sample size of the questionnaire is increased more
Friedman and Wilcoxon tests would provide signiﬁcant results, allowing for more
conclusions to be drawn.
A third limitation has to do with the sample itself. For the focus group we
selected all participants from the Delft location, again for practical reasons. Next
to this, the people that participated in the focus group also participated in the
questionnaire. Both these decisions may have created a bias in the results.
A fourth limitation is that all participants worked for a single department of
a single company. When doing research in an attempt to draw conclusions applicable for the general ﬁeld of Software Engineering, the sample should resemble
that population as accurately as possible. In general we can state that with a
larger sample and a more accurate resemblance of the population more externally
valid conclusions can be drawn.
Finally, in our analysis of the questionnaire data we used Fishers’ Least Signiﬁcant Diﬀerence method to help reduce the number of false positives caused by
the pair-wise comparison of all items. In comparison with other methods which
aim to accomplish this Fishers’ LSD is fairly liberal. We chose to use a fairly liberal method because of the explanatory character of this research. Examples of
more conservative methods are: Tukey’s Honestly Signiﬁcant Diﬀerence, Scheﬀe’s
test and the Bonferroni adjustment.

3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter we have reported on the evaluation of being able to overhear conversations of your colleagues in the ﬁeld of Software Engineering in an industrial
case setting. We are interested in an evaluation of the value of overhearing conversations of your colleagues because we wish to ﬁnd out whether researching how to
enable overhearing conversations in a distributed setting is worth pursuing. Our
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main ﬁndings are the following:
• All identiﬁed beneﬁts and challenges are important
• Distracting and Lack of Context are the most important challenges of overhearing conversations
• Knowing the subject of a conversation is very important
• Knowing the location of a conversation is generally unimportant
• Information about a conversation in general gains importance as the actor
is more involved in that conversation
• Adding participants to a conversation is more important than removing
them
• It is important to be able to search through past conversations
• Lack of Control and Lack of Context are the most important challenges of
having access to ﬁnished conversations
Following from these ﬁndings, the main contributions of this chapter are:
• The conclusion that research about support for conversations in GSE is
worth pursuing
• Insights on important aspects to consider when researching support for conversations in GSE
Directly following from these contributions future work will concern researching how to support the overhearing of conversations in a distributed setting. To
do this we will measure how the overhearing of conversations is experienced in
such a setting by enabling this with technological support. We will use the data,
ﬁndings and insights reported in this chapter as a starting point for this.

Chapter

4

Overhearing Conversations in
Global Software Engineering Requirements and an
Implementation

Abstract
Conversations between colleagues in collaborative software engineering are important for coordinating work, sharing knowledge and creating knowledge. Overhearing conversations of others is useful as well since this: (i) provides access to the
information discussed in the conversations, (ii) oﬀers the possibility of joining
the conversations and (iii) provides insight in the communication structure of the
project team. However, when team members are geographically separated, tooling
is needed to be able to support the overhearing of conversations between them. In
this chapter we present the requirements such tools should fulﬁll, discuss existing
solutions and present our own implementation of such a tool: Communico.

Originally published in the proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Collaborative
Computing: Networking, Applications and Worksharing [Dul11b]
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4.1 Introduction
In chapter 3 we presented the ﬁrst part of an empirical study about overhearing
conversations and how to support this. This ﬁrst part of the study concerned
the evaluation of the conceptual notion of being able to overhear conversations of
your colleagues in the ﬁeld of Software Engineering. For the second part of this
empirical study distributed software engineers need to be supplied with access
to overhearing conversations to see whether the expected beneﬁts materialize.
Therefore the goal of this chapter is to: Deﬁne a set of requirements of an Open
Conversation Space and to discuss an improved version of Communico based on
these requirements.
We ﬁrst deﬁne the set of requirements in section 4.2. Subsequently, in section
4.3, we discuss existing tooling for communicating in a distributed setting, discuss
whether or not these tools can be regarded as a Virtual Open Conversation Space
and compare these with Communico based on how they implement the set of
requirements. Following this, we present an improved version of Communico in
section 4.4 and discuss how it realizes the requirements of an Open Conversation
Space. Finally, we discuss the limitations and future work and conclude upon our
research.

4.2 Requirements of an Open Conversation Space
Continuing upon the concept of an Open Conversation Space deﬁned in chapter
2 we discuss the ﬁve requirements such a space should implement in this section.
These ﬁve requirements are:
REQ1.

Facilitate starting conversations

REQ2.

Facilitate detecting active conversations

REQ3.

Facilitate monitoring active conversations

REQ4.

Facilitate participating in conversations

REQ5.

Facilitate the ﬁnishing of conversations

We have derived these requirements by analyzing the life cycle of a conversation in a structured fashion. First the conversation is started in some way,
subsequently the conversation is active for a certain amount of time and ﬁnally
the conversation ends and reaches the end state of being a ﬁnished conversation.
We will also use these three states to structure the discussion of the requirements
of an Open Conversation Space. In this discussion we will illustrate the concepts
by showing how the requirements are implemented in co-located situations, in
particular the traditional oﬃce setting.
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4.2.1 Uninitialized Conversation
In an Open Conversation Space the actors should be able to have a conversation
and therefore it should be possible for conversations to be initiated (REQ1).
In general, there are two ways to initiate a conversation: direct and indirect.
Firstly, in an oﬃce setting the most common way to initiate a conversation is
by walking up to a colleague and starting to talk to him or her. Basically, you
choose a speciﬁc person, or a speciﬁc group of people to initially participate in
the conversation. This participant-based kind of conversation initiation is a direct
way to initiate a conversation. Namely, the initiation of the conversation is part
of the conversation because the communication is synchronous and directed at the
other participants. Examples outside of the co-located oﬃce are calling someone
on the phone or sending an IM-message to someone. It is also possible to initiate
a conversation indirectly. Examples are asking for help in general and making
an announcement. In a traditional oﬃce setting this can be done by talking
out loud or writing something on a white-board while outside of the traditional
oﬃce setting a chat room or a forum can be used. Note that when initiating a
conversation in this fashion, the initiation is not part of the conversation because
the communication is not directed at the other participants (there are none), but
rather at a certain group of potential participants.

4.2.2 Active Conversation
By deﬁnition, once a conversation is initiated, an Open Conversation Space should
allow the overhearing of this conversation by the other actors in that space
(REQ2). Firstly, they should be able to ﬁnd out about the conversation either
by deliberately (manually) looking for it or by automatic detection. In a traditional oﬃce setting an example of the former is looking around actively, checking
to see if people are having a conversation. An example of the latter is detecting
a conversation because you hear people talk to each other or see some people
group together. When looking at detecting a conversation in this fashion, it is
important to note it happens mostly subconsciously and unobtrusively. When you
are working on a task and people talk to each other, you can continue relatively
uninterrupted while your mind automatically detects whether the conversation
is interesting to you. After detection of the conversation the Open Conversation
Space should allow the actors to actively monitor the conversation (REQ3). In
a traditional oﬃce setting this would mean actively listening to the conversation
without actually joining. When actively listening to the conversation an actor
has access to nearly all information about the conversation, so the things that are
being said, who are participating in the conversation and who else is viewing the
conversation. When not actively following a conversation, more general information about the conversation is picked up by the actor, like a phrase or a certain
word.
Besides monitoring an active conversation, actors in an Open Conversation
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Space should also be able to participate in such a conversation (REQ4). People
can become a participant in a conversation (i) because they were one of the original participants in a conversation, (ii) because they were invited into a running
conversation or (iii) because they actively joined a conversation they overheard.
In a traditional oﬃce setting people are usually invited into the conversation by
simply being asked to do so by someone already participating. Actively joining
a conversation yourself can happen in multiple ways. Someone listening to the
conversation can explicitly ask whether he can join, but often people will join
conversations by just starting to speak. When someone participates in a conversation he can inﬂuence the conversation. He can, for example, contribute to the
conversation or invite other people. Next to this he can also suggest to move
the conversation to a separate oﬃce if the conversation is of a private nature,
eﬀectively taking it out of the Open Conversation Space.

4.2.3 Finished Conversation
Because we deﬁne a conversation to be a synchronous information exchange, by
deﬁnition, it has to ﬁnish as well since people cannot synchronously communicate indeﬁnitely. Therefore a conversation ﬁnishes when all participants stop
communicating synchronously (REQ5). This is however not straightforward to
detect. For instance, there is no deﬁnition of a certain amount of time between
messages indicating the synchronous communication has ended. In a traditional
oﬃce setting participants not talking for a certain amount of time and participants physically moving away from each other are usually indicators that a
certain conversation has ended. Later on, it is possible for the same people to
continue ”where they left oﬀ”. This is however not the same conversation, but a
second conversation about a related subject since conversations are synchronous
exchanges of information.
When a conversation is ﬁnished however it does not cease to exist. In a
traditional oﬃce setting people that participated or overheard the conversation
usually have a recollection of the conversation while other people present in the
oﬃce during the conversation can have some knowledge about it as well. Knowing
about ﬁnished conversations has all beneﬁts of overhearing conversations except
being able to join the conversation since this is no longer possible.

4.3 Related Work
Before we discuss Communico in the next section, we will ﬁrst discuss existing
tools for communicating in a distributed setting and compare these with Communico based on whether and how they implement the set of requirements. Firstly,
Communico is a Virtual Open Conversation Space, so it is diﬀerent from tools
which are not suitable to have conversations and tools with which it is not possible
to overhear conversations of others. As explained in section 4.1, an information
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exchange can only be considered a conversation when it is both synchronous and
directed at one or more participants. Therefore tooling not suitable for synchronous communication (e.g. e-mail and forums) or directed communication (e.g.
forums and Twitter [Jav07]) does not support having conversations and therefore
fulﬁlls none of the ﬁve requirements. Other tools which do support having conversations do not support the detection and monitoring of these conversations by
others (e.g. Instant Messaging, telephone and Google Wave [Tra08]) and therefore
are not Virtual Open Conversation Spaces as well since they do not implement
REQ2 and REQ3.
There are also existing solutions which fulﬁll all of the ﬁve requirements. We
have performed a comparison between a number of these by comparing how the
diﬀerent tools implement the requirements. An overview of the comparison is
shown in table 4.1 (REQ4 and REQ5 are omitted in this table because we could
not deﬁne an orthogonal subdivision in which these requirements are divided).
In this table it can be seen that the existing solutions mainly diﬀer in three
ways. Firstly, most of the tools on the list support indirect conversation initiation:
they support starting a conversation by creating a topic. In three of these tools
however, conversations can be initiated directly by starting to talk to a speciﬁc
person. Secondly, while all the Virtual Open Conversation Spaces we looked at
support manual detection of ongoing conversations, only Reachout also supports
the automatic detection of the conversations by subscribing to certain topics.
Finally, with the exception of Internet Relay Chat and VirtualOﬃce, all solutions
make the conversations explicit. In IRC and VirtualOﬃce however, all messages
are shown in sequential order irrespective of what conversation they belong to.
Table 4.1: Comparison of Virtual Open Conversation Spaces

Internet Relay Chat (IRC)
VirtualOﬃce [Sha11]
GroupBanter [Ink08]
Babble [Eri99]
Loops [Eri06]
ReachOut [Rib02]
Threaded Chat [Smi00]
OpenMessenger [Bir08]
Communico

REQ1: Initiating
Direct
Indirect
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

REQ2: Detecting
Manual
Automatic
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

REQ3: Monitoring
Explicit
Implicit
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

Based on this analysis we have implemented Communico making use of the
strengths of the solutions we looked at. In the design of Communico we have
attempted to mimic the traditional oﬃce setting as much as possible because it
is clear that collocated Software Engineering has awareness information beneﬁts
and therefore it seems like a good starting point to mimic this as much as possible
[Omo09]. So in comparison with the solutions compared in table 4.1 we have made
the following design decisions: Firstly, we have chosen to use direct conversation
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initiation by starting to talk with one or more speciﬁc people because in our
opinion this is the most common way to initiate a conversation in a traditional
oﬃce setting. Secondly, we have chosen to support both the manual and the
automatic detection of conversations because both occur in the traditional oﬃce
setting as well: people both overhear conversations by actively looking around and
by being triggered by a certain event while carrying out another task. Finally we
have chosen to make conversations explicit. We did this because using implicit
conversations, like in IRC, limits the creation of a structured and logical layout for
group discussions [Tra08]. In a co-located setting, conversations are also sequential
in nature, but other indicators help to more easily identify conversations as such
(e.g. the placement of individuals in the room and the people at whom people
are looking). When only the sequential ordering of messages is known, all that is
left to identify conversations is semantics. Because of this it requires more eﬀort
to be aware what conversations are going on.
We chose to develop and subsequently evaluate Communico because it is conceptually diﬀerent from the existing technological solutions. We will provide a
detailed description of Communico in the next section.

4.4 Communico
In this section, we discuss Communico by going over the requirements of an Open
Conversation Space discussed in the previous section.

4.4.1 Uninitialized Conversation
In Communico conversations are initiated by double clicking the name(s) of the
user(s) you wish to start a conversation with (REQ1). Because this is a direct
way to initiate a conversation it mimics walking over to someone and starting to
talk to him or her in a co-located setting. We chose this method of conversation
initiation for two reasons. Firstly, in our opinion this is the most common way to
initiate a conversation in a co-located situation. Secondly, starting a conversation
in this fashion is common practice in IM-tools including Oﬃce Communicator.
The choice for direct conversation initiation, however, does not rule out the introduction of an indirect form of conversation initiation (for instance topic based) in
the future.

4.4.2 Active Conversation
In the section about the requirements of an Open Conversation Space we discussed
the three requirements of an Open Conversation Space in relation to an active
conversation. Users should be able to ﬁnd out about conversations (REQ2), listen
to conversations of others (REQ3) and become part of a conversation (REQ4).
We discussed that the two ways of ﬁnding out about a conversation are actively
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looking for it (i.e. by looking around in a traditional oﬃce setting) and automatic
detection (i.e. subconsciously picking up on an interesting conversation while
working). In Communico the former is implemented in the active conversations
tab depicted in ﬁgure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Active Conversations Tab

On this tab a list is shown of all conversations that are currently going on
between the members of the project team. For each conversation basic information
is shown like the participants, the last thing said, and the number of viewers. A
viewer of a conversation is a user that is looking at the detailed information about
that conversation (discussed later). The list of active conversations can also be
sorted (e.g. the conversation with the latest message on top) and ﬁltered (e.g.
only show conversations containing a certain word or phrase) to help the user
discover interesting conversations. Communico implements the second way of
ﬁnding out about conversations, the automatic detection of conversations, with
the use of desktop alerts (Figure 4.2).
Users can conﬁgure Communico to display a desktop alert if an active conversation meets a certain criteria to prevent information overload. Supported criteria
for showing desktop alerts are: that a conversation (i) contains a certain key word,
(ii) has a speciﬁc participant, (iii) has a certain number of viewers or (iv) is running
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Figure 4.2: Desktop Alert

for a certain amount of time. A disadvantage of using desktop alerts is that active
notiﬁcation by the system potentially disrupts the users [Iqb07, Cut01, Cze04].
However, we argue this is also the case in the traditional co-located setting, as
people are also disrupted by conversations that are in fact not that interesting
to them. The goal of the conﬁgurable criteria is to emulate the implicit thought
process in the traditional oﬃce setting. Besides this, the ﬁeld study reported in
Iqbal et al. [Iqb10] also indicates the awareness gained could be worth the added
disruptions caused by the desktop alerts.
After a user ﬁnds out about a conversation that is potentially interesting he
can, like in a traditional oﬃce setting, start to actively listen to the conversation.
In Communico this is done either by double clicking the conversation in the active
conversation tab or by clicking the desktop alert about the conversation. When
this is done a window showing more detailed information about that conversation,
like shown in ﬁgure 4.3, is opened.
When viewing the detailed information about the conversation a user can also
see everything that has been said in the conversation and information regarding
the involvement of others in it. We choose to show the involvement of others
here because (i) we regard it an integral part of a conversation, (ii) involvement
information is also available in the traditional oﬃce setting and (iii) a number
of sources (e.g. [Smi00, Tra05]) also report on its importance. In the traditional
oﬃce setting the involvement of someone in a conversation depends on how aware
he is of the conversation and whether or not he participates in it. Therefore, we
show all people that are currently participating and all people that are currently
monitoring the conversation (by accessing the detailed information). Next to
this, we also show who monitored and participated in the conversation in the
past because we think past involvement is also important when monitoring a
conversation. By implementing these levels of involvement, Communico conforms
to the model of conversation involvement proposed in chapter 2.
People can join a conversation either by being invited by people already participating or by viewing the conversation and requesting to join it by clicking the
join button. When such a join request is accepted by the owner of the conversation, the user changes from merely viewing the conversation to being a participant,
resulting in the conversation window depicted in ﬁgure 4.4. As a participant, the
user can actively contribute to the conversation. Next to this, all participants
also have the option to make a conversation private, eﬀectively hiding the content
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Figure 4.3: Conversation Window - Viewing

from all users that are not participating in the conversation. This functionality
was added to mimic going to a separate oﬃce to talk in private in the traditional
oﬃce setting.

4.4.3 Finished Conversation
A conversation is a synchronous exchange of information and therefore its explicit
end is when the synchronous communication ceases. This can however be diﬃcult
to detect because it can be unclear whether the synchronous communication has
ended or all participants are simply thinking about their next reply. Because
a conversation requires two or more people to communicate, in Communico we
chose to deﬁne the end of a conversation as the moment the total number of
participants in the conversation becomes one or zero (REQ5). So when two
people participate in a conversation and one of them leaves it, either by clicking
leave conversation or closing the conversation window, the conversation ﬁnishes.
When a conversation ﬁnishes it becomes immutable: people can no longer join
and as a result no content can be added to the conversation as well. An example
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Figure 4.4: Conversation Window - Participating

of a ﬁnished conversation is shown in ﬁgure 4.5.
Finished conversations are not discarded, but instead made available in Communico’s ﬁnished conversations tab because past conversations are a valuable
source of information [Nii08]. In a normal oﬃce setting team members each have
access to part of this information, namely the conversations which they participated in or overheard. With Communico however, team members have access to
all conversations that occurred in the Open Conversation Space, can access them
in full detail and can automatically search through them as well.

4.5 Limitations and Future Work
Privacy is often an issue in awareness sharing tools [Hud96]. In Communico we
primarily tried to deal with this by mimicking the co-located setting. Firstly, we
only show information which is also available in the co-located setting. Secondly,
we show who is viewing what information about you to prevent people feeling
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Figure 4.5: Finished Conversation Window

spied on. Finally, we also make it possible to have private conversations giving users control about the visibility of their interactions. Another limitation of
Communico has to do with the fact only IM-conversations are part of the Open
Conversation Space. When a subgroup of the team members is co-located they
will often use verbal communication, eﬀectively bypassing Communico. So, conversations that occur in this fashion are only visible to the people present in the
same oﬃce as where the conversation occurs but not to people located remotely.
A ﬁnal limitation we will discuss concerns that for conversations to occur people
have to be working at the same time. Therefore, in settings where colleagues
have no overlap in working time, it is not possible for them to have conversations.
With Communico, however, it is possible to look at the ﬁnished conversations of
people working in a diﬀerent time zone to acquire information. To communicate
with each other they should use other, asynchronous, means of communication.
This is however not a limitation of Communico in particular but of Open Conversation Spaces in general. If you work in a traditional oﬃce setting and one team
member works during the day while the other works at night, they also cannot
communicate directly and have to revert to leaving notes as well.
Based on the requirements of an Open Conversation Space we have identiﬁed
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several opportunities to improve Communico. Firstly, topic based conversation
initiation could be added. Secondly, the conversations people see could be restricted by deﬁning some sort of ”virtual oﬃce walls” to help prevent an overload of
information. Thirdly, semantics of conversations could be researched to be able
to automatically annotate conversations and help both the detection and monitoring of conversations. Fourthly, research about what other actions to inﬂuence
conversations is interesting as well. An example of such an action could be notifying others about a conversation you are currently having. Finally, research could
be done about detecting when a conversation ﬁnishes. As mentioned earlier, we
considered the likelihood of ﬁnding a suitable setting for a case study an important factor in designing our architecture. Therefore it is clear that we consider
performing an industrial case study to evaluate Communico an important next
step.

4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have explained the value of Open Conversations Spaces and
have deﬁned ﬁve requirements such a space should fulﬁll:
REQ1.

Facilitate starting conversations

REQ2.

Facilitate detecting active conversations

REQ3.

Facilitate monitoring active conversations

REQ4.

Facilitate participating in conversations

REQ5.

Facilitate the ﬁnishing of conversations

Subsequently we have presented Communico which is a Virtual Open Conversation Space and therefore implements these requirements in a distributed setting.
Finally, we have shown that Communico is diﬀerent from existing tooling in the
way it implements the requirements and have discussed opportunities for improvements. The main contributions of this chapter are:
• A complete set of requirements an Open Conversation Space should fulﬁll
• The presentation of a novel tool which implements these requirements in a
distributed setting
• A comparison of this tool with existing Virtual Open Conversation Spaces
The most prominent next step in this research is to evaluate Communico by
measuring its value in a distributed industrial case setting. This is presented in
chapter 5.

Chapter

5

An Industrial Evaluation of
Technological Support for
Overhearing Conversations in
Global Software Engineering

Abstract
Software engineering is by nature a highly collaborative activity. However, collaborating eﬀectively in global software engineering, in which team members are
geographically, temporally and/or socio-culturally separated from each other, is
more diﬃcult. In a traditional co-located setting, one of the most important communication patterns is a (face-to-face) conversation. Technological solutions to
have conversations in a distributed setting are commonly used, however overhearing conversations of others is not explicitly supported. In this chapter we report
on the evaluation of supporting overhearing conversations with technology in a
distributed industrial setting. To do this we deployed a tool we developed with
which it is possible to overhear instant messaging conversations in an international software development company. Based on this evaluation we report lessons
learned and conclude with the most important ﬁndings of this study.
Originally published in the proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Global Software Engineering (ICGSE 2012) [Dul12b]
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5.1 Introduction
In chapter 3 we found strong indications that the ability to overhear conversations
is valuable in carrying out your work as a software engineer. In distributed settings
however, overhearing conversations is infeasible without technological support and
thus far there is no empirical evidence that it can be supported by technology in
a satisfying way. In fact, there are no documented case studies researching the
overhearing of conversations in such a setting at all. Therefore, we ﬁrst deﬁned
the requirements of an Open Conversation Space in chapter 4 and discussed how
a speciﬁc tool called Communico fulﬁlls these requirements. In this chapter we
complete the research cycle by reporting on a case study during a period of four
months at an international software development company in which Communico
was used. The goal of this study is:
To measure the value of overhearing conversations in Global Software Engineering from actual industrial experience.1
This chapter is structured as follows. In the next section we discuss the research site and methods of data collection and analysis. Subsequently we present
our ﬁndings in section 5.3 and reﬂect upon the results and discuss limitations in
section 5.4. Finally, we conclude upon our work and discuss future research in
section 5.5.

5.2 Research Site and Method
In the introduction we deﬁned the research goal of this study: To measure the
value of overhearing conversations in Global Software Engineering from actual
industrial experience. To reach this goal we use Communico to enable the overhearing of conversations in an industrial case setting. A comparison of Communico
with other existing Virtual Open Conversation Spaces can be found in table 4.1.
We choose to use Communico because we found that its conceptual choices in
implementing the ﬁve requirements best mimic the traditional oﬃce setting. We
investigated the following four research questions:
• How well are the beneﬁts and challenges of having insight in active conversations exploited and alleviated?
• How well are the conversations represented?
• How well are actions to be carried out on a conversation supported?
• How well are the beneﬁts and challenges of having insight in ﬁnished conversations exploited and alleviated?
In the remainder of this section we describe the industrial case setting and the
methods with which we have investigated the research questions.
1 This research goal maps to Research Question 1 from chapter 1 although we have chosen
the term ’eﬀects’ instead of ’value’ there.
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5.2.1 Site
Participants in the study are a group of Software Engineers at Exact, a Software
development company operating in 40 countries. Exact oﬀers Enterprise Resource
Planning software for medium-sized and small businesses. The speciﬁc group of
employees that are involved in the study consists of 47 people who work on a
product called Exact Online. The majority of the people in this group (42) work
from the Delft oﬃce in The Netherlands, but all work from home often. Next
to this, also three people participated from the Wemmel oﬃce in Belgium and
two from the Minneapolis oﬃce in the USA. The majority of the people that
participated in the study use Instant Messaging software on a daily basis, even
when working from the same oﬃce. During the case study, which lasted four
months, they also used Communico to be able to overhear conversations of the
rest of the group.

5.2.2 Data Collection and Analysis Methods
To reach our research objectives we used four methods to acquire the empirical
data in this study: a focus group, a semi-structured interview, a questionnaire
and transactional log analysis.
Focus Group
We performed a Focus Group [Kon04] to gather insights, ideas, viewpoints and
opinions of people who frequently used Communico in a practical case setting.
One of the main advantages of such a group setting is that it enables the participants to build on the responses and ideas of others, which increases the richness
of the information gained [Lan03].
The focus group we performed lasted approximately 2.5 hours and we selected
eight frequent users of Communico from the Delft oﬃce to participate in it. Selecting participants based on their individual characteristics like this is known as
purposive-sampling. We chose these people because they are more likely to have
thought about the subject we wished to discuss and because they are motivated
to contribute. In carrying out the focus group we followed a structured approach
(see Appendix C) to ensure we would discuss the topics on which we wanted to
elicit opinions. The focus group itself was conducted in a separate closed oﬃce to
protect the focus group from outside inﬂuences.
Semi-Structured Interview
We performed semi-structured interviews [Fon05] to gather insights, ideas, viewpoints and opinions of the interviewees. We performed two semi-structured interviews, one for the people from the Belgium oﬃce and one for the people from the
US oﬃce because they could not attend the focus group. Their input is particularly valuable because the main goal of this research is to investigate the value of
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overhearing conversations in a distributed setting and these people worked most
distributed from their colleagues. In these interviews we used the same structured
approach as in the focus group.
Questionnaire
We chose to use a questionnaire [Fin03] because this method makes it feasible to
include the opinions of a relatively large group of people by using a standardized
set of questions. In the questionnaire (see Appendix D) we asked the respondents
to rate their experience in the case study on a 5-point Likert scale [Lik32]. We
included a ’no-opinion’ option to prevent people with no opinion on a speciﬁc
question to answer it anyway and ’pollute’ the data in this fashion [Bai78].
We applied the Fisher’s Least Signiﬁcant Diﬀerence (LSD) method [Fis35]
on the ratings in each of the researched categories to reﬂect on their mutual
importance. This method ﬁrst applies the non-parametric Friedman test2 in order
to determine if the items of the data set of a speciﬁc category are signiﬁcantly
diﬀerent. If the result of applying the Friedman test indicates this is the case, we
apply the non-parametric Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed-rank test3 to pairwise
compare all items in that category. From the results of this test it can be concluded
whether or not it is likely one of the variables is rated as more signiﬁcant.
We sent the questionnaire to 47 members of the Exact Online department of
which 44 returned the survey (94% response rate). In the survey we asked people
whether they frequently used Communico and only allowed users that indicated
they did ﬁll out the remaining questions. In total this concerned 25 people. The
results of the questionnaire can be found in anonymized form in Appendix E.
Transactional Log Analysis
Transaction Log analysis is a data collection method for analyzing system performance and user behavior [Jan08]. The main beneﬁts of using transaction log
analysis to analyze user behavior are that it is an unobtrusive method and gathers
much more data than any data set obtained via surveys, laboratory studies or by
user observation in naturalistic settings [Jan08]. We use the method in this study
to gather data on usage frequency of the conversation overhearing functionality
to be able to reﬂect on the adoption rate of our solution.

5.3 Findings
We present the ﬁndings of the empirical study in ﬁve parts. Firstly, we reﬂect on
the four research questions. We do this by presenting the beneﬁts and challenges of
an Open Conversation Space and what information and actions are useful in such
2 http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/ch15a.html
3 http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/ch12a.html
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a setting. These characteristics were identiﬁed in the empirical case study about
the value of the conceptual idea of overhearing conversations based on the working
experience of a group of software engineers described in chapter 3. Subsequently,
we check for each of these characteristics whether we can draw statistically valid
conclusions regarding the relative ordering of how well they are implemented. If
this is the case we show their relative ordering by presenting a table summarizing
all comparisons. In this table a (green) ’larger than’ -sign means the item on the
left is rated as more important to a statistically signiﬁcant level. We show a (red)
’X’ when we cannot draw statistically signiﬁcant conclusions regarding the relative importance of two items. Finally, we analyze the user behavior: how the users
of Communico interacted with the system. For each of the ﬁve parts, we discuss
the ﬁndings, discuss possible improvements of Communico and present lessons
learned. For each of the characteristics, a detailed presentation can be found in
Appendix F which includes all of the data we gathered, a descriptive analysis of
this data illustrating its distribution and a complete analysis to determine the
relative ordering.

5.3.1 Benefits and challenges of overhearing conversations
Benefits
The beneﬁts of having insight in the active conversations we identiﬁed in chapter
3 are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Having access to the technical knowledge of
colleagues
Acquiring involvement with colleagues
Enjoying your work
Being able to join a conversation
Acquiring insight in the communication
structure of the team

Technical
Knowledge
Involvement
Enjoying
Joining
Communication
Structure

When applying the Friedman test on the gathered data it showed the variables
are likely to come from a diﬀerent distribution (χ2 (4) = 29.651, p = 0.000). So,
we applied the Wilcoxon test on all pairs of 2 variables in the data set to check if
we could conclude anything about their mutual importance. The results of these
tests are summarized in table 5.1.
From table 5.1 we may conclude that Joining is exploited more than Involvement (Z=-2.725, p=0.006), Communication Structure (Z=-3.397, p=0.001)
and Enjoying (Z=-3.502, p=0.000). Next to this, we can conclude that Technical Knowledge is exploited more than Communication Structure (Z=-2.517, p=0.012)
and Enjoying (Z=-3.147, p=0.002). Finally, we can also conclude that Involvement is exploited more than Enjoying (Z=-2.696, p=0.007).
In the focus group the beneﬁts reported to be exploited best by Communico
were Joining and Technical Knowledge. In the interviews these two were also
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Table 5.1: Comparative Analysis - How well Communico exploits the benefits of overhearing conversations

seen as well exploited by Communico, however the interviewees also reported a
signiﬁcant increase in Involvement with the rest of the team due to being able
to overhear their conversations with Communico. One of the interviewees from
Belgium said: “I felt more like being there” while one of the interviewees from
the USA said: “In the morning I would scroll through all the conversations my
colleagues had during their working day that far. This made me feel more connected to them”. It is likely the interviewees felt diﬀerent than the focus group
participants because the people that were interviewed worked dislocated from
nearly all of their colleagues while the distribution was signiﬁcantly less for the
participants of the focus group.
Lesson Learned 1
Overhearing conversations with technological support results in a
stronger increase of involvement with colleagues for people that work
more dislocated from their colleagues than for those that work more colocated
Finally, participants of the focus group reported the Communication Structure
as not being exploited particularly well. They suggested making the relations
explicit in the form of a graph, since manually checking who are communicating
often takes too much eﬀort. It is noteworthy that with respect to the beneﬁts
only a possible improvement was mentioned in relation to the exploitation of
the Communication Structure while in chapter 3 this is rated as one of the least
important beneﬁts.
Lesson Learned 2
Only showing the conversations is not suﬃcient to acquire insight in the
communication structure of the team
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Challenges
The challenges of having insight in the active conversations we identiﬁed in chapter
3 are the following:
•
•
•
•

It can be distracting from the current work activities
The context of the conversation can be unclear
The information is volatile
A lack of control for the people whose conversations are overheard

Distracting
Context
Volatile
Lack Of
Control

In the focus group and interviews it was discussed that Volatile is not a large
problem since this is something inherently tackled by a tool such as Communico
which saves conversations. The other three challenges of overhearing conversations are however also encountered when using Communico and in chapter 3 the
two challenges rated as most important are: Distracting and Context. The focus group identiﬁed several improvements of Communico to help alleviate these.
With respect to Distracting the participants of the focus group suggested making
it possible to withdraw yourself from the Open Conversation Space completely by
putting on ’virtual head phones’. Subsequently, when you take oﬀ these ’virtual
head phones’ it should be possible to get some sort of summary of the conversations that occurred while you were occupied. Another method proposed was to
limit the amount of conversations you overhear by creating ’virtual oﬃce walls’
separating yourself from certain groups of people while still overhearing the conversations of others.
Lesson Learned 3
Having control over the amount of conversations you overhear is important to limit distractions
Further, the focus group discussed that the relations between conversations
are an important part of the context of a conversation and suggested to make
it possible to either automatically or manually link related conversations to each
other.
Lesson Learned 4
By making it clearer what conversations are related to a given conversation, the context of that conversation is made more clear as well
Finally, the participants argued there was insuﬃcient control with respect to
making conversations private. Firstly, they argued they wanted to be able to
make conversations private before they start and secondly that they would like
to see private conversations removed from the active conversations list altogether.
Currently, private conversations are shown there but their content is hidden from
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non-participants. Participants argue they see no value in knowing others are
having a private conversation and they do not want others to know of their own
private conversations as well.
Lesson Learned 5
Only enabling making conversations private after initialization provides
insuﬃcient control for the people whose conversations are overheard
Lesson Learned 6
Making the fact that private conversation are occurring visible to nonparticipants provides insuﬃcient control for participants in private conversations

5.3.2 Information about a conversation
The important types of information about a conversation we identiﬁed in chapter
3 are the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Who are Participating in the conversation
Who are viewing the conversation
The complete factual content
The commitment of a participant
The contribution of a participant
The subject of the conversation
The tone of the conversation
The type of the conversation
The phase the conversation is in
The location the conversation takes place
The accessibility of the conversation

Participating
Viewers
Content
Commitment
Contribution
Subject
Tone
Type
Phase
Location
Accessibility

The focus group and interviews elicited similar opinions about the importance
of the information items. Both considered it important to be able to tag conversations with the Subject to be able to quickly and unobtrusively decide whether
it is interesting. In chapter 3 the Subject was also elicited as the most important
information item to accomplish this and in the current version of Communico it
was rated relatively low (see table 5.2). One of the participants said: “I used
the join feature less than would have been possible if the automatic detection of
conversations had been better”.
Next to this, showing the last two sentences instead of the last one can also
improve conversation detection since the last sentence is often an acknowledgment
like: ’sure’, ’alright’ or ’I’ll get right on that’. As a ﬁnal way to improve conversation detection, some participants proposed to include a text based sliding
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Table 5.2: Comparative Analysis - How well Communico shows the information items
about a conversation

text ticker to ﬁnd out about a conversation in Communico. The advantage of
such a ticker is that it is less disruptive than a desktop alert while being easier to
continually scan than the active conversations list.
Lesson Learned 7
Deciding whether a conversation is interesting can be done quicker and
less obtrusive when its subject is known

5.3.3 Actions possible on a conversation
The actions that are possible with respect to a conversation we identiﬁed in
chapter 3 are the following:
•
•
•
•

Joining a conversation
Inviting someone to join a conversation
Listening to a conversation
Dismissing other participants

•
•
•

Dismissing viewers
Acquiring the attention of the participants
Notifying others of the conversation

Joining
Inviting
Listening
Dismissing
Participants
Dismissing Viewers
Acquiring Attention
Notifying Others

In the focus group it was discussed that while Joining is supported adequately
(see table 5.3) it would be preferable for the join-process to be more like the colocated setting. Currently, someone has to request to join the conversation and
explicit permission needs to be given for this to be allowed. The participants
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Table 5.3: Comparative Analysis - How well Communico supports the actions to be
carried out on a conversation

of the focus group suggested changing this so that people automatically join a
conversation when they start to talk in a conversation they are watching. One of
the participants in the focus group said: “Since most people accept a join request
anyway it is best to allow joining by default and make it possible to dismiss a
person that joined later if this is undesirable”.

Lesson Learned 8
An implicit join process is preferable to an explicit join process

Additionally, by making it possible to explicitly dismiss participants the original participants of the conversation still have the option to ask the newly joined
participant to leave. In chapter 3 Joining and Inviting are rated as most important so even though their realization is rated best here as well (see table 5.3)
it makes sense that focus group participants propose improvements to the joining process. It is also worth mentioning that in chapter 3 we concluded adding
participants to a conversation is more important than removing people. So, the
fact that focus group participants speciﬁcally proposed to add an explicit dismiss participant option indicates that removing participants is in fact important,
even if it is less important than adding participants to a conversation. Finally,
the focus group participants also suggested to support explicitly notifying people
outside the conversation of a conversation that might be interesting to them and
to include something like an attention buzzer to acquire the attention of the other
participants in the conversation.
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5.3.4 Benefits and challenges of finished conversations
Benefits
The beneﬁts of having access to ﬁnished conversations we identiﬁed in chapter 3
are the following:
•
•
•
•
•

Having access to knowledge you might otherwise forget
Access to technical knowledge of colleagues
Acquiring involvement with your colleagues
Enjoying your work
Acquiring insight in the communication
structure

Own Knowledge
Technical
Knowledge
Involvement
Enjoying
Communication
Structure

Table 5.4: Comparative Analysis - How well Communico exploits the benefits of having
access to finished conversations

Having access to your own knowledge was rated as exploited best (see table
5.4). This viewpoint was shared by the participants of the focus group and interviewees. However, like for the beneﬁts of overhearing active conversations, the
(dislocated) interviewees voiced the opinion that Involvement is also exploited
particularly well.
Lesson Learned 9
Having access to ﬁnished conversations results in a stronger increase of
involvement with colleagues for people that work more dislocated from
their colleagues than for those that work more co-located
The improvements of Communico identiﬁed with respect to these beneﬁts were
mostly similar to those identiﬁed for the beneﬁts of overhearing active conversations. However, because the list of ﬁnished conversations is considerable longer
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than the list of active conversations the focus group suggested the addition of a
date range ﬁlter to make this list more manageable. In chapter 3 we also suggested
it is particularly important to ﬁnd ways to extract data from the set of ﬁnished
conversations because having access to your Own Knowledge and to Technical
Knowledge were the two beneﬁts of having access to ﬁnished conversations that
were found to be most important.
Challenges
The challenges of having access to the ﬁnished conversations we identiﬁed in
chapter 3 are the following:
•
•
•

It can be distracting from the current work activities
The context of the conversation can be unclear
A lack of control for the people whose conversations are overheard

Distracting
Context
Lack Of
Control

In the focus group and interviews the same limitations and possible improvements of Communico were discussed as for the challenges of overhearing active
conversations with the addition that participants suggested alleviating Lack Of
Control by making it possible to make conversations private after they ﬁnish
because people often forgot to do this.
Lesson Learned 10
Only enabling making conversations private before they ﬁnish provides
insuﬃcient control for the participants of the conversation

5.3.5 Behavior analysis
To be able to analyze how the users of Communico interacted with the system we
used automatically generated transaction logs. From these logs we derived that
in the total four months of usage 53 unique users used Communico for 4185 hours
in total. The average length of a user session was about 4.4 hours. The users had
1921 conversations in total. The average number of participants of a conversation
was 2.2 and the highest number of participants in a conversation was 9. During
this period 605 view actions took place at 493 diﬀerent conversations, the average
number of viewers of a conversation was 0.31 and the highest number of viewers
was 5.
We divided the total period of four months of usage of Communico in two parts
of two months. In the ﬁrst two months we deployed Communico to a select number
of people to test the usage of Communico in the speciﬁc setting of Exact, resolve
problems and adapt Communico to best ﬁt the needs of this speciﬁc setting. In
the subsequent two month period we made Communico available to the entire
department on a voluntary basis. In the period Communico was available to the
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(b) Total number of view
actions per day

Figure 5.1: Behavior analysis

entire department we identiﬁed a trend in the use of the tool. After we made
the tool available, the usage increased, peaked and subsequently decreased when
we stopped actively promoting its use. This can be seen in ﬁgure 5.1 where we
show the increase and subsequent decrease in total number of participants and
total number of view actions per day for all users of Communico. Especially in
the second graph we see a strong decrease in the number of view actions while in
the other graph we also see a decrease of use near the end following a peak.
Lesson Learned 11
In settings where part of the team works co-located the use of technology, supporting the overhearing of conversations without oﬀering speciﬁc
advantages over the co-located setting, will strongly decrease over time
It is also interesting to see the relatively large reduction in number of view
actions relative to the reduction in participants.
Lesson Learned 12
A decrease in the number of participants of a tool supporting the overhearing of conversations will result in a stronger decrease in the number
of overhear actions
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5.4 Discussion
In this section we will reﬂect on the ﬁndings and discuss the most important
results. Before this discussion it is important to re-emphasize the context in
which this discussion takes place: a practical case setting in which we supported
the overhearing of conversations. Outside of this scope several of the lessons
learned we have introduced in the previous section and discuss in this section,
have already been published. For example in relation to Lesson Learned 2, Sarma
et al. [Sar09] report on their tool Tesseract which shows the social network of
developers as determined by their communication records, which in their case
concerned email communication, comments about a bug and work performed and
submitted in the bug tracker. In the rest of the discussion we focus on the value
of overhearing conversations in Global Software Engineering.
To start, we found that, when deploying awareness sharing technology into settings where part of the team works co-located, the use of this technology should
oﬀer speciﬁc advantages over the co-located setting to stimulate the use by people
that work mostly co-located. This stimulation is required because of a combination of three factors. Firstly, we found in the use of Communico that on the one
hand, the people working mostly distributed value the overhearing of conversations with Communico most since it gives them access to awareness information
they did not have access to before. On the other hand however, the people working
mostly co-located value the overhearing of conversations less because these people
already overhear a signiﬁcant portion of the conversations outside of Communico
because they can communicate face-to-face (Lesson Learned 1). Therefore the
mostly co-located people have less incentive to use the tool. Secondly however, it
is necessary the mostly co-located people also use Communico to actually make
the technological support for overhearing conversations work. Since without their
cooperation, their conversations are still inaccessible to and cannot be overheard
by, the distributed people. Finally, we also identiﬁed a strong decrease in the use
of Communico at the end of the study, when we were no longer present daily,
indicating that our presence artiﬁcially stimulated the use.
Related to the previous ﬁnding we also found that to stimulate acceptance,
and therefore use, of awareness sharing technology, it is important to provide
the users with more control over the information about them which is being
shared (this includes their actions). This can also be seen in some of the lessons
learned discussed in the previous section. Firstly, people propose to enable making
conversations private before a conversation starts (Lesson learned 5) and after it
ﬁnishes (Lesson Learned 10). Next to this, people also propose to not show private
conversations in the active conversations list to non-participants (Lessons Learned
6).
Another important result we identiﬁed is that being able to properly detect
interesting conversations is essential. In a traditional oﬃce setting this happens
unobtrusively and it is important to approach this standard when constructing
technological support to enable the overhearing of conversations. This can also be
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seen in the ideas for future improvements identiﬁed is this chapter. Examples of
this are being able to automatically identify the subject of and relations between
conversations (Lessons Learned 7 and 4). Related to this, also the prevention
of information overload is important. When we are better capable of detecting
when a conversation is interesting, we will also be better at preventing people
from getting too much information (Lesson Learned 3). An additional factor in
determining how much information and what granularity of information is needed
has to do with the current activity of the user. An example mentioned in the
focus group is to put on ’virtual head phones’ to withdraw yourself from the open
conversation space and avoid disruption when performing a task that requires
signiﬁcant attention.

5.4.1 Threats to Validity
A threat to external validity is that we only studied one department in a single
company. To be able to generalize the ﬁndings the study should be repeated in
more settings. Next to this, also the size of the sample is a threat to external
validity. For practical reasons, we performed one focus group and sent the questionnaire to 47 people of which 25 reported having used Communico actively.
Also the sample we selected for the focus group may not be representative as well
since we selected all participants from the Delft location for practical reasons. To
mitigate this risk we performed semi-structured interviews with the dislocated
people.
There are also threats to internal validity. Firstly, most people worked from
the Delft oﬃce on a daily basis. However, most participants were used to working
in a distributed setting, often worked from home and there were three participants
from Belgium and two from the USA as well. It is possible that the limited exposure of a portion of the participants to working distributed from their colleagues
caused items to be misrated in the questionnaire. Next to this, the people that
participated in the focus group and semi-structured interviews also participated
in the subsequent questionnaire. This could have biased the results due to a
learning eﬀect caused by repeated testing.
We attempted to mitigate threats to reliability by rigorously describing our
research site and methods and making all of our quantitative data available online.
We do this in an attempt to make, both our data gathering methods and the
analysis of our data, repeatable. Subsequently, a threat to construct validity is
mono-operation bias. Because we only researched supporting the overhearing of
conversations with technology with one speciﬁc tool one could argue the results
only apply to the use of that tool. We mitigated this threat by deﬁning an explicit
set of requirements of open conversations spaces and discussing how Communico
fulﬁlls these.
Finally, there is also a threat to statistical conclusion validity. In our analysis
of the survey data we used Fishers’ Least Signiﬁcant Diﬀerence method to help
reduce the number of false positives caused by the pair-wise comparison of all
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items. In comparison with other methods which aim to accomplish this, Fishers’
LSD is fairly liberal. We chose to use a fairly liberal method because of the
exploratory character of this research.

5.5 Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter we have reported on an empirical study about the evaluation
of supporting overhearing conversations in a distributed setting with technology.
The goal of the study is: To measure the value of overhearing conversations in
Global Software Engineering from actual industrial experience. The most important results of this chapter are:
• The value of awareness sharing technology is higher for people that work
more distributed from their colleagues
• The value of awareness sharing technology is higher when a larger portion
of a team uses them
• In settings where part of the team works co-located the use of awareness
sharing technology should oﬀer speciﬁc advantages over the co-located setting to stimulate the use by people that work co-located
• The acceptance, and therefore the value, of awareness sharing technology
can be increased by providing the users with more control over the information about them which is being shared
• The value of technological support for overhearing conversations in distributed settings is higher when such support can more accurately detect interesting conversations while preventing an overload of information
Future work will concern the investigation of how to deal with settings in
which a portion of the team is distributed while another portion mainly works
co-located. We feel this is not only essential to the success of a tool supporting
the overhearing of conversations but for awareness sharing technology in general.

Intermezzo: Lessons Learned from
the Communico Saga
In the Communico saga we just concluded we presented an in depth evaluation of
the implementation and introduction of a single type of contextual information
to a distributed Software Engineering team. Speciﬁcally in chapter 5 we reﬂect
on the diﬃculties encountered when introducing the solution to an actual distributed software engineering team. Three of the ﬁve conclusions of this chapter are
directly related to this:
• The value of awareness sharing technology is higher for people that work
more distributed from their colleagues
• The value of awareness sharing technology is higher when a larger portion
of a team uses it
• In settings where part of the team works co-located the use of awareness
sharing technology should oﬀer speciﬁc advantages over the co-located setting to stimulate the use by people that work co-located
It appears the diﬃculties with the introduction are primarily caused by two
factors:
• The information is not equally valuable to everyone
• Because of the asymmetrical nature of the setting, some people in the team
are very isolated from the rest of the team while others often work physically
co-located with a signiﬁcant portion of the team
To deal with these issues and minimize facing the same diﬃculties in the
remainder of the research presented in this dissertation, we have taken two measures. Firstly, to make the solution valuable to everyone, we have expanded our
81
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focus. Instead of introducing a single type of contextual information in an isolated
solution we will work towards the creation of a single environment in which all
types of information that are valuable to distributed software engineering teams
are present. By shifting the focus we believe it will be more natural for the entire
team to use the solution because it is likely to provide value for everyone.
The second measure we have taken is to try to avoid asymmetrical settings for
now, by focusing our attention on the IHomer setting in which the default work
location is home and therefore the level of isolation between colleagues is largely
similar. Following this, when there has been success in providing value to roughly
symmetrical distributed software engineering teams, it should be investigated how
to make the support suitable for asymmetrically distributed teams as well.

Part II

The Iris Saga: Providing Overall
Support for Distributed Software
Teams
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Chapter

6

Collaboration should become a
first-class citizen in support
environments for software
engineers

Abstract
Much work has been done in developing IDEs for supporting software engineers in
their isolated programming tasks. Software Engineering however, is primarily a
collaborative activity in which communication, coordination and cooperation with
colleagues is essential. Supporting this collaboration is often overlooked in support
environments while it is in fact highly beneﬁcial for Software Engineering teams
in general and distributed teams in particular. Progress has been made in extending existing IDEs with functionality for supporting the collaborative activities in
Software Engineering, however such environments are focused primarily on the
programming task with collaboration functionality added to that. In this chapter
we argue the case that collaboration should be at the core of IDEs by showing
exhibits that Software Engineering is primarily a collaborative activity, discussing
limitations in the support for this in existing solutions and discussing our own
approach in dealing with these limitations.
Originally published in the proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Collaborative
Computing: Networking, Applications and Worksharing [Dul12a]
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6.1 Introduction
In 2002 Booch and Brown [Boo03] emphasized the importance of a Collaborative Development Environment (CDE) deﬁned as: “a virtual space wherein all the
stakeholders of a project - even if distributed by time or distance - may negotiate, brainstorm, discuss, share knowledge, and generally labor together to carry
out some task, most often to create an executable deliverable and its supporting
artifacts”. They argue that [Boo03]: (i) eﬀective teamwork is an essential part of
every nontrivial Software Engineering eﬀort and (ii) collaborative capabilities are
essential to support these teams, particularly as team sizes get smaller while team
interaction becomes more geographically dispersed. They conclude that CDEs are
an ideal way to get people to work together eﬀectively.
Since Booch and Brown’s chapter, the importance of CDEs has only increased
because software engineers work more and more dislocated from each other due
to the globalization of business [Car99, Her01, Her07] and the rising popularity of
working from home [The09]. However, advances have also been made in the area
of CDEs, for example by IBM with Rational Team Concert1 which extends the
IDE with awareness information and collaboration functionalities such as status
indicators of team members and direct communication options. However, while
providing support for distributed collaboration, such an approach is inherently
focused on the programming perspective and merely adds collaborative features to
existing individual functionalities. In other words the core of the solution revolves
around the individual programming task while the team and the collaboration
within the team are secondary. According to Sengupta et al. [Sen06]: “Most of
the work in the CDE domain till date has focused on collaborative coding”. We
argue the next step should be focusing on Collaborative Software Engineering.
However, achieving collaboration support for software development by extending existing solutions is diﬃcult. Sarma agrees and states [Sar05]: “To create
intrinsic collaboration support for software development, researchers need to reevaluate the traditional development practices to design development tools from the
ground up to truly support collaboration”. Next to this, Gerald Weinberg [Wei89]
has noted that programming is ultimately a human activity and studies by DeMarco and Lister [DeM87] suggest that on large projects typical developers spend
about 70% of their time working with others. So, eﬀective communication plays a
key role in software development [Ahm08]. Therefore we argue useful insights into
how to best support Software Engineers can be identiﬁed by creating a CDE which
has support for inter-personal collaboration at its core as opposed to support for
the individual programming task. Because such an approach is contradictionary
to how most solutions attempt to support collaborative Software Engineering at
the moment, the goal of this chapter is:
To argue that collaboration should become a ﬁrst-class citizen in support environments for Software Engineers.
1 https://jazz.net/products/rational-team-concert/
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To do this we have structured the chapter as follows. First, in section 6.2
we discuss how Software Engineering is an inherent collaborative and human
activity and why this implies the most important thing to support is collaboration.
Following this in section 6.3 we give an overview of a selection of existing solutions
to support collaborative Software Engineering by looking at a number of reviews
of the current state of practice. In this analysis we identify a number of limitations
of the current solutions and in section 6.4 we discuss our approach in resolving
the limitations by the creation of a collaborative environment called Iris: an
extensible communication platform bootstrapped and created by and for a group
of fully distributed Software Engineers. Finally, we summarize our work and
discuss further research possibilities in section 6.5.

6.2 Software Engineering: a collaborative activity
In this section we present and defend the thesis: “Collaboration is essential for
Software Engineering teams and therefore also for support environments for them”
We ﬁrst discuss existing research on the collaborative and social aspects of
Software Engineering. A number of sources have reported on this. Firstly, Weinberg [Wei89] is generally considered a pioneer in recognizing that software development is something done by human beings and the implications of that. A
signiﬁcant portion of his work is focused on re-engineering the software development processes from a “people empowering point of view”. Secondly, DeMarco
and Lister [DeM87], Perry et al. [Per94] and Jones [Jon86] are examples of studies
on the amount of time spent on communication and collaboration with others.
In the study of DeMarco and Lister [DeM87] they report that on large projects
typical developers spend about 70% of their time working with others. Perry et
al. [Per94] report that in their study over half of developers’ time was spent in
interactive activities. Jones [Jon86] reports that team activities account for about
85% of the costs of large software systems. Thirdly, Strubing [Str94] has also performed a study in this area in which he performed two series of experiments. In
the ﬁrst series, he conducted 10 open-ended interviews and one group discussion;
in the second series, he conducted 25 interviews with programmers and two other
experts. He found that programmers perform four activities: (i) coding, (ii) organizing their working space and process, (iii) representing and communicating
design decisions and ideas, and (iv) communicating and negotiating with various
stakeholders. So three of the four core daily activities Strubing found are activities
with a signiﬁcant collaborative aspect. He concludes [Str94]: “Being a sociologist, I have found that designing software is a highly cooperative process”. Finally,
Booch and Brown [Boo03] have also performed an experiment to obtain a snapshot of the daily life of a developer which conﬁrms these ﬁndings. So, based on
these studies, it seems clear that social activities represent a considerable portion
of the average day of programmers.
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Exhibit 1
Social activities represent a considerable portion of the average day of
software engineers Based on [Wei89, DeM87, Str94, Per94, Boo03,
Jon86]

Next we show further implications of this by discussing how it is reﬂected
in two movements in Software Engineering which are currently quite popular:
Global Software Engineering and Agile Software Development. In Global Software Engineering (GSE) the software development process is distributed between
several geographically dispersed locations [Con06, Dam06, San07]. GSE is becoming more popular both due to the globalization of business [Car99, Her01, Her07]
and the rising popularity of working from home [The09]. The main challenges
that arise due to working dislocated from each other, have to do with diﬃculties
with communication, coordination and control of the development process [Car01].
Extensive literature exists which reports on the challenges. The most important
of these are: lack of informal communication [Car99, Her99, Her01, Åge05], reduced hours of collaboration [Bat01, Kie03, Hol06, Fit08], communication delay
[Åge05, Her05, Her07, Con06] and loss of cohesion [Car99, Her03, Her07]. As
a commonality between these challenges we see that they all have to do with
diﬃculties in collaboration (collaboration deﬁned as the combination of cooperation, coordination and communication [Fuk08]), which conﬁrms our thesis that
collaboration is essential in Software Engineering.

Exhibit 2
The main challenges experienced in Global Software Engineering are difﬁculties with collaboration
Based on [Car99, Her99, Car01, Her01, Bat01, Kie03, Her03,
Åge05, Her05, Con06, Hol06, Her07, Fit08]

The second movement in Software Engineering we want to use to illustrate the
collaborative nature of Software Engineering is the rising popularity of agile methods. In the last twenty years many sources have reported on the development of
lightweight methodologies as a reaction to the inﬂexibility of existing heavyweight
methods [Fow00, Hig02, Abr02, Kal02, Coh04, Wil04, Awa05, Hat06]. Examples
of these new methodologies are:
• Scrum [Sch95, Sch11]
• eXtreme Programming [Bec99b, Bec99a, Gla01]
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• Crystal methods [Coc00, Coc02]
• Adaptive software development [Hig97, Hig00, Hig02]
• Feature driven development [Coa99, Pal01]
• Kanban [And10]
After the development of these methodologies, in 2001, seventeen prominent
process methodologists held a meeting to discuss future trends in software development. They noticed their methods had many commonalities and deﬁned a
name for methods of this kind: ”agile methods”. They formed the ”Agile Alliance” and wrote ”The agile manifesto” [Bec01] in which they deﬁned four core
values:
1. Individuals and Interactions over processes and tools
2. Working software over comprehensive documentation
3. Customer collaboration over contract negotiation
4. Responding to change over following a plan
We can see that these core values as well as a set of principles (see [Bec01])
quite strongly have to do with collaboration and communication. Agile methodologies focus on people and their collaboration, both internally (with teammembers) and externally (with the end users). One of the core reasons Agile
Software Development has been so popular in practice [Sal08, Hus09] is this focus
on collaboration. So, the popularity and success of agile methods also help build
our case that collaboration is an important aspect of Software Engineering.

Exhibit 3
The popularity in practice of Agile Software Development is grounded on
its emphasis on people and their collaboration
Based on [Fow00, Hig02, Abr02, Kal02, Bec01, Coh04, Wil04,
Awa05, Hat06]

These three exhibits underline that collaboration is essential in Software Engineering because (i) it represents a signiﬁcant portion of the daily activities of
software engineers, (ii) a lack of it leads to signiﬁcant challenges (GSE) and (iii)
strengthening it is the main beneﬁt of Agile Software Development. Because of the
value in good collaboration and harm caused by having insuﬃcient collaboration
it can be argued that adequate support for collaboration is indispensable.
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6.3 Support environments for software engineers
In the previous section we discussed how Software Engineering is inherently a
collaborative activity. It is precisely the collaboration between team members
through communication, coordination and cooperation [Fuk08] which is the core
of the activity and therefore essential. In this section we discuss existing support
environments for software engineers, discuss how these solutions include support
for collaborative activities and identify gaps (limitations) in the existing support
for collaborative Software Engineering.
Today, many environments exist to support software engineers and most of
these include at least some support for collaboration as well. However, they
emerged with diﬀerent initial goals in mind. Firstly Integrated Development Environments (IDE) exist of which Eclipse2 and Microsoft Visual Studio3 are probably the most well-known. IDEs evolved from code editors which were extended
with functionalities software developers frequently use such as code repositories
and support for functional testing. Such environments however are primarily
individual productivity tools [Boo03]. They have also been combined with collaborative technologies such as code-repositories and Instant Messaging platforms.
Examples of environments with these extensions are: Rational Team Concert,
Merlin Toolchain4 , Team Foundation Server (TFS) and Visual Studio Team System5 . Similar to environments which evolved from code editors, environments also
exist which evolved from being a host for projects. Examples are SourceForge6 ,
Launchpad7 , Google Code8 and Microsoft CodePlex9 . These technologies have
been extended with all sorts of functionality regarding collaborative development
such as: code review support, build systems and bug tracking. Thirdly, there
exist systems created to centralize the building of the system. Examples of such
systems are Apache Continuum10 , CruiseControl11 and Tinderbox12 . These systems, in turn, have also been extended with collaboration supporting technologies
such as scheduling software.
Some of the support environments discussed above are considered by some to
be Collaborative Development Environments (CDEs). Lanubile et al. [Lan10]
discuss and compare support of nine support environments they consider CDEs.
In another work Lanubile [Lan09] indicates SourceForge is the most popular CDE
with over 170.000 hosted projects and 1.800.000 registered users. Looking at the
2 http://www.eclipse.org
3 http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/vstudio
4 http://merlintoolchain.sourceforge.net
5 http://www.microsoft.com/visualstudio/en-us/products/teamsystem
6 http://sourceforge.net
7 https://launchpad.net
8 http://code.google.com
9 http://www.codeplex.com
10 http://continuum.apache.org
11 http://cruisecontrol.sourceforge.net
12 http://www.mozilla.org/projects/tinderbox
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functionality of the discussed CDEs however, it can be seen that the “integration” of collaborative functionalities is mostly limited to making the functionality
available in a single platform. Providing a mailing list, message board or Instant
Messaging is one thing, but integrating it in the process is another. An example
of this is being able to start conversations based on and linked to your current
work context. With regard to integrations like this there is still quite some work
to be done in the ﬁeld of CDEs.
Limitation 1
Existing support environments for software engineers focus on the individual programming task

In the CSCW (Computer Supported Collaborative Work) community much
research has been done about collaboration and what information is essential
to do this eﬀectively. One of the primary drivers in this research is the notion
of awareness, deﬁned as: “An understanding of the activities of others which
provides a context for your own activity” [Dou92a]. Researchers in the Software
Engineering community have leveraged the work done in the CSCW community to
provide support for software engineers as well. A number of studies has been done
to research the existing tool support for collaborative Software Engineering (e.g.
[PR12, Ste10, Lan10, Jim09, Sen06, Sar05]). Most of these studies have focused
on Global Software Engineering which is appropriate because collaboration issues
using tools are much more apparent in an environment where the tool is the
primary (and sometimes only) way to carry out the collaboration. One of the
most striking outcomes of these studies is that there exist many separate tools
to support collaborative Software Engineering but very little has been done to
integrate them. Portillo-Rodrı́guez et al. [PR12] for example concludes: “although
there are suﬃcient tools to support most areas or processes in the software life
cycle, there is a lack of connection between the tools. Almost only when using
tools from the same company (i.e. IBM or Microsoft tools), and only in some
areas, is it possible to integrate the diﬀerent tools.”. Steinmacher et al. [Ste10]
agrees: “In general, most part of the primary studies (79%) focuses on introducing
a new tool with some awareness support to GSE.”. In fact, most of the integration
in collaborative tools for Software Engineering has been done in IDEs, code hosts
and build servers discussed in the previous paragraphs. Next to this, a signiﬁcant
portion of these isolated single-purpose tools are academic research tools and
therefore less likely to be usable in an industrial setting.
Limitation 2
Collaborative functionalities are often only available in isolated (special
purpose) environments
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The second thing that stands out when looking at these studies is that most
of the surveyed tools are related to code speciﬁc tasks [Sen06]. Steinmacher et
al. [Ste10] states: “The main focus is given to studies gathering information from
source code version management repositories, used to provide awareness supporting both coordination and cooperation”. As we just discussed in the previous section, Software Engineering is primarily a collaborative activity so focusing more
on support for this is an important next step in the research in this area.
Limitation 3
Tools which support collaboration mainly focus on code related collaboration
Finally, Steinmacher et al. [Ste10] have also surveyed what portion of the tools
supports coordination, cooperation and communication. They conclude that the
vast majority of the work has revolved around supporting coordination and that
in particular support for communication in CDEs is a: “fruitful research topic”
[Ste10].
Limitation 4
Tools which support collaboration mainly focus on easing coordination.
Support for communication and cooperation is supported less
It is important to try to resolve the limitations discussed in this section because Software Engineering is a highly collaborative activity as has been discussed
in the previous section. Additionally, providing improved support for collaborative Software Engineering is even more important for supporting Global Software
Engineering and Agile Software Development, because of an increased dependence
on supporting technologies for collaboration in the ﬁrst case and because of the
increased focus on collaboration in the latter.

6.4 Our approach
In this section we discuss our own approach in trying to resolve the issues identiﬁed in the previous section through the creation of Iris13 . We do this to show
our ﬁrst steps in actually implementing a CDE with support for inter-personal
collaboration at its core. First, we discuss the main objectives we want to achieve
and the reasoning behind these objectives. Following this we discuss how we aim
to reach the objectives by describing the setting in which the solution will be
evaluated and the process we employ in developing and evaluating the solution in
that setting. Finally, we also discuss initial results.
13 Named

after the Greek goddess Iris: messenger of the gods
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6.4.1 Objectives
The core idea behind of our approach is that Software Engineering is primarily a
collaborative activity and therefore support for communication, coordination and
cooperation should be the core of a support environment for Software Engineering.
The ﬁrst limitation of existing support we discussed in the previous section is
that existing support primarily focuses on the individual programming task. In
our approach we will focus primarily on creating a collaboration platform and
only secondarily support the individual programming task to try and target this
limitation. So, the environment we are creating focuses on providing support
for communication, coordination and cooperation ﬁrst. Subsequently, additional
functionality can be added to support the individual programming task which can
build on top of the collaborative functionality which is the core of the system.
Secondly, we found that many of the solutions that support sharing awareness
between the members of the development team are not integrated. This integration is in fact valuable. Sillito et al. [Sil08] for example reports on an empirical
study on how programmers resolve change tasks and how tools support them in
answering questions they have in the process of carrying out these tasks. They
report that most of the tools that they researched treat questions as if they are
asked in isolation while they often are, in fact, part of a larger process. Examples
are asking questions on diﬀerent levels of abstraction and asking questions involving diﬀerent information sources. Because awareness questions are often part
of a larger process, involving a series of questions and activities that provide
context, it is often diﬃcult for distributed software engineers to obtain suﬃcient
contextual awareness [Omo10]. Therefore our second objective is to provide all
awareness needs of software engineers in a single platform.
Thirdly, Sillito et al. [Sil08] also state that even programs that do support asking diﬀerent questions generally fail at combining the information in a useful way
and merely report the information in isolation as largely undiﬀerentiated and unconnected lists. Because of this we also ﬁnd it important to enable the integration
of the awareness information from diﬀerent sources. Therefore our third objective
is to provide support for truly integrating information from diﬀerent sources and
to be able to utilize this information to support the software engineer.
To summarize, our core objectives are the following:
1. Make collaboration the core of the support environment
2. Support all awareness needs of software engineers in a single platform
3. Enable integration of the awareness information from diﬀerent information
sources
Out of these objectives, Objective 1 is intended to deal with Limitation 1
from the previous section while Objectives 2 and 3 are intended to deal with
Limitation 2. Limitations 3 and 4 have to do with restrictions to code related
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tasks and coordination respectively. We will deal with these limitations by not
imposing such restrictions.

6.4.2 Setting
The development and evaluation of the solution we are creating is relatively unique
because it is done at a company called IHomer, a Dutch Software Engineering
company founded in August of 2008, which is distributed in the true sense of the
word. In the company everyone is responsible for all business decisions like the
strategy, vision and core values, in contrast with employees at ’regular’ companies
who are mainly responsible for the speciﬁc role they fulﬁll. At the moment the
company employs 19 participants.

Figure 6.1: Distribution of the IHomers

In the company, physically distributed collaboration is common since home is
the default location to work from (see Figure 6.1 for a map showing the diﬀerent
primary working locations of the IHomers). As we mentioned before, Software
Engineering settings where the software engineers are physically dislocated from
each other is a particularly appropriate setting for researching support for software engineers because collaboration issues using tools are much more apparent
in an environment where these tools are the primary (and sometimes only) way
to carry out the collaboration. This makes the company a particularly suitable
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setting for performing our research. Additionally, the people are quite experienced with dealing with the diﬃculties of working distributed from each other
and therefore have quite a good understanding of what is needed to improve this
situation. Because of this we can closely collaborate with them to determine
what functionality is most beneﬁcial to support ﬁrst and what are good ways to
do this. Next to this, they also collaborate with us in realizing the actual technical implementations which improves the quality of the solutions and reduces
the time it takes to realize these. Finally, because they encounter the issues we
are attempting to solve in their daily work, the solutions will also beneﬁt them
directly.

6.4.3 Process
We have chosen to use Scrum [Sch95, Sch11] to implement the Iris platform.
This decision is based on the speciﬁc characteristics of the project, the setting
we are conducting research in and our own experiences in the past. Firstly,
the process should be able to cope with uncertainty and changing requirements
since we are creating a genuinely novel product and projects creating genuinely
novel products are often faced with uncertainty regarding both requirements and
implementation technologies. Secondly, the process should involve the intended
users of the system as strongly as possible because they are quite experienced
with working in a distributed setting since this is something they encounter on a
daily basis. Finally, the process should stimulate the usage of the solution by all
users by providing value as soon as possible. This is important because in chapter
5 we found that the value of awareness sharing technology (CSCW groupware) is
higher when a larger portion of the team uses it and that this is often a problem
when introducing such tools in industry.
The Scrum agile methodology fulﬁlls all these requirements. Firstly, it is
better able to cope with uncertainty and changing requirements in projects than
plan-driven approaches [Dul09]. The main ways in which this is accomplished is
by acquiring rapid feedback from the actual users of the system by using short
iterations, rapid deployment and working closely with the end users. Secondly,
Scrum advocates working closely with the end users both to acquire feedback and
to discover how value can be created as quickly as possible resulting in increased
satisfaction and commitment.
Basically we are bootstrapping a solution for supporting collaborative Software
Engineering with a group of people that have a particular need for this solution.
We are using an emergent process in doing so because we do not know up front
exactly what we need and we use the process to ﬁnd out what that is. The starting
point we have in this approach to reach the objectives we discussed earlier, is the
following: Firstly, we create native support for communication, cooperation and
coordination which can be utilized directly by the end users of the system but
also by extensions. We propose to use an extensible plugin architecture, as can
be found in the Jazz and Eclipse IDEs, to facilitate this because using such an
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approach will provide scalability and enable the utilization of the large amount of
existing supporting tools for software engineers. Secondly, we create support for
integrating these diﬀerent extensions with each other.

6.4.4 Initial results
The project has been running for half a year and the current version is used
by the majority of the IHomers in their daily work. We have experienced we are
using a suitable approach by creating the solution iteratively in close collaboration
with the people actually using the software. A consequence of working iteratively
however is that functionality is added in slices, we (together with our stakeholders)
choose to add what is most valuable to the users ﬁrst. Therefore the core of the
system is still under development. We are however constructing it bit by bit, each
time utilizing the new functionality immediately to provide value to the users.
In the rest of this section we will describe the current version of the system
(see ﬁgure 6.2 for a design impression and in ﬁgure 6.3 for a screenshot). Firstly,
all colleagues of a user are available in a list with their personal photo. In this list
it is possible to see: (i) whether or not that colleague is available, (ii) what his
current activity is and (iii) what location he is planning to work tomorrow. The
reason the stakeholders asked to support seeing tomorrow’s location is that with
that knowledge they can decide whether or not to work physically co-located on
the next day. They did not see the need to also support the current location but
we noticed that users often embed this in their display name by appending “@
[Location]”. So, it is likely support for this will be added as well.

Figure 6.2: Design impression of Iris
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Figure 6.3: Screenshot of Iris

Secondly, we support communication between two or more users using three
diﬀerent media: (i) Instant Messaging, (ii) Audio and (iii) Audio/Video. Ongoing
conversations are visible also to people not participating in the conversation in a
list on the right hand side of the screen. This is done to give users insight in the
conversations their colleagues are having. Additionally users can also conﬁgure
how they like to be contacted on each of these three mediums which is also
shown in the user list. Firstly, it is possible to block a medium altogether which
will deny all incoming conversation requests on that medium. Secondly, it is
possible to allow all incoming conversation requests on a certain medium. This
will result in the conversation automatically starting when another user starts a
conversation on that medium. For instance when Bob has this setting enabled
for audio/video conversations and Alice starts such a conversation with him Alice
will automatically hear and see Bob without going through a calling mechanism
which is common in existing tools for communication. Bob will also immediately
hear and see Alice. Finally, it is also possible to allow conversations on a medium
but only after explicit acceptance. If Bob has this setting enabled and Alice
contacts him he will be able to hear and see Alice but she won’t be able to
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see and hear him until he accepts the conversation request. It is an interesting
anecdote how this system came to be. Initially we implemented a system in which
on all media all incoming conversation requests were automatically accepted. We
chose to do this because in a traditional co-located oﬃce setting it is also normal
for people to automatically see and hear the people they are attempting to start
a conversation with, even if this attempt fails. However, after we deployed this
system, two users reported they were uncomfortable using this system and would
like the possibility to block incoming conversations. The main issue they reported
was that one of their colleagues could look at them in their living room without
needing permission. It is noteworthy however, that since we deployed the new
system the majority of the users are using the “allow all conversations”-setting
for each of the media during normal working hours.
Finally, the system supports the notion of groups. Within an organization
diﬀerent groups exist, for example a group of people working on a certain project.
We use this notion to ﬁlter the information a user sees to prevent informationoverload. In the current version of the system this is still quite limited as it
only inﬂuences the users and ongoing conversations you see and gives access to
a group-speciﬁc message board. When you indicate you are currently active on
a speciﬁc group (you can only be active on one group at a time) you only see
the other members that are currently active on that group as well and get access
to a group speciﬁc message board. Groups are hierarchal, so by being active on
the company group a user has access to the information of the entire company as
well.

6.5 Summary and Future Work
In this chapter we have argued that while most of the work in the CDE domain
till date has focused on collaborative coding, the next step should be collaborative
software engineering. This is the main take-away from this chapter.
We have argued that collaboration should be at the core of support environments for software engineering by discussing how Software Engineering is a human
activity. We have shown that two popular current movements in Software Engineering, Global Software Engineering and Agile Software Development, conﬁrm
the importance of collaboration in Software Engineering as well. Subsequently,
we discussed existing support for software engineers, discussed on what areas the
solutions focus and identiﬁed limitations of these solutions. Finally, we have described our own approach in targeting these limitations in the Iris project and
discussed the core ideas behind our approach.
It is clear there is still a lot of work to be done for us to reach the goals
we have with our approach. At the moment the most promising extensions to
the system we have identiﬁed are the following. Firstly, we are planning on
incorporating the concept of “virtual oﬃce walls” in the system. In a normal
oﬃce, oﬃce walls are used to control the information which is available to a
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developer. A developer has diﬀerent awareness needs based on his activity and
is able to control this, for instance by moving to a diﬀerent oﬃce. We feel this
notion is valuable in a support system for collaborative Software Engineering as
well. By allowing users to control their context and, in turn, give them access to
contextualized information and support, we can remove friction and make their
work more eﬃcient. The environment could for instance automatically open the
right IDE when a developer chooses to start working on a speciﬁc code task or
automatically open a document if the users starts working on a task involving
documentation. Next to contextualizing the interface of the user based on his
own activity, providing access to the context of others is valuable as well. For
instance seeing who, at this very moment, is working on a task which is related to
yours, will help in identifying additional opportunities for cooperation and help
in communicating with your colleagues in an unobtrusive fashion.
The second direction for further work we have in mind, concerns optimizing the
users’ discovery of changes in their work environment. If a developer is working
in a traditional co-located setting, he is not continuously scanning the entire
environment to stay up-to-date; doing so would be cognitively exhausting. He
will however likely notice when someone enters the room: a change in the state of
the environment. We would like to explore the value of using a “delta mechanism”
in communicating environment related information to the user, to keep the user
up-to-date in an unobtrusive fashion.
Overall, we foresee a future in which support environments for software engineers support collaboration as well as they support the individual programming
task today, resulting in the “frictionless surface” envisioned by Booch and Brown
[Boo03] which enables software engineers to unobtrusively carry out their creative
work.

Chapter

7

Fixing the ’Out of Sight Out of Mind’
Problem: One Year of Mood-Based
Microblogging in a Distributed
Software Team

Abstract
Distributed teams face the challenge of staying connected. How do team members stay connected when they no longer see each other on a daily basis? What
should be done when there is no coﬀee corner to share your latest exploits? In
this chapter we evaluate a microblogging system which makes this possible in a
distributed setting. The system, WeHomer, enables the sharing of information
and corresponding emotions in a fully distributed organization. We analyzed the
content of over a year of usage data by 19 team members in a structured fashion,
performed 5 semi-structured interviews and report our ﬁndings in this chapter. We
draw conclusions about the topics shared, the impact on software teams and the
impact of distribution and team composition. Main ﬁndings include an increase in
team-connectedness and easier access to information that is traditionally harder
to consistently acquire.
Originally published in the proceedings of the 10th Working Conference on Mining Software
Repositories (MSR 2013) [Dul13b]
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7.1

7.1 Introduction
The year is 2011 and in a young and small software company called IHomer
a signiﬁcant problem is being discussed. Because the default work location in
the company is home the people work distributed from each other most of the
time, and have always physically met up once a week on Tuesdays in order stay
connected. However, one employee has been away on contract for a prolonged
period now, preventing him from attending the weekly meet-ups and he is starting
to feel more and more disconnected from the rest of the team. On the one hand
he is starting to lose touch with what occupies his colleagues and on the other
hand his colleagues weren’t even aware he was feeling unhappy with the overall
situation. Fast forward almost two years to the present day and the issue has
been dealt with by the introduction of WeHomer, a microblogging environment
in which people at IHomer share their activities and moods with each other, to
stay current on each other’s feelings, experiences and latest exploits and as a
result stay connected as a team.
The story above is not unique as Software Engineering is becoming more and
more distributed. This is caused by the increasing globalization of business [Car99,
Her01, Her07] and the rising popularity of working from home [The09]. At the
same time, signiﬁcant challenges are faced when collaborating in a distributed
setting as reported in the well-known work of Olson and Olson [Ols00]. More
recently Nguyen et al. [Ngu08] have investigated whether the eﬀects of distance
on distributed communication delay and task completion reported in the literature
still exist. They report that advances have been made but also that more work is
needed and there are still many open research questions.
We believe both microblogging and mood sharing are essential to alleviate
challenges arising from this distributed nature. On the one hand microblogging
is essential, since being able to exchange small elements of content makes people
feel more connected with others, especially when people work distributed from
their colleagues [Zha09, Zha10, Ehr10]. On the other hand mood sharing is essential, since being aware of the emotional state of your colleagues makes it possible
to act accordingly and achieve better results in joint work [Gar99]. Therefore,
in this research, we aim to determine whether an environment in which one can
both express himself and get a sense of how his team members feel is valuable to
distributed software engineers. In this chapter, we use a microblogging solution
extended with mood indicators (MBMI) called WeHomer to learn from the use of
such an environment. The main goal of the chapter is:
”To understand how microblogging with mood-indicators helps distributed organizations in knowledge sharing”
Furthermore we have identiﬁed four research questions:
• What sort of topics are discussed in MBMI?
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• What is the impact of the introduction of a MBMI on a software team?
• What is the impact of distribution on the use of a MBMI?
• How does team composition impact collaboration with MBMIs?
We structure this chapter as follows: In the next section we discuss related
work to this research. In section 7.3 we discuss the research site and methods
of data collection and analysis. Subsequently we show descriptive statistics in
section 7.4 and present the most important ﬁndings in section 7.5. Finally we
discuss threats to the validity of our study in section 7.6 and conclude upon our
work and discuss future work in section 7.7.

7.2 Related Work
Software Engineering is by nature a highly collaborative activity, and having access to knowledge about the context in which you are working is essential to
properly collaborate with others [Sch02, Syr97]. In literature this kind of knowledge is commonly referred to as ‘awareness‘ [Dou92a, Sch02]. When working
co-located this information is exchanged relatively passively and unobtrusively
[Sch02, Fog05], so people are continuously aware of information related to their
current context [Dul10]. However, when people no longer share a physical work
environment exchanging awareness information without technological support becomes unfeasible [Dul10]. Therefore, the (Global) Software Engineering community has developed and studied a wide variety of tools, for example: Instant
Messaging, email, issue management systems and conﬁguration management systems.
According to Bly et al. [Bly93] it is particularly important to recognize the
need for informal interactions, spontaneous conversations, and general awareness
of people and events when teams are geographically dispersed. Storey et al. advocate further research on understanding how social media plays a role in (Global)
Software Engineering [Sto10]. One of the potential implications they identiﬁed
in their research, concerns the challenges which arise when teams are distributed
across time zones (see also [Car11]) and geographical locations, and lack informal
mechanisms for communication. They emphasize social media is regarded as a
mechanism that can support informal and serendipitous interactions across the
team, and as such can alleviate these challenges. Finally, they present ten research
questions, of which the following three are applicable to this study:
1. Can social media play an eﬀective role in supporting coordination and task
articulation?
2. What kinds of social media would increase informal communication, the
ﬂow of knowledge and awareness across team and project members?
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3. What are the drawbacks from increased transparency in team projects?
Does this lead to privacy concerns?
There are several social media tools available to software engineers which facilitate coordination, communication with and learning from other users, being informed about new developments and creation of informal documentation [Sto10].
These tools can be characterized by an underlying ‘architecture of participation‘ ;
systems that are designed for user contribution [O’R04]. Such a design supports
the creation of collective value, often as an automatic byproduct of an individual
activity. Wikis, blogs and microblogs are some well-known examples of such social
media solutions.
In our research we aim to determine whether an environment in which one
can both express himself and get a sense of how his team members feel is valuable to distributed Software Engineering teams. The speciﬁc environment we
used, called WeHomer, allows users to exchange small elements of content such
as sentences, images and hyperlinks, and their corresponding emotion. In fact,
we use a microblogging solution extended with mood sharing functionality. Several research projects have been conducted in the ﬁeld of Software Engineering to
increase the understanding of how and why people use microblogging solutions.
We will consider three of these user studies, namely studies on Twitter [Zha09],
Yammer [Zha10] and BlueTwit [Ehr10], to identify similarities and diﬀerences
between these microblogging solutions and WeHomer.
Firstly, Twitter is a publicly available microblogging service with which users
can publicly share messages, limited to 140 characters. They can also indicate
whether their messages are public or private. When messages are indicated to be
public they are accessible to all users of Twitter. However, when messages are
indicated to be private they are only accessible to those users who have subscribed
and are explicitly authorized to the user his feed. Zhao et al. [Zha09] identiﬁed
several characteristics in the use of Twitter. Important examples are: (i) frequent
small updates of personal life events enable users to stay aware of people they do
not encounter on a daily basis and (ii) subscribing to people you personally know
and selected enables users to get trustworthy and useful information.
Secondly, Yammer1 is very similar to Twitter, the main diﬀerence being that
Twitter is publicly available while Yammer is enclosed by organizational boundaries. Other diﬀerences are the absence of a character limit, the possibility to create
private and public groups and the opportunity to add attachments to messages.
Zhang et al. [Zha10] also identiﬁed several characteristics of the use of Yammer.
They give an indication that users use Yammer more for publishing news about
their groups or business units than for news about themselves. Subsequently,
they indicated that Yammer was used to have long conversations and discussions.
Finally, they found that Yammer enables users to stay aware about what others
are working on and to make new connections.
1 http://yammer.com
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BlueTwit is also very similar to Twitter, however it diﬀers on two points: (i)
BlueTwit is only available within organizational boundaries and (ii) BlueTwit
has a character limit of 250 instead of the 140 character limit of Twitter [Ehr10].
Ehrlich et al. [Ehr10] discussed characteristics of the use of BluetTwit, It enables:
(i) having internal conversations about conﬁdential information, (ii) staying aware
of what others are working on and (iii) enhancing your reputation.
All of the above user studies on the usage of diﬀerent microblogging solutions
mentioned an important side eﬀect of microblogging in general: people feel more
connected with each other. This is especially the case when people work distributed from their colleagues since microblogging kept them connected to other
colleagues and the company, and alleviated the feeling of isolation. WeHomer
diﬀers from BlueTwit in the sense that it drops the character limit, enforces subscription to all users automatically (manageable because of the small community),
and adds mood sharing functionality.
Garcia et al. [Gar99] introduced ‘Emotional Awareness‘ and argue that it
enables users to become aware of the emotional state of their collaborators and
act accordingly to achieve better results in their joint work. Other research mainly
focuses on electronic meeting systems in which each participant explicitly speciﬁes
his mood and changes in the average mood are visualized to all participants
[Mor11, Fes12]. WeHomer integrates both microblogging functionality and the
opportunity to express your current mood into a single environment. This is the
main diﬀerentiator of WeHomer in comparison with other microblogging solutions.

7.3 Research Site and Method
7.3.1 Research Site
This research is carried out at IHomer, a Dutch Software Engineering company
founded in August of 2008 in which it is common practice to work from home. At
the time of this study IHomer employs 20 people, working on a variety of products,
projects and contracts. The largest team consists of 7 people working on related
projects, but the overall group is very close with personnel moving between teams
and teams exchanging projects as needed. Even though it is common practice in
the company to work from home, the employees try to get together once a week
on Tuesdays to meet face-to-face at an oﬃce to stay connected. Sometimes this
can be diﬃcult however, for example when someone is away on a contract and has
other obligations on Tuesdays. The company has grown over the past years and
initially on Tuesdays everyone discussed what they were doing. This worked well
until the company size reached 16, and then sub teams were formed to keep this
face-to-face communication more tractable. Teams cluster according to various
factors: projects and related technologies being two of them.
People at IHomer aim to work together closely and stay a very connected
community. One of the core strategies to stay connected is the weekly face-to-
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face meeting. As mentioned above this is not always feasible which can become
a practical problem if people are unable to attend the majority of the Tuesday
meet-ups for a prolonged period. In order to cope with these issues the WeHomer
system was developed by an employee of the company (not an author of this
chapter) and deployed in October 2011. It is a platform on which IHomers can
share information about their day with their colleagues in order to stay connected
and increase awareness. Users can share information about a new topic, called
an entry or respond to an existing topic, called a comment (commenting was
not supported in the ﬁrst three months of our data analysis period). Comments
are shown in chronological order grouped together under the entry to which they
correspond. We use the term post to refer to something that is either an entry or
a comment. Posts cover such items as what you are doing right now, what you
have done, what you are going to do, how you feel about something and random
thoughts.
Associated with each post is a happiness score ranging from 0 (totally unhappy) through 100 (utter bliss) depicting how the user feels about this post. In
the user interface of WeHomer (see ﬁgure 7.1) the happiness index can be selected
by use of a slider bar which shows one of 5 discrete emoticons corresponding to
the level that is selected by the user2 . The exact integer value of the happiness
index is not derivable by end users.

7.3.2 Method
The primary method of data collection we use is mining the WeHomer data
between October 2011 and November 2012 by analyzing and subsequently coding the content. During this period there were a total of 1312 entries and 1189
comments. Because it is feasible to hand code each of these entries and comments sampling was unnecessary and we analyzed the content of all entries and
comments. The coding was done by the ﬁrst two authors and the coding set was
arrived at in an iterative fashion. Firstly, a random (but consecutive) sample of
50 entries (including the corresponding comments) was selected and coded independently by both coders. Following this the two coders compared their codes and
discussed their reasoning behind those codes. Based on this discussion the coders
agreed on a joint coding set with which they independently coded another random
(consecutive) sample of 25 entries (again including the corresponding comments)
and discussed discrepancies in how they coded the sample. Based on this discussion they reﬁned the coding set and did another iteration. After a total of three
such iterations they decided the coding set was consistent between them and they
could go ahead with the actual coding. To do this they divided the total data set
in six ranges of approximately 200 entries and each coded three non-consecutive
ranges.
2 Happiness index ranges: ’>:-(’ = [0,20), ’:-(’ = [20, 40), ’:-|’ = [40, 60], ’:-)’ = (60, 80], ’:-D’
= (80, 100]
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Figure 7.1: WeHomer user interface

Subsequently, based on what we found in the content analysis we conducted
semi-structured interviews3 with ﬁve of the nineteen users in which we asked
questions about what was unclear to us in the analysis and follow-up questions
we had based on the analysis. To select which ﬁve people to interview we used
purposive sampling in order to get an as complete view as possible. In the selection
process we explicitly excluded authors of this chapter. We did select the original
developer of the WeHomer system, the person with the highest number of posts,
the one with the lowest number of posts and the two people with respectively the
highest and lowest number of entries to number of posts ratios.

7.4 Descriptive Statistics
In this section we present information derived from the mined data to present the
reader with an image of how the MBMI environment is used.
3 Interview

structure

can

InterviewStructure.pdf

be

found

at:

http://aspic.nl/msr2013/docs/
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In ﬁgure 7.2 the weekly average number of entries, comments and posts is
shown. In this ﬁgure it can there is signiﬁcant and consistent use of the WeHomer
system for the entire year we are investigating. Additionally we can see that at
the start of the period there were no comments and considerably more entries
than the remainder of the period. This is because at the start posting comments
was not possible and people used entries to comment on another entry by referring
to the entry they wished to comment on.

Figure 7.2: The number of entries, comments and total posts per week

Subsequently, in table 7.1 we present the median length and the interquartile
range of entries, comments and for entries and comments combined to give an
indication of their respective lengths. So, for instance, we see that 75% of the
entries are shorter than 143 characters.
Table 7.1: Average length in characters

Entries
Comments
Posts

Lower Quartile
62
22
39

Median
97
49
75

Upper Quartile
143
86
122

In ﬁgure 7.3 for the entire year the average happiness per week as well as the
maximum and minimum happiness score are shown. In this ﬁgure it can be seen
that the happiness ﬂuctuates signiﬁcantly and that in general the highest and
lowest score for a week lie relatively far apart.
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Figure 7.3: The average, lowest and highest happiness score per week

Further, in WeHomer a default happiness score is automatically selected4 for
each post a user makes, namely 70 on the range between 0 and 100. If a user
doesn’t manually select another happiness score this default score is used. Therefore it is interesting to investigate how often the users deviated from this default
value. In table 7.2 we show separately for entries and comments how often this
occurred. In this table we can see that a signiﬁcant portion of the happiness scores
were set at the default score. Therefore, we asked the ﬁve people we interviewed
whether these values were chosen consciously. They all told us that even though
they on occasion forgot to change the happiness score, in general they spent a
minute to think which score to select, even if this is the default happiness score.
Table 7.2: Percentage of posts with the default happiness index

Entries
Comments
Total

4 Chosen

Default
791 60.3%
931 78.3%
1722 68.9%

Non-Default
521 39.7%
258 21.7%
779 31.1%

relatively arbitrarily by the creator of the system

Total
1312 52.5%
1189 47.5%
2501
100%
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Finally, in IHomer there exist 4 teams of people working on related projects.
We compare the amount of directed communication between members of the
same team and members of diﬀerent teams to give an indication of how much
collaboration was being done overarching the diﬀerent teams. To do this we do
the following: Firstly, we deﬁne commenting on an entry posted by a speciﬁc
user as the utilization of a directed communication line between those two users.
We do this even though all other users can see this communication because the
communication is at least directed at that speciﬁc user. Subsequently we sum all
of these utilizations of communication lines. An interactive visualization of the
utilization of communication lines between both team members and non-team
members can be seen at http://aspic.nl/msr2013/vis/sna.
Following this we needed to compare the amount of communication within
teams with the amount of communication outside of teams. We did this by doing
the following for each team:
1. Count the total number of comments of the people in the current team on
other people within the current team
2. Count the total number of comments of the people in the current team with
the people outside the current team
3. Make the number found in step 1 relative to the team size (n) by dividing it
by n*(n-1) (n*(n-1) to represent the total number of communication lines)
4. Make the number found in step 2 relative to the number of people outside
of the team
A summary of these results is shown in table 7.3:
Table 7.3: Utilization of Communication lines within and between teams

Team
Team 1
Team 2
Team 3
Team 4

(5
(7
(5
(2

people)
people)
people)
people)

Step 1
49
386
47
24

Step 2
162
194
161
165

Step 3
2.45
9.19
2.35
12.00

Step 4
0.89
1.47
0.88
0.61

In this table it can be seen that the utilization of communication lines within
teams is considerably higher than communication lines crossing team boundaries.

7.5 Findings
In this section we answer the research questions speciﬁed in section 7.1. We
structure the section based on the research questions, answering each research
question in a separate subsection.
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7.5.1 Topics
Research question 1 is: ”What sort of topics are discussed in MBMI?” We answer this research question by ﬁrst discussing the set of codings we used to code
the data to give insight in the variety of topics discussed in the MBMI system.
Subsequently we show the occurrence of each of the codings in both the entries
and comments to give insight in the frequency each topic occurred. Finally we
analyze these occurrences and make generalizations.
As described in section 7.3 we used an iterative bootstrapping process to construct the coding set. This coding set is structured in four major categories:
1. Nature
2. Form
3. Intention
4. Content
Each of these coding categories is further divided into sub-categories and actual
codes. In appendix G we show this subdivision for each of the four major coding
categories depicted as trees. In these trees leaf nodes depict actual codes while
non-leaf nodes depict sub-categories. In the appendix we also explain each of the
codes and give examples.
Subsequently we applied all four coding categories5 to the entries and the
ﬁrst two coding categories to the comments. We only apply codes of the ﬁrst
two categories to the comments because comments are made in the context of an
entry which makes it diﬃcult to diﬀerentiate in how far the intention and content
of a comment are dictated by the corresponding entry. We present the occurrence
of each of the codes in the set of entries and the set of comments in ﬁgure 7.4 and
ﬁgure 7.5 respectively.
In ﬁgure 7.4 it can be seen the most frequently occurring codes are ’Statement’
(85.5%), ’Coordination’ (73.9%), ’Positive’ (58.5%), ’Work Planning’ (54.9%)
and ’Personal Information’ (49.8%). In addition to this, four of the ﬁve people
we interviewed indicated they have the tendency to post more positive things
and to post more when they are in a positive mood. Further the consensus
in the interviews about what they post is that it is everything they consider
useful or interesting to their team members. One would suspect this to lead to a
diverse list of topics to be shared on the medium and both the diversity of codes
and the relatively distributed occurrence of these codes support this expectation.
Finally, when asked to specify what they shared most, popular subjects mentioned
are: personal information, project information with the intention to coordinate,
technical information and prospects. This also corresponds with the actual data
presented in ﬁgure 7.4.
5 Note that the codes in the four categories are not mutually exclusive in their application to
posts (e.g. a post can contain a positive and negative part)
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Figure 7.4: The frequencies of the codings for the entries

Figure 7.5: The frequencies of the codings for the comments
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Subsequently we discuss a deviation from the expected. An evident application for a MBMI system is asking questions. However, we found a relatively low
amount of these. The total number of entries that are questions is 9.1% and the
total number of comments that are questions is 7.5%. We compared these numbers to the results found in a study by Erhlich et al. [Ehr10] on the investigation
of the usage of Twitter and BlueTwit (an internal proprietary version of Twitter)
in an organization for people that use both tools. To compare our number of
questions to theirs we summarized the percentages for ”Ask Question” and ”Directed with Question” in their result set to yield a total number of questions of 6%
for Twitter and 13% for BlueTwit (versus our 7.5% and 9.1% respectively). So,
in the environment in our study relatively more questions were asked than in the
Ehrlich setting for Twitter use, but less than with BlueTwit.
When asked about the amount of questions in the ﬁve interviews the respondents indicated that they asked a relatively low amount of questions on the MBMI
system for two reasons. Firstly, the medium is asynchronous which makes it
unpredictable when a question will be answered. Secondly, they indicated they
usually knew who to contact (or at least knew who knew who to contact) and
preferred contacting someone who would know the answer directly over asking it
to the entire group. It was also discussed in the interviews the low amount of
questions is likely to be speciﬁc to companies with a relatively small size, close
personal connections and transparency between the team members because in
such companies people will more easily know who knows what.

7.5.2 Impact on a Software Team
Research question 2 is: ”What is the impact of the introduction of a MBMI on
a software team?” The ﬁrst main impact we found is that members of software
teams feel more connected to each other when they are able to share activities and
moods. We base this primarily on information from the interviews. Firstly, three
out of the ﬁve people we interviewed explicitly reported feeling more connected
to their colleagues since they were able to share their moods and activities within
the team using the MBMI system. Additionally these interviewees also reported
being better able to understand their colleagues since using the environment and
two of them reported they felt their colleagues understood them better as well.
This ﬁnding corresponds to the results of the studies of Zhao et al. [Zha09]
and Ehrlich et al. [Ehr10] on microblogging in the work place. Zhao et al.
[Zha09] conclude: ”Our results suggest that microblogging may help colleagues to
know each other better as persons, that is in addition to professional relationships;
this beneﬁt is achieved by staying aware of small details about others’ personal
lives, interests, and current moods, which in turn creates more opportunities for
exchanging acknowledgments and social support, generating new common ground,
and creating and sustaining a feeling of connectedness.”
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Lesson Learned 1
Distributed software engineers feel more connected to each other when
they are able to share activities and mood

As the second main ﬁnding, we found a MBMI makes information that is
traditionally harder to consistently acquire more approachable and less volatile.
This is based on both the content analysis and the interviews. In the content
analysis we found that in particular the coding-categories entrepreneurial tasks
(14.5% of all entries) and customer relations (9.3% of all entries) represent a
considerable portion of the data. One of the interviewees indicated information
about these types of activities is traditionally diﬃcult to consistently gather. For
instance information about ”how to build a business” is often shared in face-toface communication which makes it diﬃcult to acquire at a later time (you will
have to ask or try to recall) and the information is likely to be diﬀerent from the
original.
In the interviews people comment they consider it a strength of the system
to be able to share non-time critical information: Information they would like to
know about ”eventually, but not necessarily within the next ﬁve minutes”. Before
WeHomer communicating this type of information was often postponed until a
weekly face-to-face meeting or discarded altogether. One of the interviewees even
said he found the system to oﬀer beneﬁts over meeting face-to-face on Tuesdays:
”With WeHomer it is easier to stay current than by meeting people face-to-face
on Tuesdays because then you don’t get to talk to everyone”.
Lesson Learned 2
A mood-activity environment makes information that is traditionally
harder to consistently acquire more approachable and less volatile
Finally, we also found a MBMI system facilitates an unobtrusive way to express
your personal feelings or thoughts to your colleagues. All of the interviewees
mentioned they considered the low threshold the environment oﬀered for sharing
information with their colleagues an important strength. One of the interviewees
said he felt he could ”share knowledge and emotions like you are co-located”.
We can also see the environment oﬀers a light-weight method to share personal
information since over half of the entries (52%) contain personal information.

7.5.3 Impact on a Distributed Software Team
Research question 3 is: ”What is the impact of distribution on the use of a
MBMI?” Firstly, we found that people who work co-located with the majority of their team, share less activities and moods with those team members that
are non-collocated. In our setting this behavior presented itself as follows: while
for the rest of the week the default work location is home, on Tuesdays people
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at IHomer try to work co-located at a central oﬃce as much as possible. However, at times this is unfeasible for speciﬁc team members, for instance due to
being contracted at a customer location. In practice at least half of the team is
present on Tuesdays the vast majority of the time, but it is rare for the entire
team to be present. Therefore it is striking to see that on Tuesdays the number
of entries and comments is signiﬁcantly lower than on other days of the week (see
ﬁgure 7.6). Finally, also in the interviews it was recognized that ”on Tuesdays
WeHomer is used very little”. This is similar to what we reported in chapter 5 on
the deployment of a conversation overhearing tool in an industrial setting with a
non-homogeneous geographical distribution.

Figure 7.6: The number of entries and comments for each day of the week

Lesson Learned 3
In distributed Software Engineering teams, people who work co-located
with the majority of their team, share less activities and moods with
those team members that are non-collocated.
Paradoxically to what is discussed above, the interviewees indicated they do
ﬁnd it particularly valuable to share moods and activities with their distributed
colleagues. One of the interviewees stated: ”WeHomer is used very little when
people work co-located on Tuesdays which makes things less transparent for people
that cannot be there”. The interviewees indicated they recognize the value in
making sure the entire team stays connected, even when part of the team works
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co-located and part of the team works distributed. They recognize the value
because they know from experience how diﬃcult being the dislocated colleague
can be. It is striking to see that even though they know it is important to help
their distributed team members, they still struggle to do so.
Lesson Learned 4
In distributed Software Engineering teams, people who work co-located
with the majority of their team, ﬁnd it is particularly useful to share
activities and moods with those team members that are non-collocated.
A useful insight on this is also shared by Fullerton of Stack Exchange in
his blog post [Ful13] about the lessons learned from three years of working in a
distributed team. He states: ”There’s no halfsies in a distributed team. If even
one person on the team is remote, every single person has to start communicating
online. The locus of control and decision making must be outside of the oﬃce:
no more dropping in to someone’s oﬃce to chat, no more rounding people up to
make a decision. All of that has to be done online even if the remote person isn’t
around. Otherwise you’ll slowly choke oﬀ the remote person from any real input
on decisions.”

7.5.4 Impact of Team Composition on MBMI
Research question 4 is: ”How does team composition impact collaboration with
MBMIs?” Our main ﬁnding with respect to this research question concerns the
regularity in which the members of a team use the MBMI: do all the members of
the team use the MBMI system an equal amount of the time and for the same sort
of topics? If this usage diﬀers signiﬁcantly between diﬀerent team members the
distribution of relevant information in the team will be unbalanced as well. This
was the main challenge in the use of the MBMI system that came forward in the
interviews. Examples of things interviewees said are: ”The success of WeHomer
is dependent on participation”, ”There is only a challenge for those not using it”
and ”If you don’t participate you miss things”. The challenge is threefold. Firstly,
team members using the environment less than their colleagues run the risk of
missing things. Secondly, a team member sharing information cannot be certain
his team members know about this. Finally, since the MBMI system isn’t used for
everything, you cannot infer something did not happen because it is not available
there. Therefore, to have a complete view of all valuable information about the
mood and activities of team members software engineers need to consult other
sources as well.
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Lesson Learned 5
If the regularity with which team members utilize the mood-activity environment diﬀers, the distribution of relevant information in the team
will be unbalanced

Finally, in the interviews we talked about the type of teams for which they
thought a MBMI system would be beneﬁcial. Firstly, to use the system in the same
(personal) fashion as it is being used at IHomer the teams need to be suﬃciently
involved. One of the interviewees said: ”I need to know the people” while another
said that ”teams need to be homogeneous (shared interests, shared work)”. They
also mentioned that as a direct result of this, team size can become an issue but
only of it leads to the team members being less involved with each other.
On the other side of things the interviewees did consider a MBMI system
beneﬁcial to all companies. One interviewee said: ”every organization needs a
WeHomer because even a closed door is a barrier”. They do believe however
that the type of information that is being shared will be connected to the type of
organization. For instance one of the interviewees explained that the he considered
the high amount of personal information and the diversity of the messages on
WeHomer to be tied to the open character of IHomer and that he would expect a
more traditional organization to share a larger portion of technical information.

7.6 Threats to Validity
Threats to external validity can exist at each of the levels of generalization in a
study. In our study, a threat to external validity exists in the generalization of
the single Software Engineering team to the population of all distributed Software
Engineering teams. To be able to better generalize beyond the setting we performed the study in, the study should be repeated in other teams as well. With
respect to the generalization of the sampled data to the population of IHomer
our work is much less threatened. For the interviews we sampled 5 out of the 20
people in the team (25%) and for the content analysis we even coded 100% of the
posts in WeHomer for the year of data we investigated.
Furthermore, there exist threats to construct validity in our study. Firstly, we
attempted to mitigate threats to reliability by elaborately describing our research
site and methods and making our coding set and interview design available. Next
to this we also make all of our data available in anonymized form and make the tool
available upon request. We do this to make both our data gathering methods and
the analysis of our data, repeatable. Subsequently, a threat to construct validity
is mono-operation bias. Because we only researched the application of MBMI
environments with one speciﬁc tool, one could argue the results only apply to the
use of that tool. The only mitigation we need to oﬀer for this is the general nature
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of the tool itself. Basically any tool with which it is possible to share activities
and moods in distributed teams will suﬃce and the WeHomer tool clearly fulﬁlls
these requirements. A ﬁnal threat to construct validity in this study is that both
the creation of the coding set and the coding of the posts were done by the ﬁrst
two authors of the paper this chapter is based on who are also employees in the
company at which the study was being performed. The advantage of this is that
the researchers possess insight knowledge and can leverage this to code the data
more accurately. A disadvantage is that the researchers might not be completely
impartial due to their involvement in the setting. Overall, it is our opinion the
advantages outweigh the disadvantages.

7.7 Conclusions and Future Work
The main contributions of this chapter are the answers to the research questions.
First, we answered what sort of topics are discussed in microblogging systems
with mood indicators (MBMI) by presenting the nature, form, intention and
content of the posts in over one year of usage data and presenting the frequency
at which these occurred. Based on this data we found that distributed software
engineers primarily share positive posts with the intention to either coordinate or
provide personal information. Furthermore, when compared to other corporate
microblogging solutions we found a relatively low amount of questions.
Subsequently, we have shown there are two major impacts of the introduction
of MBMI on a software team. Firstly, team members become more connected.
The loss of teamness is a major and unresolved issue in the ﬁeld of GSE and
therefore advances in this area are signiﬁcant. Secondly, the MBMI system made
information that is traditionally harder to consistently access more approachable
and less volatile.
Further, on the impact of distribution of the software team on the use of
MBMI, we found that the way people act when working co-located with the
majority of their team is paradoxical to how they think they should act. On the
one hand, people share less activities and moods with their distributed colleagues
while on the other hand they do recognize the value in staying connected with the
rest of the team. It is striking to see that even though they know it is important to
help their distributed team members, they still struggle to do so. With respect to
the fourth research question, on the impact of team composition on collaboration
with MBMI, we found that the distribution of relevant information in the team
will be unbalanced if team members use the environment unequally.
Concerning future work we are particularly interested in researching the actual
value of incorporating mood in microblogging systems. A way to accomplish this
is to perform two user studies in similar software teams in which one of the teams
receives access to a regular microblogging solution and the other team receives
access to a system that is similar in every way except the addition of the possibility
to share mood with team members.

Chapter

8

What Distributed Software Teams
need to know and when: an
Empirical Study

Abstract
Just like in co-located teams, software engineers in distributed teams need a variety
of information about the project and their team members to collaborate eﬀectively.
In contrast with the co-located situation however, acquiring and maintaining sufﬁcient awareness is more diﬃcult. Therefore technological support is developed to
assist them with this. However, such support walks a ﬁne line: if it provides too
little information software engineers will not be able to collaborate eﬀectively, yet
if it provides too much, an information overload can occur. To further complicate
matters, the information needs of software engineers dynamically change based
on their current activity, context and focus. Therefore we assist tool developers
by investigating and reporting on the prioritization of information for distributed
software engineers based on their current activity and status. Finally, we illustrate the applicability of the ﬁndings by describing how to apply them in a support
tool for distributed software engineers.
Originally published in the proceedings of the 8th International Conference on Global Software Engineering (ICGSE 2013) [Dul13a]
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8.1 Introduction
It is becoming increasingly common for collaborative Software Engineering teams
to no longer conduct their work from a single oﬃce building. This happens both
due to the globalization of business [Car99, Her01, Her07] and because people increasingly work from home [The09]. Like their co-located counterparts, members
of distributed teams need access to certain information to collaborate eﬀectively
[Sch02, Syr97]. However, while in a co-located setting gathering this information
can be done naturally with relatively little eﬀort and obtrusion, the distributed
setting requires special care because information that is necessary needs to be
gathered explicitly.
Therefore, to support the information needs of distributed software engineers,
specialized tooling has been developed. However the need to explicitly look up
information can be particularly obtrusive to software engineers because this requires them to repeatedly interpreted the same information and spend cognitive
eﬀort to decide if something noteworthy has happened. This can be mitigated by
making the changes available and communicating these to the software engineers.
Even when taking this approach however, choices will need to be made regarding
what information is necessary to be able to create a comprehensive Collaborative
Development Environment without overloading the software engineers with information [Hil85, Epp04]. To be able to make these choices it is important to be
able to prioritize the diﬀerent information needs of distributed software engineers.
Therefore, to be better able to support distributed software engineering teams,
the goal of this chapter is:
”To investigate the prioritization of diﬀerent information needs of distributed
software engineers.” 1
In this prioritization the importance of information is likely to be strongly related
to (i) how involved a software engineer is with the project the information is about,
(ii) his current status and (iii) the frequency the information generally changes.
Therefore, to reach the goal we have deﬁned the following research questions:
RQ1 What is the most important information a distributed software engineer
needs to know to carry out his work and collaborate eﬀectively with his
team members?
RQ2 What is the relation between the involvement of a distributed software engineer with a project and the information he needs to know about that
project?
RQ2a What is the most important information a distributed software engineer needs about a project he is currently working on?
RQ2b What is the most important information a distributed software engineer needs about a project he is part of but not currently working
on?
1 Reaching

this research goal will help directly in answering RQ3 from chapter 1
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RQ2c What is the most important information a distributed software engineer needs about another project in the organization?
RQ3 Is there a diﬀerence between the information needs of a software engineer
when he is on holiday, enjoying free time and commuting?
RQ3a What is the most important information a distributed software engineer needs to know when he is on holiday?
RQ3b What is the most important information a distributed software engineer needs to know when he is enjoying free time?
RQ3c What is the most important information a distributed software engineer needs to know when he is traveling to or from his work location or
customers?
RQ4 Is there a relation between the importance of updates about a speciﬁc type
of information and the frequency it changes?
Answering these research questions will help in reaching the research goal by
eliciting: the information needs of distributed software engineers (RQ1), the mutual importance of these both inside (RQ2) and outside of working hours (RQ3),
and the relation between the prioritization and the frequency an information item
changes (RQ4). We investigate this empirically at a distributed Software Engineering company by gathering a list of the most important information items in a
focus group and subsequently performing a questionnaire to prioritize this list.
This chapter is structured as follows. First in section 8.2 we discuss background and related work of this research. Following this, in section 8.3 we discuss
the research site and methods of data collection and analysis we used in the study.
Subsequently we present the results and ﬁndings in section 8.4 and a discuss how
we intend to apply the ﬁndings in a tool we are developing called Iris, in section
8.5. Finally, we discuss the threats to the validity of this study in section 8.6 and
present conclusions and discuss future research in section 8.7.

8.2 Background and Related Work
For Software Engineering teams it is vital to stay up to date on each other’s status
and the overall project status. This knowledge provides a context for individual
team members to carry out their collaborative activities in coordination with the
rest of the team. It includes things such as information about the other members
in the project team, their activities and the overall project status. Overall, this
knowledge is often referred to as awareness, deﬁned by Dourish and Belotti as:
”An understanding of the activities of others which provides a context for your
own activity” [Dou92a].
Much of such information is propagated naturally in the software team when
working co-located, although speciﬁc mechanisms such as stand-up meetings in
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Scrum [Sch11] are used as well. However, when the software team works distributed this complicates making the information available in the team signiﬁcantly
and much attention needs to be placed in keeping each other up to date on changes
that have occurred or are occurring [Den12]. This has been recognized by tool
developers in the GSE domain, who attempt to resolve this by making use of
shared artifacts [Tan91]. Firstly, there exist formal development tools which are
also commonly used by co-located software teams such as issue management systems (e.g. Fogbugz2 and Bugzilla3 ) and code repositories (e.g. Subversion4 and
Git5 ). Secondly, there are specialized tools for distributed software engineers. Examples are FastDash [Bie07] and Expertise Browser [Moc02]. FastDash provides
a spatial representation of a shared code base to the team members and displays
such things as which team members have source ﬁles checked out, which ﬁles are
being viewed, and what methods and classes are currently being changed. Expertise Browser is a tool to ﬁnd domain experts for a set of software artifacts
and to inspect their expertise proﬁle. Another good example of a technique used
by tooling to support the sharing of awareness information using shared artifacts
is social tagging. Social tagging is the collaborative activity of marking shared
content with tags as a way to organize content for future navigation, ﬁltering, or
search [Yew06]. It can be found in Jazz6 and TagSEA [Sto06].
This is just a sample of many of such tools with quite diverse isolated purposes. Instead of using a high variety of diﬀerent single purpose tools, Booch and
Brown [Boo03] propose the use of a Collaborative Development Environment: ”a
virtual space wherein all the stakeholders of a project - even if distributed by time
or distance - may negotiate, brainstorm, discuss, share knowledge, and generally
labor together to carry out some task, most often to create an executable deliverable and its supporting artifacts”. When moving to such an integrated solution,
however, there exists a threat in overloading the software engineers with information (although one could argue this is already the case with the set of specialized
tools).
The threat of an overload of information has long been recognized in computer mediated information systems [Hil85]. In the general context it is deﬁned
as ”information presented at a rate too fast for a person to process” [She74]. The
existence of information overload has been shown in many disciplines. Eppler
and Mengis [Epp04] for example provide a review of literature about information
overload in organization science, accounting, marketing and Management Information Systems. Researchers in the ﬁeld of tool support for sharing awareness have
also recognized the threat of information overload (e.g. [Hat10, Dul12b]). One
method of dealing with the overload of information is the use of the delta mechanism as introduced in the 1970s in the context of version control systems to save on
2 http://www.fogcreek.com/fogbugz/
3 http://www.bugzilla.org/
4 http://www.subversion.tigris.org
5 http://www.git-scm.com
6 http://www-01.ibm.com/software/rational/jazz/
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bandwidth usage [Roc75, Tic82]. In the same fashion the mechanism can also be
used to save ’cognitive bandwidth’ of software engineers by only communicating
the changes to them. These changes will frequently provide the software engineer with suﬃcient information as Biehl et al. [Bie07] states: ”Key information
items are the items that change on a daily, hourly, or minute-by-minute basis”
and ”while most information items change on a weekly or monthly basis, the most
often used are those that change on a daily, hourly or minute-by-minute basis”.
In fact, some tool developers have recognized this. For example, Jazz [Fro07]
uses RSS feeds to allow software developers to subscribe to a range of workspacerelated events of potential interest, e.g. that a change has been made to a project
artifact or that a project build has failed.
Using the delta mechanism however does not resolve the need to decide what
information is important. With so many diverse topics covered by these specialistic tools it is important to decide what information is important and when.
Holmes and Walker agree [Hol08]: ”Awareness is often impeded at two ends of the
spectrum: a lack of information, when the changes only become apparent when a
build breaks or bugs appear; or an excess of information, where the changes are
announced but the majority of the changes are not relevant to the developer in
her particular project and context. The middle-ground is unpopulated: we lack
automated support for developer-speciﬁc awareness (DSA)”. Additionally in their
paper on information overload from 1985 Hiltz and Turoﬀ [Hil85] already recognized that computer mediated communication systems need structuring to avoid
an overload of information and that this structuring should be imposed by individuals and user groups according to their needs and abilities, rather than through
general software features.
The aim of the study presented in this chapter is ﬁnd out what information
needs distributed software engineers have, what their mutual prioritization is and
how this prioritization changes. Related to this research Aranda et al. [Ara10]
have researched the speciﬁc information needs distributed software engineers have
about their co-workers. The research presented in this chapter mainly diﬀers from
this research in two ways: (i) in scope as we aim to present a prioritization of all
information important to distributed software engineers and (ii) the fact that our
research includes the status of software engineers and their involvement with the
context the information is about.

8.3 Research Site and Method
8.3.1 Research Site
This study is carried out at IHomer, a Dutch Software Engineering company which
exists since August of 2008 in which it is common practice to work from home. All
employees are Dutch and live in the Netherlands therefore challenges caused by
diﬀerent time zones and by diﬀerent cultural backgrounds are rare. The company
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uses a ﬂat organizational structure in which all employees are responsible for all
business decisions such as the strategy, vision and core values. Because of this
approach, all employees have a relatively high entrepreneurial spirit. The ﬂat
organizational structure diﬀers with the more common hierarchical structure in
which employees are mainly responsible for the speciﬁc role they fulﬁll. In the
company however cross functional teams are the standard and the diﬀerent roles
are shared between team members.
At the time of this study the company employs 21 people who work on a
variety of products, projects and contracts. These people maintain close personal
relationships with each other. While it is common practice to work from home,
the employees try to get together once a week on Tuesdays to meet face-to-face
at an oﬃce to stay connected. The company has grown over the past years and
initially on Tuesdays everyone discussed what they were doing. This worked well
until the company size reached 16, and then sub teams were formed to keep this
face-to-face communication more tractable. Teams cluster according to various
factors: projects and related technologies being two of them. The largest team
consists of 7 people but the overall team is still very close with personnel moving
between teams and teams exchanging projects as needed.

8.3.2 Research Method
To reach the research goal and answer the research questions we used two methods
to acquire the empirical data in this study: a focus group and a questionnaire.
Focus Group
We performed a focus group [Kon04] to discover the information needs in a speciﬁc
distributed Software Engineering company. The main advantage of using this
method is that it enables the participants to build on the responses and ideas of
others, which increases the richness of the information gained and the chance of
reaching a complete set of information needs [Lan03].
The focus group we performed lasted approximately 1.5 hours and we selected
4 out of the 21 software engineers based on availability. The ﬁrst two authors are
employees of the company but were explicitly excluded in the selection process.
Additionally, the ﬁrst author moderated the focus group. In carrying out the
focus group we followed a structured approach7 . We asked the participants about
the most important information items in their work on three consecutive levels
of abstraction: information about a project, information about the organization
and information about people. We used this structuring to assist participants in
arriving at an as complete set of important information items as possible. Finally,
the focus group was conducted in a separate closed oﬃce to protect the focus group
from outside inﬂuences.
7 See

appendix H for a translation
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Questionnaire
We choose to use a questionnaire [Fin03] because this method makes it feasible to
include the opinions of a relatively large group of people by using a standardized
set of questions. In this case we were able to include the opinions of everyone in the
company. In the questionnaire8 we asked the respondents to rate how important
they consider receiving updates on each of the information items found in the focus
group, based on their current activity or status. Additionally we asked for their
perception of how often each of the information items generally changes. Finally,
we also asked whether they thought there were information items missing from
the lists because not everyone could participate in the focus group. To determine
the relative importance we asked the respondents to rate it on a 5-point Likert
scale [Lik32] ranging from ’very unimportant’ to ’very important’. We included
a ’no-opinion’ option to prevent people with no opinion on a speciﬁc question
to answer it anyway and ’pollute’ the data in this fashion [Bai78]. We sent the
questionnaire to all 19 employees of the company who are not authoring this
chapter and all 19 returned the questionnaire. The results of the questionnaire
are available online in anonymized form9 .
Because of the limited size of our sample we cannot draw statistically signiﬁcant conclusions. We have chosen to use an approach analogous to the approach
taken by Aranda et al. [Ara10]. In this study they conducted a questionnaire
with a sample size similar to ours (23 participants) about how useful it is to know
certain characteristics of your distributed colleagues and deﬁne a ”Usefulness indicator” (UI) to rank the diﬀerent data items in their questionnaire. Analogous
to this we deﬁne the ”Importance Indicator” (II) as follows:
IIi = (V Ii + Ii)/(V Ii + Ii + Ni + N V Ii + N Ii ) where:
1. i indicates the data item identiﬁcation
2. V Ii indicates the number of people that considered data i ”Very Important”
3. Ii indicates the number of people that considered data i ”Important”
4. Ni indicates the number of people that considered data i ”Neutral”
5. N V Ii indicates the number of people that considered data i ”Not Very
Important”
6. N Ii indicates the number of people that considered data i ”Not Important
at all”
8 See
9 See

appendix I for a translation

http://aspic.nl/ICGSE2013/QuestionnaireResults.csv for the questionnaire results in a comma separated ﬁle which can for instance be opened with Microsoft
Excel
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8.4 Findings
In this section present the results and ﬁndings of the study to answer the research
questions. We structure this section based on the research questions, answering
each of the four main research questions in a separate subsection.

8.4.1 The most important information items
Research question 1 is: ”What is the most important information a distributed
software engineer needs to know to carry out his work and collaborate eﬀectively
with his team members?”
We answer this research question directly by presenting the lists of most important information items found in the focus group in tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3
respectively:
Table 8.1: Project Specific Information Items

Technological agreements
e.g. on programming language, frameworks or standards to use
Requirements
Risks (project specific)
Process agreements
e.g. roles, stakeholders, the process type
Issues (tasks)
System under construction
Source (repository)
Build status
e.g. build succeeded/failed
Deployment Status
e.g. currently deployed version, is it running?
Planning
Deadlines
Meetings
Status
Hours worked on the project
Milestones
Phase of project
e.g. starting up, active, commissioning, done
Project related communication with the customer
e.g. mail, phone calls, transcripts
Project related communication with the team
e.g. mail, phone calls, transcripts
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Table 8.2: Organization Specific Information Items

Risks (organization specific)
Customer relations
Billing status
e.g. sent out, paid, overdue
Organizational development
Action points
e.g. things that need to be prepared or researched
Planning
Organizational meetings
e.g. date, content
Business opportunities
e.g. possible new customers or projects
Applicants
e.g. possible new colleagues
Financials
e.g. liquidity, investments, Year-To-Date figures, forecast

Table 8.3: Personal Information Items

Contact information
e.g. mail, phone number, preferred means of contact based on specific situations
Approachability
e.g. what means of contact are available? Can he/she be disrupted?
Current activity
Planning
Agenda
e.g. planned activities
Holidays
Idleness
e.g. when is there no billable work available for him/her?
Seniority
e.g. junior, senior, years of experience
Happiness
e.g. mood, is he/she content in general?
Personal situation
e.g. what is going on in his/her life?
Personal information
e.g. hobbies, name of spouse and children, age
Team
e.g. in what team does he/she work?
Knowledge/Skills/Expertise

Additionally, in the questionnaire we asked the respondents to indicate whether
they thought there were information items missing from the list. The most answers given here indicated the information items are quite broad and therefore
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more speciﬁc items are missing (e.g. splitting ﬁnancials and adding communication with subcontractors). This is true but intentional because the scope of this
study is wide and the size of the questionnaire needed to stay manageable. It
is a good idea to repeat the questionnaire in a more conﬁned context with more
detailed information items. Finally, one of the respondents indicated he found
it important to include the severity of the change in an information item in the
decision whether it is important to him. He stated: ”If there are problems then I
want to know about it even when on holiday or when I’m enjoying my free time,
but for other things there need to be boundaries between my work and private life.”.

8.4.2 Project involvement and the importance of information
Research question 2 is: ”What is the relation between the involvement of a distributed software engineer with a project and the information he needs to know
about that project?”
We answer this by presenting ﬁgure 8.1. In this ﬁgure we show the Importance Indicator of each of the information items for each of three categories of
involvement:
• Category 1 Means the information is directly related to a project the
engineer is working on right now
• Category 2 Means the information is directly related to a project the
engineer is part of. However the engineer is not working on that project at
this moment
• Category 3 Means the information is related to a project in the company,
but the engineer is not a part of that project
In this ﬁgure we see a couple of things. Firstly we see that the more information
lies outside of the context of distributed software engineers, the less important it is
to stay up-to-date on it. We can see this from the gradual decrease in importance
across the three categories. Secondly we see the reduction in importance is larger
between the second and third category than between the ﬁrst and second ones.
From this we can conclude information about projects people are part of but
not working on at the moment, is still quite important. Finally, we see that the
reduction in importance across the three categories is lowest for information items
related to the organization. This makes sense because, out of the three categories,
these information items are the least tied to the project setting10 . Even so, we
still see a reduction in importance as these information items get less related to
the projects respondents are involved in.
In section 8.1 we deﬁned three subquestions:
10 to see that organizational information items are tied to the project setting, imagine someone
applying for a job opening connected to a speciﬁc project.
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Personal

Organization

Project

Importance Indicator (II)
Information item
Technological agreements
Requirements
Risks (project specific)
Process agreements
Issues
Source
Build
Deployment
Deadlines
Meetings
Worked hours
Milestones
Phase of project
Customer communication
Team member communication
Risks (organization specific)
Billing status
Action points
Organizational meetings
Business opportunities
Applicants
Financials
Contact information
Approachability
Current activity
Agenda
Holidays
Idleness
Seniority
Happiness
Personal situation
Personal information
Team
Knowledge/ Skills/ Expertise

Category 1

Category 2
0.89
0.94
0.94
0.88
0.63
0.37
0.63
0.74
0.95
0.84
0.42
0.84
0.58
0.95
0.95
0.94
0.83
0.88
0.47
0.89
0.61
0.83
0.95
0.84
0.63
0.68
0.79
0.72
0.39
0.68
0.53
0.47
0.63
0.79

Category 3
0.72
0.89
0.78
0.61
0.58
0.26
0.47
0.42
0.79
0.68
0.32
0.68
0.58
0.74
0.79
0.94
0.78
0.65
0.41
0.83
0.50
0.78
0.79
0.68
0.42
0.53
0.63
0.61
0.33
0.58
0.42
0.47
0.53
0.68

0.21
0.21
0.21
0.11
0.00
0.05
0.00
0.05
0.21
0.00
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.00
0.72
0.56
0.35
0.35
0.47
0.29
0.67
0.50
0.33
0.17
0.17
0.22
0.35
0.18
0.33
0.33
0.22
0.22
0.39

Figure 8.1: Importance of information based on project involvement

RQ2a What is the most important information a distributed software engineer
needs about a project he is currently working on?
RQ2b What is the most important information a distributed software engineer
needs about a project he is part of but not currently working on?
RQ2c What is the most important information a distributed software engineer
needs about another project in the organization?
With respect to RQ2a we see updates on quite a lot of information items
are considered important or very important. If we take the (arbitrary) Importance Indicator value of 0.9 as a cut-oﬀ point we get a top-7 of most important
information items: Updates on (1) Requirements, (2) Risks, (3) Deadlines, (4)
Customer Communication and (5) Team Communication from project, Organizational Risks from Organization and Contact Information from Personal. If we
move our attention to the second category for RQ2b we see a slight reduction in
the importance of the information items. Now only one item makes the cut-oﬀ of
0.9, namely organization speciﬁc Risks. Especially Updates on information about
colleagues that are not working on the same project at the moment seem to be
less important. Finally, with respect to RQ2c we see no items are left that have a
score higher than 0.9. The three most important information items to receive updates on when the information is not related to a project a distributed software
engineer is a part of, are all organizational in nature: Risks (0.72), Financials
(0.67) and Billing status (0.32). It is also quite interesting to see all updates on
information items about projects in which a distributed software engineer is not
a member are considered to be unimportant.
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8.4.3 The importance of information outside of working hours
Research question 3 is: ”Is there a diﬀerence between the information needs of a
software engineer when he is on holiday, enjoying free time and traveling to and
from his work location or customers?”
We answer this by presenting ﬁgure 8.2. In this ﬁgure we show the Importance Indicator of each of the information items dependent on three statuses of
a software engineer in which he is not performing his core activity: (i) being on
holiday, (ii) enjoying free time and (iii) performing work-related traveling.

Personal

Organization

Project

Importance Indicator (II)
Information item
Technological agreements
Requirements
Risks (project specific)
Process agreements
Issues
Source
Build
Deployment
Deadlines
Meetings
Worked hours
Milestones
Phase of project
Customer communication
Team member communication
Risks (organization specific)
Billing status
Action points
Organizational meetings
Business opportunities
Applicants
Financials
Contact information
Approachability
Current activity
Agenda
Holidays
Idleness
Seniority
Happiness
Personal situation
Personal information
Team
Knowledge/ Skills/ Expertise

On holiday

Free time
0.17
0.17
0.28
0.17
0.11
0.11
0.17
0.21
0.26
0.11
0.11
0.16
0.16
0.21
0.05
0.42
0.26
0.22
0.11
0.28
0.28
0.42
0.06
0.21
0.11
0.06
0.11
0.11
0.00
0.16
0.11
0.05
0.05
0.05
1.00

Work-related traveling
0.24
0.18
0.28
0.18
0.12
0.06
0.24
0.18
0.22
0.11
0.06
0.11
0.11
0.22
0.11
0.42
0.32
0.28
0.17
0.39
0.33
0.47
0.21
0.21
0.11
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.11
0.26
0.21
0.05
0.05
0.05

0.25
0.25
0.35
0.25
0.13
0.19
0.19
0.35
0.26
0.17
0.06
0.11
0.11
0.17
0.06
0.32
0.32
0.22
0.11
0.28
0.17
0.32
0.26
0.26
0.21
0.21
0.21
0.26
0.21
0.26
0.26
0.16
0.16
0.21

Figure 8.2: Importance of information based on whether the software engineer is on
holiday, enjoying free time or doing work-related traveling

Again, in this ﬁgure we can see a couple of things. Firstly, we see the importance of all items is generally far lower than when the distributed software
engineers are performing their core activity (compare with the values in ﬁgure
8.1). Secondly we see that in general, updates on the information items are considered more important during work-related travel than during free time or a
holiday. This can indicate that people feel closest to their work during workrelated travel followed by free time and ﬁnally holiday. It is also possible that this
has to do with the (implicit) escalation protocol used at the company. There is
a notable exception to this trend as the importance indicators for updates about
organizational information items are relatively stable across the three categories.
This can be because the people in the company we performed the study at are
entrepreneurial and therefore ﬁnd organizational updates equally signiﬁcant no
matter what non-work related activity they are doing.
Finally we want to emphasize that even though the importance indicator values
are signiﬁcantly lower than for the categories looked at for the previous research
question, the values are still considerable. Take note that the value indicates the
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ratio of respondents that indicated they ﬁnd updates on that information item
in that situation either important or very important. We ﬁnd it noteworthy that
for instance 42% of the respondents considered it important or very important to
stay up-to-date on organization-wide risks and ﬁnancials during their holiday.
In section 8.1 we deﬁned three subquestions:
RQ3a What is the most important information a distributed software engineer
needs to know when he is on holiday?
RQ3b What is the most important information a distributed software engineer
needs to know when he is enjoying free time?
RQ3c What is the most important information a distributed software engineer
needs to know when he is traveling to or from his work location or customers?
With respect to all three of the subquestions we see the values are far lower
than for RQ2. The most important information items are:
• For holiday
Organization speciﬁc risks, Financials, Project speciﬁc risks, Business opportunities and Applicants
• For free time
Financials, Organization speciﬁc risks, Business opportunities, Applicants
and Billing status
• For work-related travel
Project speciﬁc risks, Deployment, Organization speciﬁc risks, Billing status
and Financials
The main things we notice in these three lists is that while for holiday and
free time the emphasis lies on updates on organizational information items, this
is slightly less the case for work-related traveling where the ﬁrst two in the list are
project related. We think this is because, out of the three categories, work-related
travel is generally closest to starting to do your core activity and that is when
the practicalities of project related information gain importance in relation to the
more general organizational information items.

8.4.4 Relation between importance of updates and frequency of change
Research question 4 is: ”Is there a relation between the importance of updates
about a speciﬁc type of information and the frequency it changes?”
To answer this research question we present ﬁgure 8.3. In this ﬁgure we show
for each of the information items the median frequency the respondents indicated
the item changes. The options the respondents could choose from are: ’minute-tominute’, ’hourly’, ’daily’, ’monthly’ and ’less frequently’. In the ﬁgure, we see most
items change on a weekly basis on aggregate while some items also change daily or
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Information item
Technological agreements
Requirements
Risks (project specific)
Process agreements
Issues
Source
Build
Deployment
Deadlines
Meetings
Worked hours
Milestones
Phase of project
Customer communication
Team member communication
Risks (organization specific)
Billing status
Action points
Organizational meetings
Business opportunities
Applicants
Financials
Contact information
Approachability
Current activity
Agenda
Holidays
Idleness
Seniority
Happiness
Personal situation
Personal information
Team
Knowledge/ Skills/ Expertise

Aggregate core activity

Importance Indicator (II)
Median change frequency
Aggregate holiday, free-time and travel
0.60
0.22
Weekly
0.67
0.20
Weekly
0.64
0.30
Weekly
0.52
0.20
Weekly
0.40
0.12
Daily
0.23
0.12
Hourly
0.37
0.20
Daily
0.40
0.25
Daily
0.70
0.25
Weekly
0.56
0.13
Daily
0.32
0.07
Daily
0.60
0.13
Weekly
0.42
0.13
Weekly
0.67
0.20
Daily
0.63
0.07
Daily
0.87
0.39
Weekly
0.72
0.30
Weekly
0.63
0.24
Weekly
0.41
0.13
Weekly
0.74
0.31
Weekly
0.47
0.26
Weekly
0.76
0.40
Weekly
0.75
0.18
Weekly
0.63
0.23
Daily
0.41
0.14
Hourly
0.46
0.16
Daily
0.55
0.18
Weekly
0.57
0.19
Weekly
0.30
0.11
Weekly
0.54
0.23
Daily
0.43
0.19
Weekly
0.39
0.09
Weekly
0.46
0.09
Weekly
0.63
0.11
Weekly
1.00

Figure 8.3: Aggregate importance of information across categories and the mean frequency this data changes

hourly. We also see the organization related information items change relatively
less frequently, while the project-related information items overall change more
frequently.
Subsequently, we present the aggregate importance indicators across the coreactivity-related categories discussed in subsection 8.4.2 and the non-core-activityrelated categories discussed in subsection 8.4.3 (holiday, free time and workrelated travel). Similarly to the importance indicators presented in the previous
sections, the aggregate importance indicator is calculated for each information
item by computing the relation of the number of ’Very Important’ and ’Important’ votes to the total number of responses excluding ’No opinion’. We present
this metric to try and draw conclusions regarding the relation between the importance of information items and the frequency in which they change as predicted
by Biehl et al. [Bie07]. They state: ”Key information items are the items that
change on a daily, hourly, or minute-by-minute basis” and ”while most information items change on a weekly or monthly basis, the most often used are those that
change on a daily, hourly or minute-by-minute basis”. However, we cannot ﬁnd
evidence in our data that such a relation exists. Additional research is required
to ﬁnd whether it does indeed exist.
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8.5 Applying the findings in Iris
As we have discussed previously, one of the reasons for performing this study is
to help ourselves in the development of a tool called Iris to support the collaboration in distributed software engineering teams. We present this application
to illustrate how the ﬁndings in this chapter can be applied. Iris is a Collaborative Development Environment we are currently developing, with support for
collaboration at its core. We have reported on an earlier version of Iris before
in chapter 6 and a screenshot of the current version of Iris can be seen in ﬁgure
8.4. In this ﬁgure it can be seen the user interface is split in three sections. The
left section depicts the diﬀerent contexts a user is part of and allows the user
to navigate between these. A context can be deﬁned on a variety of abstraction
levels as long as it conﬁnes some sort of activity. In the current version of Iris we
have conﬁgured contexts to be the diﬀerent projects that exist in the company.
When the user navigates to a certain context he moves into it and automatically
moves out of his previous context. Subsequently, the interface is altered to reﬂect
the information that is applicable to the context he moved to. For example the
user can see the users that are members of the context he switched to and who of
them is active in the same context at the moment.

Figure 8.4: The user interface of Iris

The middle section of the user interface is intended to show information speciﬁc
to the selected context. As can be seen in the screenshot we are still working on
this. Examples of things that can be shown here are the issues in the Issue
Management system and information about the latest build associated with the
project. Finally, in the section on the right, updates on information items are
shown. Again these information items are conﬁned by the context in which the
user is currently active. So, it is possible to see updates on: (i) people that enter
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or leave the context, (ii) builds that succeed or fail, (iii) commits that are made
on the code repository and (iv) issues that are assigned and resolved in the Issue
Management System.
We intend to apply the ﬁndings of the study reported on in this chapter in
a number of ways. Firstly, we intend to use the list of prioritized information
items to decide for which information items we should build support ﬁrst. We are
developing the system incrementally and want to add functionality that brings
the most value to the end users. Subsequently, as we add more and more types of
information to the system, users will have to conﬁgure what types of information
they consider interesting in what particular situation. The reason users will have
to conﬁgure this themselves is because what information is important will diﬀer
individually between users. Conﬁguring such a list, however, can require a lot of
eﬀort from a user. Therefore it is highly valuable to provide users with a default
conﬁguration which is right for the majority of the settings. Subsequently they
can tweak the settings to match their individual preferences, which requires far
less eﬀort.
Furthermore, we are still discovering what statuses and contexts are valuable
to recognize in the system. The results of this study provide us with valuable
insights on what people ﬁnd important, both when performing their core activity
and when traveling or going on holiday. For instance, we found evidence that
updates on certain organizational information items are equally important no
matter how related it is to the project a distributed software engineer is currently
working on. In contrast to this, we found the importance of information about
projects and people is far higher if it is related to a project a distributed software
engineer is currently working on or at least part of. Both these ﬁndings are
valuable insights to decide what information should be blocked by a ’virtual oﬃce
wall’ [Gam12] and what information should be allowed to pass.
Subsequently, also data on the relative value of diﬀerent types of information outside of oﬃce hours can be applied to Iris. For instance, the data showed
updates on project and personal information items to be more valuable during
work-related travel than during free time or holidays. Further we found the value
of updates about organizational information types to be relatively stable across
these three categories. Finally, we learned there is not much diﬀerence between
free-time and holiday when it comes to the importance of updates on the information types we researched.

8.6 Threats to Validity
Threats to external validity can exist at each of the levels of generalization in a
study. In our study, a threat to external validity exists in the generalization of
the single distributed Software Engineering company to all distributed Software
Engineering companies. Furthermore the company we performed the study at is
only geographically distributed and does not encounter working in diﬀerent time
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zones or people with diﬀerent cultural backgrounds because every employee is
Dutch and works from the Netherlands. Finally, results are also more diﬃcult to
generalize beyond this single company because the company is setup in a uncommon fashion. The company is a ﬂat organization (non-hierarchical), all employees
own part of company and all decisions relevant to the entire company are taken
jointly by all employees. This could have, for instance, resulted in the relatively
high amount of entrepreneurial information items. To be able to better generalize
beyond the setting we performed the study in, the study should be repeated in
other companies as well. With respect to the generalization of the sampled data
to the population of the company, our work is much less threatened. For the focus
group we sampled 4 out of the 19 applicable people (the ﬁrst two authors are excluded from taking part) in the company and for the questionnaire our response
rate was 100% (19 out of 19).
Furthermore, there exist threats to construct validity in our study. Firstly, we
attempted to mitigate threats to reliability by describing our research site and
methods and making the focus group guide and questionnaire design available.
Next to this we also make all the returned questionnaires available in anonymized
form. We do this to make both our data gathering methods and the analysis of
our data, repeatable. A ﬁnal threat to construct validity is that two of the main
authors of the paper this chapter is based on are also employees of the company.
An advantage of this is that the researchers possess insight knowledge and can
leverage this to analyze the data more accurately. A disadvantage is that the
researchers might not be completely impartial due to their involvement in the
setting. Overall, it is our opinion the advantages outweigh the disadvantages.
Finally, there is also a threat to internal validity, because the people that
participated in the focus group also participated in the subsequent questionnaire.
This could have biased the results due to a learning eﬀect caused by repeated
testing.

8.7 Conclusions and Future Work
The main contributions of this chapter are the answers to the research questions. First, we showed the most important information items for distributed
software engineers to receive updates on in tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 respectively.
Subsequently, we researched the mutual importance of these. Firstly, we did this
depending on the involvement of the distributed software engineers with the project the information is related to. We recognized three involvement levels: (i) a
project an engineer is working on right now, (ii) a project an engineer is part of
but not working on right now and (iii) a project an engineer is not part of. The
most interesting ﬁndings based on this are:
• The more related something is to the context of a distributed software engineer, the higher the value to receive updates on it
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• Receiving updates on a project a distributed software engineer is part of,
but not currently working on, is still valuable
• Receiving updates on organizational information items is valuable no matter what relation the information has to the project a distributed software
engineer is currently working on
• A large and diverse set of information items is very important if they are
related to the project a distributed software engineer is currently working
on
• Project speciﬁc updates of projects in which someone is not a member are
considered unimportant
Similarly, we also investigated the mutual importance of the information items
when a distributed software engineer is not performing his core activity. We did
this for three speciﬁc cases: (i) when the engineer is on holiday, (ii) when the
engineer is enjoying free time and (iii) when the engineer is performing workrelated traveling. The most interesting ﬁndings based on this are:
• The importance of updates on the information items is far lower when a
distributed software engineer is not performing his core activity
• Updates on project-related information are considered more important during work-related travel than during free time or holiday
• Updates on organizational information are considered equally important
during free time, holiday and work-related travel
Following this, we also investigated the relation between the importance of
updates on a speciﬁc type of information and the frequency it changes, but could
not ﬁnd such a relation. We did present how frequent the information items
researched in this study change, as perceived by the participants of the study. We
found that most of the investigated information types change weekly, while some
change daily and hourly as well.
Concerning future work, it is interesting to repeat the study in more settings
and compare the results. We are particularly interested whether results will diﬀer
in: (i) larger organizations, (ii) more hierarchical organizations and (iii) teams
spread across diﬀerent time zones and cultures. Finally, we illustrated how the
ﬁndings in this chapter can be applied, by discussing how we intend to apply them
ourselves in the development of a Collaborative Development Environment called
Iris. Following this implementation we intend to evaluate its value to distributed
software engineers in a practical case setting.
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8.8 Supplemental
In section 8.6 we discuss the threats to validity and one of the threats we discuss
is the threat to external validity. The study is done in a single small Dutch
company which is organized in a non-typical fashion. To be able to better deal
with this threat we needed to expand the data we gathered outside of this setting.
Therefore we have repeated the study outside of the company we gathered the
original data in, to expand the data set we use in answering research questions 2,
3 and 4. The goal of this section is to explain the nature of this study, report on
the results and compare the results to the ﬁndings reported earlier in this chapter.

8.8.1 Research Site
The goal of this study is to expand the data we found on research questions 2, 3
and 4 outside of the setting the original study was carried out in. Therefore we
used the same questionnaire as in the original study. We did expand the questionnaire slightly by asking: (i) the respondent’s experience in Software Engineering
in years, (ii) the respondent’s experience in Distributed Software Engineering in
years and (iii) the respondent’s current role. Because we want to expand the scope
of the study to a diverse group of people we chose to include anyone that was
willing to participate that had at least some experience with distributed Software
Engineering. We gathered respondents to the study by: (i) asking people from out
personal network, (ii) advertising on Twitter, (iii) posting a request on a number
of appropriate LinkedIn Groups and (iv) by posting a request on an appropriate
Facebook page.
In total 136 people actually opened the questionnaire. We have plotted the
countries these people did this from (based on their ip address) in ﬁgure 8.5a.
This ﬁgure shows we distribute the questionnaire quite wide. Unfortunately of
these 136 people only 83 actually started taking the questionnaire (completed at
least one question) and only 30 ﬁnished the entire questionnaire. We discarded
all data from incomplete responses because all the ratings indicate a relative
importance and including a partial result could oﬀset the reported importance on
speciﬁc categories unfairly. The geographical distribution of the 30 people that
completed the entire questionnaire can be seen in ﬁgure 8.5b.
To discuss the inﬂuence of the (discarded) partially ﬁlled in responses we have
looked at the experience (both in Software Engineering in general and Distributed
Software Engineering in particular) of the people that completed the questionnaire
(30 people) and of the people that did not complete the questionnaire (83) and
compared these. The respondents that did complete the questionnaire have a
minimum of 1, a maximum of 30, an average of 12 and a median of 10 years of
experience in Software Engineering. For the people that did not completely ﬁll
out the questionnaire these numbers are: a minimum of 1, a maximum of 40, an
average of 12 and a median of 10. Similarly the respondents that did complete
the questionnaire have a minimum of 0, a maximum of 20, an average of 5 and
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(a) all responses

(b) all completed responses

Figure 8.5: A map depicting the approximate geographical distribution of
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Table 8.4: Reported roles
Reported Role

Frequency

Software Engineer/ Software Developer
Senior Software Engineer/ Software Developer
Software Architect
CTO
Unemployed
Junior Software Engineer
database-consultant
Product Manager
Entrepreneur
Technical Consultant
PhD Student
Professor
Technical director
Independent Software Vendor

8
5
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

a median of 4 years of experience in Distributed Software Engineering. For the
people that did not completely ﬁll out the questionnaire these numbers are: a
minimum of 0, a maximum of 20, an average of 5 and a median of 3. As these
numbers are similar we see no evidence that leaving out the respondents that did
not ﬁll in the questionnaire completely unevenly inﬂuences the results. Of course
we can only base this on these two metrics.
Finally, we also asked the respondents to report their current role. An overview
of the answers we received here can be seen in table 8.4. In this table we see quite
a diverse collection of roles with the focus on Software Engineering.
So overall, we see that while the questionnaire is distributed worldwide, the
core of the actual respondents is still in the Netherlands. This makes sense as the
researchers are Dutch and the core of their personal relationships also lie in the
Netherlands. The distribution across years of experience in both GSE and SE in
general, as well as across roles is much more diverse however, matching the goals
of this follow-up study.

8.8.2 Findings
We answer Research Questions RQ2, RQ3 and RQ4 similarly to the original study
in ﬁgures 8.6, 8.7 and 8.8 respectively. We can identify a number of diﬀerences
with the results in the original study. The most obvious discrepancy is the fact
that organization information is considered less important in the second study.
This discrepancy is particularly large with respect to category 3 (when the information is related to a project the respondent is not part of), when on holiday
and during free time. We expected to ﬁnd data like this as people in the company
we originally performed the study in are quite entrepreneurial due to the way this
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company is set up. Having said this, also in the second study the importance
scores of the organizational information items are considerable.

Personal

Organization

Project

Importance Indicator (II)
Information item
Technological agreements
Requirements
Risks (project specific)
Process agreements
Issues
Source
Build
Deployment
Deadlines
Meetings
Worked hours
Milestones
Phase of project
Customer communication
Team member communication
Risks (organization specific)
Billing status
Action points
Organizational meetings
Business opportunities
Applicants
Financials
Contact information
Approachability
Current activity
Agenda
Holidays
Idleness
Seniority
Happiness
Personal situation
Personal information
Team
Knowledge/ Skills/ Expertise

Category 1

Category 2
0.87
1.00
0.83
0.83
0.87
0.77
0.77
0.73
1.00
0.86
0.32
0.79
0.76
0.86
0.90
0.72
0.40
0.79
0.69
0.72
0.54
0.38
0.64
0.74
0.75
0.66
0.64
0.69
0.21
0.50
0.41
0.42
0.66
0.74

Category 3
0.73
0.73
0.54
0.50
0.41
0.37
0.50
0.66
0.71
0.31
0.07
0.52
0.41
0.45
0.46
0.59
0.32
0.52
0.45
0.52
0.48
0.31
0.46
0.41
0.36
0.31
0.39
0.44
0.17
0.39
0.30
0.35
0.45
0.50

0.30
0.10
0.17
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.13
0.14
0.18
0.07
0.00
0.25
0.21
0.04
0.04
0.28
0.20
0.10
0.14
0.24
0.31
0.21
0.30
0.23
0.15
0.07
0.00
0.12
0.04
0.27
0.23
0.20
0.25
0.30

Figure 8.6: Importance of information based on project involvement

Another diﬀerence we see is that the respondents in the second study found all
types of project-related information, to be more important during work-related
travel than the respondents in the ﬁrst study. This can have something to do with
the fact that the respondents in the ﬁrst study work from home quite often and
therefore experience far less work-related traveling. Subsequently, the respondents
in the second study found project related information about the project they are
currently working, on even more important than those in the original study. It
is noteworthy that information on Deadlines and Requirements are considered by
all 30 respondents to be important or very important. A discrepancy in score
that speciﬁcally stands out is the importance of deadlines during free time. In
the second study this is considered far more important than in the ﬁrst study
(0.46 compared to 0.22).
Finally we see the relative distribution of importance between the diﬀerent
information items to be comparable between the two studies. When we look at
ﬁgure 8.8 we see for instance that Seniority and Worked hours are considered
among the least important information items when performing your core activity
in both studies. Similarly we see Deadlines is the most important project related
information item for both studies and Risks is the most important organizational
item. The most important personal item in the original study, knowledge/skill
and expertise, is the second most important item in the second study.
Overall, the new data conﬁrms the ﬁrst 7 of the 8 main conclusions of the
original study. The ﬁnal conclusion however is not, as the importance of organizational information is considered far lower during free time and holidays than
during work-related travel.
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Importance Indicator (II)

Personal

Organization

Project

Information item
Technological agreements
Requirements
Risks (project specific)
Process agreements
Issues
Source
Build
Deployment
Deadlines
Meetings
Worked hours
Milestones
Phase of project
Customer communication
Team member communication
Risks (organization specific)
Billing status
Action points
Organizational meetings
Business opportunities
Applicants
Financials
Contact information
Approachability
Current activity
Agenda
Holidays
Idleness
Seniority
Happiness
Personal situation
Personal information
Team
Knowledge/ Skills/ Expertise

Category 1

Category 2

Category 3

0.21
0.25
0.15
0.25
0.14
0.10
0.21
0.25
0.29
0.14
0.07
0.14
0.14
0.18
0.14
0.11
0.13
0.07
0.07
0.11
0.07
0.11
0.11
0.14
0.14
0.07
0.04
0.08
0.08
0.07
0.11
0.15
0.18
0.15

0.26
0.26
0.19
0.22
0.11
0.11
0.26
0.28
0.46
0.24
0.04
0.18
0.21
0.21
0.18
0.21
0.13
0.07
0.11
0.14
0.11
0.11
0.11
0.14
0.14
0.11
0.04
0.12
0.08
0.11
0.22
0.19
0.19
0.15

0.48
0.56
0.36
0.50
0.41
0.27
0.35
0.56
0.63
0.32
0.11
0.43
0.29
0.44
0.37
0.45
0.28
0.24
0.28
0.31
0.21
0.14
0.41
0.48
0.33
0.36
0.22
0.31
0.17
0.27
0.32
0.21
0.26
0.20

Personal

Organization

Project

Figure 8.7: Importance of information based on whether the software engineer is on
holiday, enjoying free time or doing work-related traveling

Information item
Technological agreements
Requirements
Risks (project specific)
Process agreements
Issues
Source
Build
Deployment
Deadlines
Meetings
Worked hours
Milestones
Phase of project
Customer communication
Team member communication
Risks (organization specific)
Billing status
Action points
Organizational meetings
Business opportunities
Applicants
Financials
Contact information
Approachability
Current activity
Agenda
Holidays
Idleness
Seniority
Happiness
Personal situation
Personal information
Team
Knowledge/ Skills/ Expertise

Aggregate core activity

Importance Indicator (II)
Median change frequency
Aggregate holiday, free-time and travel
0.63
0.32
Less frequent
0.61
0.35
Weekly
0.51
0.23
Daily
0.48
0.32
Weekly
0.46
0.22
Daily
0.41
0.16
Hourly
0.47
0.27
Hourly
0.51
0.35
Weekly
0.63
0.46
Weekly
0.41
0.23
Daily
0.13
0.07
Hourly
0.52
0.25
Weekly
0.47
0.21
Weekly
0.46
0.28
Hourly
0.47
0.23
Hourly
0.53
0.26
Less frequent
0.31
0.18
Less frequent
0.47
0.13
Weekly
0.43
0.15
Weekly
0.49
0.19
Less frequent
0.44
0.13
Less frequent
0.30
0.12
Less frequent
0.47
0.20
Less frequent
0.46
0.25
Daily
0.42
0.20
Hourly
0.35
0.18
Daily
0.35
0.10
Less frequent
0.42
0.17
Weekly
0.14
0.11
Less frequent
0.39
0.15
Daily
0.31
0.22
Weekly
0.32
0.18
Less frequent
0.45
0.21
Less frequent
0.51
0.16
Less frequent
1.00

Figure 8.8: Aggregate importance of information across categories and the mean frequency this data changes
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Increasing Awareness in Distributed
Software Teams: a First Evaluation

Abstract
Similarly to co-located software engineering teams, teams in which developers work
geographically distributed require a variety of information about the project, organization and team members to collaborate eﬀectively. However, in such a setting,
maintaining awareness at a suﬃcient level to collaborate optimally is generally
more diﬃcult. Therefore research has been done on the prioritization of information for distributed software engineers, based on their current activity and status.
Based on this research a platform was developed incorporating a subset of the
ﬁndings. In this chapter we report on a ﬁrst evaluation of the deployment of this
platform in a distributed industrial case setting. The most important ﬁndings are
that: (i) providing distributed software engineers with their information needs,
appears to contribute to an increase in their overall level of awareness and (ii) information about project related communication with the customer and information
about the happiness of colleagues adds the most value.

Originally published in the proceedings of the 9th International Conference on Collaborative
Computing: Networking, Applications and Worksharing [Dul13c]
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9.1 Introduction
In Software Engineering, for years it has been a trend for work to be done more and
more distributed from each other. This trend is caused by the growing globalization of business [Car99] and because working from home is increasingly common
[The09]. However, Just like in co-located teams, software engineers in distributed
teams need a variety of information about the project and their team members to
collaborate eﬀectively. In contrast with the co-located situation however, acquiring and maintaining suﬃcient awareness is more diﬃcult. In chapter 8 we found
indications about the most valued types of information. In the study presented
in the current chapter we have made a selection of these types of information
and made these available in a company of distributed software engineers in a custom developed support environment for distributed software engineers. The main
research question we aim to answer with this is:
“Does the introduction of a selection of information needs of distributed software
engineers in a single platform, improve the awareness of software engineering
teams?”
To investigate this main research question we have deﬁned the following subquestions:
• What is the value in the availability of the diﬀerent information types?
• How can the value of the availability of the available types of information
be improved?
• How does the value of each of the information types diﬀer depending on a
distributed software engineers’ relation with the project the information is
about?
• The introduction of what types of information that are not available, will
add the most value?
• To which extent is information overload encountered?
• To which extent is privacy an issue?
• What are the most important beneﬁts for distributed software engineers of
having all their information needs available in a single place?
This chapter is structured as follows. First in section 9.2 we discuss background and related work of this research. Following this, in section 9.3 we discuss
the research site and data collection methods we used in the study. Subsequently
we present the ﬁndings in section 9.4 and provide a discussion of these in section
9.5. Finally, we discuss the threats to the validity of this study in section 9.6 and
present conclusions and discuss future research in section 9.7.
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9.2 Background and related work
Software engineering teams deal with a non-physical material: software. Due to
the inherent diﬃculty of visual inspection of the product it is vital to stay up
to date on each other’s status and overall progress. Overall, this knowledge is
often referred to as ’awareness’, deﬁned by Dourish and Belotti [Dou92a] as: “An
understanding of the activities of others which provides a context for your own
activity”. In short: software engineering teams need to be continuously aware of
the current status and progress of their collaborative work.
Adding distance to Software Engineering makes this even more important
[Car99]. When a software team works distributed this signiﬁcantly complicates
making the information available in the team. As such, much attention needs
to be placed in keeping each other up to date on changes that have occurred or
are occurring [Den12]. This challenge has been recognized by tool developers in
the GSE domain, who attempt to resolve this by making use of shared artifacts
[Tan91]. Firstly, there exist formal development tools which are also commonly
used by co-located software teams such as issue management systems (e.g. Fogbugz1 and Bugzilla2 ) and code repositories (e.g. Subversion3 and Git4 ). Secondly,
there are specialized tools for distributed software engineers. Examples are FastDash [Bie07] and Expertise Browser [Moc02]. Another example of a technique
used by tooling to support the sharing of awareness information using shared artifacts is social tagging. Social tagging is the collaborative activity of marking
shared content with tags as a way to organize content for future navigation, ﬁltering, or search [Yew06]. It can be found in Jazz5 and TagSEA [Sto06]. This is
just a sample of many of such tools with quite diverse isolated purposes.
Booch and Brown [Boo03] propose the use of a Collaborative Development
Environment: “a virtual space wherein all the stakeholders of a project - even if
distributed by time or distance - may negotiate, brainstorm, discuss, share knowledge, and generally labor together to carry out some task, most often to create
an executable deliverable and its supporting artifacts”. When moving to such
an integrated solution this will take away the overload of software engineers in
switching between a multitude of tools. However, there exists a diﬀerent threat:
information overload. One method of dealing with the overload of information for
distributed software engineers is the use of the delta mechanism [Dul13a]. In fact,
some tool developers have recognized this. For example, Jazz [Fro07] uses RSS
feeds to allow software developers to subscribe to a range of workspace-related
events of potential interest, e.g. that a change has been made to a project artifact
or that a project build has failed.
Using the delta mechanism however does not resolve the need to decide what
1 http://www.fogcreek.com/fogbugz/
2 http://www.bugzilla.org/
3 http://www.subversion.tigris.org
4 http://www.git-scm.com
5 http://www-01.ibm.com/software/rational/jazz/
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information is important. With so many diverse topics covered, it is important to
understand what information is important and when. Holmes and Walker agree
[Hol08]: “Awareness is often impeded at two ends of the spectrum: a lack of information, when the changes only become apparent when a build breaks or bugs
appear; or an excess of information, where the changes are announced but the
majority of the changes are not relevant to the developer in her particular project and context. The middle-ground is unpopulated: we lack automated support
for developer-speciﬁc awareness (DSA)”. In our previous work we have already
investigated and validated concepts for awareness increase among distributed software engineers, which ﬁnd their way into the evaluation platform of this chapter.
Examples of such concepts are the overhearing of conversations (chapters 2, 3,
4 and 5), Mood-Based Microblogging (chapter 7), collaboration-centric tooling
environments (chapter 6), and our work on the concept of Virtual Oﬃce Walls
[Gam12].
Finally, in chapter 8 we have investigated the information needs of distributed
software engineers and their mutual prioritization. The lists of most important
information items found in that study are depicted in tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3. In
this chapter we introduce a selection of these to a group of distributed software
engineers and evaluate the value of this.

9.3 Research site and method
9.3.1 Research site
This study is carried out at IHomer, a Dutch software engineering company founded in August of 2008 in which home is the default work location. At the time
of this stiudy the company employs 21 people, working on a variety of products,
projects and contracts. The largest team consists of 7 people working on related
projects, but the overall group is very close with personnel moving between teams
and teams exchanging projects as needed. Even though it is common practice in
the company to work from home, the employees try to get together once a week
on Tuesdays to meet face-to-face at the company oﬃce to stay connected. The
company has grown over the past years and initially on Tuesdays everyone discussed what they were doing. This worked well until the company size reached
16, and then sub teams were formed to keep this face-to-face communication more
tractable. Teams cluster according various factors such as projects and related
technologies.

9.3.2 Evaluation platform
To be able to answer the research questions, we have investigated the use of a
support environment called Iris in the company. Diﬀerent versions of Iris have
existed since January 2012 with diﬀerent focus points and implementation technologies. The version we are reporting on in this chapter has already been in use
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at the company for ﬁve months between March and August of 2013 and is still
actively used today. In this section we will describe the process which was used
to develop the platform, discuss which of the information items from tables 8.1,
8.2 and 8.3 are supported, why these were chosen en how they are supported.
Development process
The development of Iris has been done in an iterative fashion with close collaboration with the users and continuous use of the system. Because of this, the
evaluation is diﬀerent than in most such studies, as functionality was continuously added during the use of the platform in the organization, based on what
brought the most value for the least amount of eﬀort. The reason we chose to
structure the development process like this is threefold. Firstly, we needed to be
able to deal with uncertainty and changing requirements since we are creating
a genuinely novel product and such projects are often faced with uncertainty regarding both requirements and implementation technologies. Secondly, we needed
to involve the intended users as soon and as strongly as possible because they are
experienced with working in a distributed setting and as such can give valuable
feedback. Finally, we needed to stimulate usage as soon as possible since in
earlier research [Dul12b] we found, that the value of awareness sharing technology is higher when a larger portion of the team uses it and that this is often a
problem when introducing such tools in practical settings.
Table 9.1: Information Items currently supported in Iris

Issues (tasks)
Source (repository)
Build status
e.g. build succeeded/failed
Deployment Status
e.g. currently deployed version, is it running?
Project related communication with the customer
e.g. mail, phone calls, transcripts
Project related communication with the team
e.g. mail, phone calls, transcripts
Contact information
e.g. mail, phone number, preferred means of contact based on specific situations
Happiness
e.g. mood, is he/she content in general?
Personal situation
e.g. what is going on in his/her life?
Personal information
e.g. hobbies, name of spouse and children, age
Team
e.g. in what team does he/she work?
Knowledge/Skills/Expertise
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What information items are supported
As we discussed in the previous subsection, Iris was developed iteratively. In
every iteration we decided to do ﬁrst what we expected would bring the highest
return on investment, based on the value the feature would bring to users and
the amount of eﬀort it required to implement. As such we went after the ’lowhanging fruits’ ﬁrst. With respect to choosing which information items to create
direct support for, this meant focusing on the items that were already stored in
a dedicated system and as such these items received a higher priority than one
would expect based on their perceived value reported in [Dul13a] alone. Examples
are information from issue management systems and repositories. It is important
to note however that all items in tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3 are valuable to distributed
software engineers. The information items that are currently supported in Iris are
depicted in table 9.1.
How are these information items supported
In ﬁgure 9.1 the main screen of Iris is shown. The screen consists of three main
sections. On the left side of the screen the user can make changes to his settings
and select the contexts he or she is interested in. The user conﬁgures which
projects and teams he or she participates in and what projects teams and people,
he or she follows. Subsequently the user can select one of the projects, teams
or people and the rest of the user interface will show only that information that
corresponds to that context. In the middle of the screen the most important
information is shown: the posts and the events. In ﬁgure 9.1 the company context
is selected and the posts and comments in that context are visible. Users are
able to make posts in a speciﬁc context and attach an emotion to this (see the
emoticons in the avatars of the posts). Additionally a speciﬁc post or comment
can be clicked on resulting in the full post being shown including all comments
on it in chronological order.
Events can also be shown in the middle of the screen. Events in Iris are notiﬁcations of things that occurred in dedicated systems that are relevant to software
engineers. An example is the resolving of an issue in the issue management system. In ﬁgure 9.1 a concise version of the last ﬁve events that occurred in the
selected context (in ﬁgure 9.1 this is the company) is shown in the bottom right
of the screen. By clicking in this list all events belonging to the selected context
are shown in full in the center of the screen, completely replacing the posts and
comments. In ﬁgure 9.2 we show a (cropped) example of such a list of events. A
ﬁnal thing in ﬁgure 9.1 that is shown in the right side of the screen are links to all
conﬁgured Google Hangout rooms with an indicator showing who are currently
present in each of the rooms.
The information items depicted in table 9.1 are reﬂected in Iris as follows.
Firstly, the issues originate from an issue management system called Fogbugz.
Changes to issues, such as the creation of a new issue and an issue being assigned
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Figure 9.1: The main screen of Iris

Figure 9.2: Cropped version of the detailed event list
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to someone, are shown in Iris as events. Pushes or commits to the software repository are also shown as events. The software repositories that are supported
at the moment are Subversion and Kiln. Furthermore also the results of automated builds and deployments using the Jenkins build server are available in Iris
as events. Project related communication with the team and customer is supported in two ways. Firstly, it is possible to forward mails to Iris which will
automatically share these, both as events and posts, in the correct context. Next
to this, it is also possible to perform team communication and to discuss customer collaboration using the post functionality in Iris. Using this functionality,
it is also possible to share information on personal information and for each post
people need to supply their mood about what they are posting, giving insight in
their happiness. Furthermore, there is also support for user proﬁles in which it
is possible to deﬁne contact information, personal information, team information
and information about knowledge, skills and expertise. Finally, also changes to
ﬁles in the Google Drive folders of the company are shown as events. While this
is not directly linked to a speciﬁc information type, information about speciﬁc
unsupported information items is maintained in documents stored in the Google
Drive folder. A speciﬁc example in the company is a document with the current
sales leads for new projects.

9.3.3 Research Method
In this study we acquired the empirical data by performing six semi-structured
interviews6 . We chose to do semi-structured interviews because the strengths
of this data gathering method include gathering insights, ideas, viewpoints and
opinions of the interviewees [Fon05]. The ﬁrst author performed all six interviews
which took roughly one hour each. To be able to analyze the results of the interviews at a later time, all interviews were recorded. We used purposive sampling
to determine who to interview to make sure the gathered data would suﬃciently
reﬂect the viewpoints of everyone at the entire company. Firstly there exist three
roles in the company structure. Most employees are software engineers but there
are also two associates and 1 sales executive. In selecting the interviewees we
made sure we covered all the diﬀerent roles. Additionally, for the software engineers there exist four levels of seniority: self, project, customer and market and we
made sure we selected one software engineer out of each of the seniority levels as
well. In the remainder of this chapter we will refer to the interviewees with ﬁctive
names depicted in table 9.2. It is important to note that since all interviews were
in Dutch all quotes reported in this chapter are translations.
Finally, in the interviews we ask the interviewees for each of the supported
information items whether they would recommend using it and if so what grade
between one and ten they would give the strength of this recommendation. We
ask this as a proxy to determine how valuable they think the feature is. This
6 see

appendix J
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Table 9.2: The interviewees, their role and their seniority

Name (fictive)
Anthony
Brian
Charles
David
Edward
Frank

Role
Software engineer
Associate, product owner
Software engineer
Software engineer
Software engineer
Sales executive

Seniority (for SE)
Market (Cat IV)
n/a
Self (Cat I)
Project (Cat II)
Customer (Cat III)
n/a

technique is called the Net Promoter Score (NPS) and the ﬁnal score is arrived at
by: (i) counting all scores of 9 and 10 as +1, all scores of 7 or 8 as 0 and all scores
of 6 or lower as -1, (ii) summing these scores and (iii) dividing the outcome by the
number of respondents. This calculation will always result in a NPS between -1
and +1 and any score above zero is a strong indication the corresponding feature
is considered really valuable

9.4 Findings
In this section we present the results and ﬁndings of the interviews to answer the
research questions deﬁned in section 9.1. We structure this section as follows:
Firstly for each of the categories of information (project related, organization and
personal) we in turn discuss (i) the value and absence of value the interviewees
experienced with the supported information items, (ii) whether they would like
to see diﬀerent information about items related to projects they participate in
than information related to other projects and (iii) which types of information
they missed most and why. Following this we discuss how the interviewees experienced the problems of information overload and a lack of privacy and conclude
by presenting how the interviewees overall felt about the support environment
and what they consider to be the most important beneﬁts.

9.4.1 Project related information items
Most valuable information items
As is depicted in ﬁgure 9.3, concerning project related information items, the
interviewees considered project related communication with the customer (NPS:
+0.50) and project related communication with the team (NPS: +0.17) to add
most value. Brian commented the customer communication was valuable to him
mainly because it was for the ﬁrst time possible to have a complete insight in all
communication with the customer in a lightweight fashion. David, Edward and
Frank explicitly mentioned this made it easier for them to know what was going on
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with the project. Although the most common way to share communication with
the customer was making a post (“People return from a meeting and summarize
the outcome” - Brian), Brian also used the function to directly share emails and is
convinced this has value because: “Every time I shared customer communication,
people would comment on it”. Edward also mentioned he remembered seeing a
post about a customer being very satisﬁed and getting a morale boost because of
it.

Issues (tasks)
Source (repository)
Build status
Deployment Status
Project related communication with the customer
Project related communication with the team

Anthony Brian Charles David Edward Frank
6.5
8
7
8
7
8
1
9
7
8
7
7
7.5
6
7
7
8
7
6
6
7
8
No
8
No
9
7
9
9
9
No
9
7
7
8
9

NPS
-0.17
0.00
-0.17
-0.50
0.50
0.17

Figure 9.3: Net Promoter Score for supported project related information items

Regarding the project related communication with the team Charles, David
and Edward gave the example that they used the platform to have a single place
to do a weekly stand-up. At the start of every week on Monday they would
announce to their team mates on what projects they were planning to work in the
upcoming week. Edward did mention he did not really use the sharing of team
communication beyond this because he would do most his team communication
while in a Google Hangout with his team members and there was no way to
share this communication directly in the platform. As opposed to his colleagues,
to Anthony the sharing of project related communication with the team and
customer was not valuable because in his team no-one really used it. He speculated
this is probably due to habituation. The most important proposed improvements
are: making the communication easier to search through (Brian) and adding some
sort of structuring such as being able to add a question, poll or template for weekly
stand-ups (Charles).
With respect to the other four information types: Source (NPS: 0.0), Issues
(NPS: -0.17), Build Status (NPS: -0.17) and deployment status (NPS: -0.50) the
interviewees saw less value. For automated builds and deployments this was
largely caused by the fact that, most of the projects the interviewees worked on,
either did not use automated builds and deployments at all, or did not conﬁgure
them to be visible in the platform. For Anthony the issues and especially the
repository information was less valuable because he was used to working with
the dedicated tooling (the issue management system and the repository system
respectively) visible at all times. Edward found the updates about the issues of
limited value because he is used to working in a hangout with the other project
members and because of that he always had a general idea what his colleagues
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were working on. Both Anthony and Edward did ﬁnd issues valuable when it was
about projects they were not part of.
Frank found diﬀerent things valuable due to his role as a Sales executive. With
respect to issues, he saw value in knowing on what projects work was being done,
but other than that, he did not need information about the day to day struggles
of the diﬀerent projects. Brian especially liked the issues and source information
because it made it easier for him to see what was going on. An example he gave
was that he is the product owner of a speciﬁc product. Whenever there was
an upcoming release, he would keep an eye on new pushes to the repository and
accompanying comments to see whether it was appropriate for him to immediately
check the new feature and give feedback to the person that made it. Charles liked
these updates to get an overall sense of what everyone was doing. An example he
gave was that he saw a new issue pop-up in the events list about something he
heard another colleague talking about. He was able to connect the two colleagues
and they were able to resolve the issue without the ﬁrst colleague wasting much
time. A ﬁnal example of the issue sharing functionality being useful came from
Edward. He talked about seeing an issue being resolved on a project which had
been dormant for a while. This made it clear to him that this project had become
active again.
Value of information and its relation with the project
Quite some diﬀerent viewpoints arose regarding how the information that is valuable diﬀers depending on whether the information is related to a project you are
part of. Four out of the six interviewees (Brian, Charles, David and Frank) saw
value in seeing less detailed information about issues related to projects they are
not part of. They suggest this can both be accomplished be by omitting details in
the item itself and by only showing the creation and closing of issues for projects
you are not part of. Anthony had a contradicting opinion. Because he always
had the issue management tooling opened for the project he was working on at
the moment, only events about projects he was not working on at the moment
had value to him.
With respect to changes to the repository the opinion was split three ways:
Anthony and David are only interested in updates about the project they are
working on right now, Edward and Frank only want to see updates about projects
they participate in and Brian and Charles ﬁnd updates about all projects valuable.
For the build and deployment status Anthony, Brian and Edward only ﬁnd them
valuable for projects in which they participate. Charles believes there is value in
seeing everything, Frank only needs to see planned builds and deployments to the
customer and David reported only wanting to see production builds for projects
he does not participate in but all deployments.
Finally with respect to project communication with the team and with the
customer Brian and Frank suggest, a way to ﬁlter operational information for
projects they do no participate in, would be valuable. Charles, David and Ed-
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ward want to see all communication with the customer, but David only wants
communication in the project team for his own projects and Edward would like
a way to diﬀerentiate what information is only valuable to the team and what
information is valuable to all, and use this to ﬁlter accordingly. Because Anthony
did not use this functionality he did not express an opinion.
Most missed information items
With respect to the project related information items that were missed most,
a large part of the discussions were about the fact that these were things that
the organization is ﬁnding hard to control and document. Anthony for instance
mentioned: “I would be thrilled if any of the items on the list were consistently
recorded at all”. Brian and Charles speciﬁcally mention they missed all of the
items equally and propose the creation of a dashboard page for each of the projects, depicting the information. They mention however it would be best to start
using specialized project management tooling and using this as a source for the
information in Iris.
David only actually missed having insight in the status to know how things
are progressing and whether things are going according to plan. He thinks the
other items are only useful when you are new on a project. Edward agrees and
mentions he missed seeing when a milestone is due. For projects he is not part of
this can help him in timing when to ask how things are going. Further he mostly
missed having access to the technological agreements because he ﬁnds it tough to
ﬁnd this. He thinks it is interesting to see what diﬀerent technologies are used
throughout the company, for example for asking questions.
Finally, because of his role (Sales Executive), Frank took a diﬀerent angle
in answering this question. He is interested in the technological and process
agreements to have insight in what experience is present in the organization.
Further, he is interested in an overview of the planning, both on a team and
organizational level. Based on this information he can better decide what to
focus on when looking for new projects. Because he is also actively involved in
managing the customer relations, he also missed having insight in the risks of the
various projects.

9.4.2 Organization specific information items
Most valuable information items
Because none of the organization speciﬁc information items are supported directly
in the platform, there are no Net Promoter Scores available. However, Anthony,
Brian and Edward reported that to them, business opportunities was supported in
full by the post functionality and is one of the most valuable uses of the platform.
The others agreed it was supported and valuable but would like it to be easier
to search through. Charles suggests tagging the posts to be able to more easily
search through them and being able to generate lists. He thinks it is important
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to stick with the post functionality instead of adding more structuring because he
likes the personal nature of the posts. Frank on the other hand explicitly asks for
an explicit list because to him the post functionality is too non-committing. Brian
and Edward also report ﬁnancials as being suﬃciently supported and valuable.
Charles even goes so far as to say he believes all items on this list are suﬃciently
supported and only need to be easier to search through.
Most missed information items
With respect to the most missed organization speciﬁc information, Anthony, Edward and Frank report missing an overview of the billing status with the various
customers. They report this information to be valuable to them because it will
help them to determine whether to take action based on whether the bill has been
send out or not and whether the customer has paid or not. Further, in contrast
to Brian, Charles and Edward who reported ﬁnding ﬁnancials suﬃciently supported in the current system, Anthony reports missing ﬁnancials because he ﬁnds it
tough to locate the right information. Subsequently, Brian and Frank also report
having missed action points as “it isn’t clear what happens after we agree to do
something” (Brian) and “Sharing action points with posts is too non-committing.
People should be accountable” (Frank). Furthermore, Brian also reports missing
information about organizational meetings because: “this would be the last item
to get rid of internal emails altogether”. David, ﬁnally, misses an overview with all
the diﬀerent organization speciﬁc information types. The three types of information he ﬁnds most valuable in such a list are ﬁnancials, business opportunities
and billing status.

9.4.3 Personal specific information items
Most valuable information items
In ﬁgure 9.4 it is depicted that the interviewees considered happiness (NPS: +
0.50) the most valuable personal information item. Every one of the interviewees
agreed it had value in the context of the post. David and Frank report using the
mood associated with the post to decide how urgent it is for them to read. When
the mood is either very positive or very negative they read the post immediately.
Frank gave an example for this when he read a post with a very sad mood immediately and it turned out to be about problems with cash ﬂow and that this
information was important to him. Furthermore Frank says: “I read posts completely diﬀerently if another emotion is associated with it”. Edward also reports
that he really likes sharing how he feels when he makes a post, because it helps
him in expressing himself. Brian and David also use the mood indicators to get an
overall feeling of the mood of their colleagues. Brian uses this to see whether and
how (emotionally) he can approach someone. David even said: “‘I saw someone
was struggling with a task and felt unhappy about it so I contacted him and oﬀered
to help”. All interviewees think it would be valuable to have insight in the overall
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mood of their colleagues. Brian proposes to improve the functionality by adding
a diary function in which everyone reports at the end of each day what they did
that day and how they feel about that. Charles proposes to create an overview
with the mood of the last post made by each of his colleagues or some sort of
aggregate function based on the mood of their last posts.
Anthony Brian Charles David Edward Frank NPS

Contact information
Happiness
Personal situation
Personal information
Team
Knowledge/Skills/Expertise

No
7
No
No
No
7.5

6
9
8
7
6
6

No
7
8
No
No
No

No
9
10
6
No
No

8
9
9
7
7
7

8
8
8
7
7
8

-0.67
0.50
0.17
-0.50
-0.67
-0.50

Figure 9.4: Net Promoter Score for supported personal information items

The second most valuable personal information item, according to the interviewees, is personal situation (NPS: +0.17). With the exception of Anthony
everyone ﬁnds this information valuable. David reported that to be able to share
what is going on and knowing what is going on with his colleagues, helps him in
collaborating with them. He said: “You have to know what is going on in the
lives of your direct colleagues to be able to collaborate”. Charles reports liking
being able to stay current on the personal lives of his colleagues. He mentions he
could use this to deduce when someone would be less approachable and anticipate
on this. Edward also said he thinks it is important to know when his colleagues
are feeling okay or not and reports checking the platform several times a day on
weekends when the spouses of his colleagues were expected to give birth to a baby.
Frank reports that although he does not share much himself, because he ﬁnds it
tough to decide what to share, he appreciates the insight in the personal lives
of his colleagues. He said: “I very much enjoy reading what my colleagues are
doing. I like to know what keeps them occupied. This helps me to know what kind
of person he is and helps me to get to know my colleagues better. To me, this is
one of the most important beneﬁts of Iris”. Overall the interviewees do not see
much reason for improvement for this functionality. Only Charles mentions he
would like to be able to tag the diﬀerent posts to be able to search through them.
The other four personal information items which are supported in the platform
explicitly, are considered far less valuable by the interviewees: personal information (NPS: -0.50), knowledge/skills/expertise (NPS: -0.50), contact information
(NPS: -0.67) and team (NPS: -0.67). The main issues with these types of information are caused by limited support in the platform, limited use by the users and
because the interviewees already know about some of the information. Firstly,
with respect to knowledge, skills and expertise the explicit implementation is the
provision of a speciﬁc section in the user proﬁles to indicate this. This was not
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used much because too few people maintained it properly (Brian and Frank) and
because no-one maintained it to a useful level of detail (Edward). Anthony, Brian,
Edward and Frank did report they ﬁnd the indirect way of asking for speciﬁc expertise via the post functionality, to be valuable and suﬃciently supported. Frank
recalled searching for specialist database expertise necessary to secure a new contract and ﬁnding the necessary expertise in this fashion. Brian even reports: “I
was sometimes surprised by the depth of the expertise present in our organization”. With respect to improvements the consensus was that as an organization
they need to ﬁnd a way to maintain this kind of information in a consistent way
Secondly, some interviewees saw value in having access to personal information. Brian calls it: “valuable if you’re looking for it”. Edward reports he did not
know the information was there, but that it is deﬁnitely valuable to him. Charles,
David and Frank say they think it will only be valuable when the company gets
larger because at the moment they know everything they need to know about
their colleagues. With respect to contact information, Anthony and Brian report
that the company should have a single place or source to store this information,
something that is not the case at the moment. Edward and Frank comment they
think it should be made clearer how this information can be accessed. Finally, the
interviewees did not see much value in the information about the teams, although
Edward suggests it will be more valuable when the company gets bigger.
Value of information and its relation with the project
Overall the interviewees report that diﬀerentiating between information that is
related to projects you participate in and projects you do not participate in is
much less important for personal information items than for project related information items. Only two diﬀerentiations are mentioned. Firstly, Brian suggests
that while he wants to know information about all his colleagues, he would like
the platform to make information about his team members more accessible, because he needs it more frequently. Conversely, Anthony and Frank suggest that
with respect to the skills, knowledge and expertise they are speciﬁcally interested
in information about non-team members because they already know this about
their team members. Anthony said: “You usually know about the expertise in
your own project teams” and Frank said: “when you are searching for expertise
it’s usually outside of your own team.”.
Most missed information items
The most missed information items are planning, current activity and approachability. Firstly, Charles, David, Edward and Frank report missing all the subitems of planning (Agenda, Holiday and Idleness) and they see value in these to
be able to anticipate correctly and to know when to coordinate. Anthony and
Brian only missed the idleness portion of planning. Secondly, Brian and Edward
report missing the current activity of their colleagues to be able to decide when
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to contact someone. Edward concedes this is partly implemented because it can
be deduced from the posts and the events but that this insuﬃcient for him. Conversely, Charles and David also report being able to deduce the current activity
of their colleagues but they report that this oﬀers signiﬁcant value to them. Finally, Brian reports missing the approachability of his colleagues to be able decide
whether and how to contact someone.

9.4.4 Information overload and privacy
Four out of the six interviewees report experiencing an overload of information
often (Brian) or sometimes (Anthony, Charles and David). David commented “A
whole chain of events clutters the time-line when large things happen” and Charles
says it is particularly a problem “for sources that send more than one event about
a single or related action”. Anthony also reports experiencing an overload because
when he looks at the system it is always a snapshot of all the events that could
be valuable to him and that he needs to manually search to look back in time.
Finally he reports that in his team the sources that create the events were not
properly conﬁgured and as such he could only access the events company-wide
in an uncontextualized fashion, further aggravating the diﬃculties he had with
searching through them. Edward and Frank report not experiencing an overload
of information because “I used the events too little” (Edward) and “because I don’t
follow the events all the time” (Frank).
None of the interviewees that experienced an information overload really had
an approach to dealing with it other than the ’ostrich tactic’ of putting their head
in the sand and waiting for the issue to resolve itself. Anthony said: “I didn’t
deal with it. I probably missed important events” and David said: “I would just
wait for it to stop”. The interviewees propose the support environment can help
prevent an information overload better by bundling events from the same user
that are close together (Brian), combining related events (Charles and David)
and by allowing users to ﬁlter based on the type of event (Anthony).
Finally, while everyone agreed with the thesis: with Iris information has become more transparent and things are more visible and more easily accessible then
they used to be, no-one reported having ever experienced any threat to their privacy.

9.4.5 Overall view and main advantages
All of the interviewees reported seeing value in a platform such as Iris which
aims to make all information a distributed software engineer needs, available in
a single platform. To Anthony the main advantage is “To have an overview of
everything that is happening in a project” and he is convinced that improving the
contextualization is the most important thing to improve to achieve this. When
asked about the most important advantage Brian reports “having all information
in one place and being able to have an overview because of this”. To Charles it’s:
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“Knowing what your colleagues are doing without asking” and to David “The
availability of information I couldn’t access before, most profoundly personal information”. Finally Edward reports the most important use of the platform is
“A thermometer for the organization: how is it going and what is current” and
Frank thinks “Not having to look in which system the information is, convenience and eﬀectiveness” are the most important beneﬁts. Additionally both Brian
and Frank report they believe that being able to do away with internal emails
altogether is a very important secondary advantage of Iris. Frank reports: “In
my experience in other companies I always spend an enormous amount of time
dealing with internal emails and this is far less if you use one public system in
which all the information is available”.

9.5 Discussion
In this section we will reﬂect on the ﬁndings by going over each of the sub research
question and discuss what ﬁndings are applicable in answering them. We discuss
each of these in a separate subsection.

9.5.1 What is the value in the availability of the different information types?
Overall the information items that brought the most value were project related
communication with the customer (NPS: +0.50), project related communication
with the team (NPS: +0.17), happiness (NPS: +0.50) and personal situation
(+0.17). The project communication with the customer and team was primarily
important to have lightweight insight in how things were going in a project. A
number of the interviewees reported having insight in the issues, source, build
status and deployment status helps them achieve this goal as well.
Furthermore, happiness and personal situation were primarily appreciated because of the insight this provided in who their colleagues are, what makes them tick
and how they are feeling. The interviewees reported ﬁnding this valuable in collaborating with them and reported it is much harder to stay suﬃciently informed
about this in a distributed setting without such a support environment. Finally,
information about business opportunities the support environment provided, was
also reported by all of the interviewees to be valuable in staying informed about
upcoming projects and the status of the work pipeline for the company.

9.5.2 How can the value of the availability of the available types of information be improved?
Most of the important information items discussed in the previous subsection are
primarily shared using the relatively unstructured post functionality. The direct
support for, for example sharing customer and team communication, is used less.
Several causes for this are discussed. Firstly, some aspects of the support could be
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improved. For instance by showing what ﬁles exist in the change set for pushes to
the repository and by being able to see an overview of the last issues dealt with by
each user. Secondly there were problems with conﬁguring the support correctly.
For example, several interviewees reported either not using automated builds and
deployments at all in their projects or simply not conﬁguring the related events to
be send to Iris. Thirdly, educating the users better would be an improvement as
well. Both with respect to how to conﬁgure the sources for their project correctly,
but also with respect to how and where diﬀerent types of information are shared.
In the interviews it occurred several times that an interviewee did not know about
the availability of a certain type of information. An example is the availability of
contact information, personal information and information about skills knowledge
and expertise in the proﬁle page of the users.
Next to improvements of the direct support, it was also discussed it should be
easier to search through the posts because it was often diﬃcult to locate the right
information. As possible solutions to this, tagging and adding more structuring
(such as templates) were suggested. Finally, it is important to recognize that
making all information available in one location is not the only issue in this
particular setting. In many cases the problem lies with the fact that information
is not consistently available, or not available at all. This makes it diﬃcult for a
platform which attempts to unify all information, to do its job. Therefore agreeing
what type of information should be recorded and in what format, is an important
step that this organization needs to take.

9.5.3 How does the value of each of the information types differ depending on a distributed software engineers’ relation with the project the
information is about?
The most important ﬁnding with respect to this research question is that the
interviewees have quite contrasting opinions concerning this. An example of this
is that while most interviewees like to see less detailed information about the
issues related to projects they are not part of, to one of the interviewees precisely
the information related to the project he is currently working on, oﬀers no value.
This is because it is his common work practice to always have specialized issue
management tooling visible on his screen about the project he is currently working
on. The main conclusions we draw from this are that: (i) we should support
diﬀerent options, test it out in practice and evaluate what works best and (ii)
irrespective of what turns out to be the best conﬁguration in general, it is probably
important to make it conﬁgurable to the user to deviate from that standard
conﬁguration.
Another conclusion we can draw is that diﬀerentiating between information
related to projects one participates in and projects one only follows, is primarily
valuable for the project related information types.
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9.5.4 The introduction of what types of information that were not available,
will add the most value?
The most mentioned information items that the interviewees reported missing are
the following. Firstly, with respect to the project several users report they miss
all the information items on the list in the form of a project dashboard. They
recognize that the main problem has to do with the fact that there is no consistent
location or method of recording this information and one of the interviewees
proposes the use of specialized project management tooling and using this system
as a source for the support environment. When pressed about which of the items
they missed most, primarily technological agreements and status are mentioned.
With respect to organization speciﬁc information items, billing status (customer relations) is a popular answer. Users mainly need this information to be
able to decide whether bills have been send to the customer on time and whether
the customer is late with paying them. Additionally, action points are missed
because it is diﬃcult to have insight in what happens after it is agreed things are
going to be taken care of. Finally with respect to personal information items,
the main types of information that are missed are planning, current activity and
approachability. The main value users see in knowing this information is that this
makes it easier to know whether and how to contact people and to anticipate on
actions of their colleagues in planning their own work.

9.5.5 To which extent is information overload encountered?
All the users that made extensive use of the event list, report experiencing an
overload of information at least some of the time. The main cause of this is a
single source system sending a lot of events shortly following each other about the
same or related events. The interviewees did not have a proper way of dealing
with this except for ignoring the event list in the period they experienced the
overload. They propose the platform should deal with this by combining events
that shortly follow each other and are related either because they are caused
by the same user or are related with the same source system. Finally, one of the
interviewees reported that he also experienced an overload of information because
in his project the sources that create the events were not properly conﬁgured.
Because of this, all the events related to his projects were not presented related
to the correct projects in the platform.

9.5.6 To which extent is privacy an issue?
While all the interviewees agree the platform has made information more easily
accessible and more transparent, no-one reported to ever have experienced the
platform as a threat to his privacy. The most likely reason for this is that the
company consists of a small and close community of people that trust each other.
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9.5.7 What are the most important benefits for distributed software engineers of having all their information needs available in single place?
All of the interviewees reported seeing value in a platform such as Iris which
aims to make all information a distributed software engineer needs, available in a
single platform. Summarizing and aggregating what the interviewees say, the most
important beneﬁt of such a solution is: While working in a distributed setting, (i)
having insight in everything that is going on and (ii) how it is going, (iii) without
having to ask for it or (iv) search for it, because it is available in a single location.

9.6 Threats to validity
Threats to external validity can exist at each of the levels of generalization in a
study. In our study, a threat to external validity exists in the generalization from
teams in a single software engineering company to the population of all distributed
software engineering teams. To be able to better generalize beyond the setting
we performed the study in, the study should be repeated in other companies as
well. With respect to the generalization of the sampled data to the population at
the company our work is less threatened. For the interviews we sampled 6 out of
the 21 people in the team (28.6%) and because we used purposive sampling we
made sure that the diﬀerent roles and seniorities that exist in the company were
all included.
Furthermore, there exist threats to construct validity in our study. Firstly, we
attempted to mitigate threats to reliability by describing our research site and
methods in suﬃcient detail and making the interview structure available online.
Next to this we also make the platform we used in this study available upon request. We do this to make our data gathering methods repeatable. Subsequently,
a threat to construct validity is mono-operation bias. Because we only used one
speciﬁc support environment in our study one could argue the results only apply
to the use of that tool. We mitigated this threat by providing an explanation
of the platform we used and explicitly linking the functionality provided, to the
information items that are supported. A ﬁnal threat to construct validity in this
study is that the interviews were conducted by the ﬁrst author of the paper this
chapter is based on who is also an employee of the company at which the study
was performed.
Finally, there exist threats to internal validity. Firstly, while the default work
location for the people at the company was home, on Tuesdays they mostly work
together in a single location. Therefore they eﬀectively worked co-located one out
of each ﬁve potential work days, reducing the distributed nature of the software
engineering team. Next to this, one of the people we interviewed also participated
in the focus group in [Dul13a] and all of the interviewees have participated in the
questionnaire of [Dul13a]. This could have biased the results due to a learning
eﬀect caused by repeated testing.
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9.7 Conclusions and Future work
In this chapter we have reported on an empirical study about the support of the
information needs of distributed software engineers. The main research question
we have researched is:
“Does the introduction of a selection of information needs of distributed software engineers in a single platform, improve the awareness of software engineering
teams?”
The main ﬁndings of this chapter are:
• Providing information that distributed software engineers need in a single
platform is valuable and appears to contribute to an increase in their overall
level of awareness
• Information about project related communication with the customer and
information about the happiness of colleagues adds the most value
• It is important to provide users with customization options to address personal preferences
• Providing training regarding use and proper conﬁguration is important
• It is important for technological support to help users deal with an information overload
• It is important for an organization to decide how and what information they
like to retain before attempting to make that information more accessible
to distributed software engineers
Future work will concern processing the ﬁndings of this study. So, the technological support will be extended to support the most missed information items
as well and the current support shall be improved based on the biggest limitations. Based on the information items that are missed most, the source systems
we are planning to add ﬁrst are: (i) project management tooling, (ii) the internal
ﬁnancial system used in the company (this includes the billing status) and (iii)
the planning information stored in Google agenda. On the other hand, we are
also interested in the Appreciative Inquiry approach which focuses on increasing
what you do well over eliminating what you do badly [Sto91]. This would concern
investigating how the two most appreciated features (sharing project related communication with the customer and the happiness of colleagues) can be exploited
further. Furthermore, we feel further research on the contextualization of information based on how related someone is to the information, is of high importance
as well. Finally, after implementing the ﬁndings in these proposed studies, the
study presented in this chapter should be repeated so the research questions can
be re-evaluated in more detail.
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10.1 Introduction
The goal of this dissertation is:
”To understand which technological support is needed for Global Software Engineering teams to be able to collaborate eﬀectively.”
In working towards this goal we have focused on investigating what types of
information that are readily available in the co-located setting but not in a distributed setting, are potentially most valuable and how these can be made available to GSE teams as well. While we have not fully reached the goal, we did
study a number of important concepts which have extended the knowledge about
how to best support GSE teams. We consider the core contributions we present
in subsection 10.2 to provide valuable information on how best to do this.
Firstly, we have thoroughly investigated the value of introducing a speciﬁc
type of contextual information: the overhearing of conversations of colleagues,
to distributed software engineering teams. Subsequently, we have researched the
general implications of making contextual information available to distributed
software teams. Furthermore, we have investigated what the most important
types of information items are to distributed software engineers and ﬁnally we
also painted our vision of the direction support environments for Global Software
Engineering teams should take. Additionally, we have made these steps concrete,
ﬁrst by the creation of a tool called Communico which makes the overhearing of
conversations available to distributed software engineering teams. Secondly with
the creation of Iris, we have made a ﬁrst step towards making the most important
information items we have elicited, available to distributed software teams in a
single environment and bringing to life our vision of a support environment for
software engineers with collaboration at its core.
In the remainder of this chapter we enumerate the core contributions of this
dissertation in section 10.2. Subsequently we answer the main research questions
we deﬁned in chapter 1 in section 10.3 and reﬂect on the strengths and weaknesses
of this dissertation in section 10.4. Finally we discuss the limitations and provide
recommendations for further research in section 10.5.

10.2 Contributions
Each chapter in this thesis lists distinct contributions. We summarize the core
contributions below:
• The analysis and identiﬁcation of the advantages of overhearing conversations to GSE teams and the deﬁnition of a (virtual) open conversation space
(chapter 2)
• The requirements of a virtual open conversation space and Communico: a
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support tool for distributed software engineering teams which implements
these requirements (chapter 2 and 4)
• Empirical evidence that support for overhearing conversations supports collaboration in GSE teams (chapter 3 and 5)
• Empirical evidence that the utility of awareness sharing technology is higher
(i) for people that work more distributed from their team and (ii) when a
larger portion of the team uses it and that (i) and (ii) can cause problems
in asymmetrical settings where not all team members encounter the same
degree of isolation (chapter 5 and 7)
• A analytical argumentation which is extensively grounded in literature, why:
while most of the work in the CDE domain has focused on collaborative
coding, the next step should be collaborative software engineering (chapter
6)
• Empirical evidence that the introduction of a microblogging solution with
mood indicators (MBMI) to a GSE team, results in closer teams and information that is traditionally harder to consistently access to be more approachable and less volatile (chapter 7)
• Empirical data on (i) what types of information are valuable to GSE teams,
(ii) their relative value and (iii) how this value depends on someone’s current
focus and relation to the data (chapter 8)
• Empirical evidence that providing GSE teams with relevant contextual information in a single platform increases the level of awareness in these teams
and Iris: a support environment for GSE teams which implements this
concept (chapter 9)
• Empirical evidence that project related communication with the customer
and information on the happiness of team members are the two types of
contextual information which provide the most value to GSE teams (chapter
7 and 9)
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10.3 Answers to the Research Questions
Research Question 1
What is the eﬀect of overhearing conversations of colleagues in distributed
software engineering teams?
We illustrated the utility of overhearing conversations to distributed software
engineering teams in a number of ways. Firstly, in chapter 2, we explored it
analytically and by surveying existing literature. We argued it is not having
conversations yourself that is diﬃcult in a distributed setting, but rather the
unobtrusive overhearing of conversations of others. We reported that the main
utility of being able to do this lies in (i) access to the information discussed in
the conversation [Gre02], (ii) the opportunity to join a conversation [Gre01] and
(iii) insight in the communication frequencies between colleagues and therefore
the communication structure of the team [Sos02, McC93, Kra90a].
Secondly, we showed the utility as it is perceived in an industrial setting. To
do this, we performed an empirical study (chapter 3) in which we evaluated the
utility of the concept of overhearing conversations in a GSE setting. We did this
to provide evidence that research about support for overhearing conversations is
worth pursuing and to provide insights on important aspects to consider when
doing so. Important concrete outcomes of this study are: (i) perceived beneﬁts
and challenges of overhearing conversations, (ii) what information about a conversation is important, (iii) what actions are possible with respect to a conversation
and (iv) the perceived beneﬁts and challenges of ﬁnished conversations.
Thirdly, we showed the actual utility of overhearing conversations to distributed software engineers. To do this, we ﬁrst explored existing solutions, showed
that these do not support the overhearing of conversations and presented our own
tool Communico which does. Subsequently we deﬁned what is required to support
the overhearing of conversations in a distributed setting and show why Communico fullﬁlls these requirements in chapter 4. Finally, we deployed Communico in
a real GSE setting to measure the utility of overhearing conversations in Global
Software Engineering from actual industrial experience (chapter 5). Overall this
study conﬁrmed that support for being able to overhear conversations is a useful resource for distributed software engineering teams. However, the study also
showed that using the tool for overhearing was only useful for people who worked
suﬃciently distributed from their colleagues. This leads us to the next research
question:
Research Question 2
What are the primary issues encountered when artiﬁcial support for working in a distributed setting is introduced to distributed software engineering teams?
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The ﬁrst time we came across issues with trying to introduce more contextual information to an actual distributed software engineering team working in
industry, was in the evaluation of supporting the overhearing of conversation with
the help of Communico at Exact Software. At Exact online the majority of the
team works in Delft in the Netherlands, but also three people work from Wemmel
in Belgium and two from Minneapolis in the US. In the evaluation we came across
two things. Firstly, while the people in the Belgium and the US oﬃce reported
the tool being very valuable, the people in the Delft oﬃce experienced far less
value. The reason for this is that they could already overhear the conversations
of most of their colleagues. The value of awareness sharing technology seems to
be higher for team members that are exposed to a higher level of distribution.
Secondly, because the tool brought substantial value to people in the Belgium
and US oﬃce they used it most of the time and asked us to try and get the people
from the Delft oﬃce to use it more, because they were missing many conversations
between people working in Delft who would just use face-to-face communication.
This shows that the value of awareness sharing technology is higher when a larger
portion of the team uses it. The two main causes for these issues are: that
(i) the information is not equally valuable to everyone and (ii) because of the
asymmetrical nature of the setting, some people in the team are very isolated
from the rest of the team while others often work physically co-located with a
signiﬁcant portion of the team.
Following this we challenged and conﬁrmed these ﬁndings in a diﬀerent setting
on a smaller scale. We moved our research to the IHomer setting, signiﬁcantly
reducing the problems caused by the asymmetrical distribution in software engineering teams, because at IHomer home is the default work location. However,
we did encounter similar issues on a smaller scale. On Tuesday people at IHomer
deviate from their routine of working from home and try to work together in a
single oﬃce. However, not everyone can always be present and the people that
cannot be present face a similar isolation from their colleagues as those in the
Belgian and US oﬃces in the Exact Online setting. In chapter 7 on the evaluation of microblogging with mood indicators we found that especially on these
Tuesdays people would share less activities and moods. When asked about this in
the interviews they do recognize this would be particularly helpful to the isolated
team members, but they still struggle to do so. Finally we also found that if
the regularity with which people use the mood-activity environment diﬀers, the
distribution of relevant information in the team will be unbalanced.
Research Question 3
What are the information needs of distributed software engineers, how
are these needs mutually prioritized and which factors inﬂuence this prioritization?
In this dissertation we have taken a number of important steps in answering
this research question. Firstly, we have proven the value of two speciﬁc types of
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contextual information, the overhearing of conversations (chapter 5) and being
able to share your activities and moods with colleagues (chapter 7), in industrial
case settings. In chapter 7 we have also found data on the type of activities and
moods distributed software engineers share with each other using the microblogging environment with mood indicators, giving insight in the type of information
they value. Subsequently, in chapter 8 we have taken a step back and tried to
identify all the information types that are important to software engineers and
discover how important each of these is. To do this we performed a focus group
to elicit the diﬀerent types of important information and a questionnaire to rate
their mutual importance. We also did not just research this mutual importance
statically, but we investigated how the mutual importance of information items
changes as the items are more related to the current activity of a software engineer and how important they are when the software engineer is not performing his
core activity but for example on holiday, relaxing at home or driving to a client.
These lists of information items and their conditional mutual importance play
an important role in answering this research question. Finally, in chapter 9 we
have implemented a selection of the information items in a support environment
for distributed software engineers called Iris, deployed this tool for ﬁve months at
IHomer and report on the evaluation. The types of information that are perceived
as most valuable are: (i) information about project related communication with
the customer and (ii) information about the happiness of colleagues.
Research Question 4
How should support for distributed software engineering teams leverage,
information about the value of certain types of information to GSE teams
and the diﬃculties with making these available to these teams, and move
forward?
This brings us to the ﬁnal research question. In chapter 6 we build the case
why collaboration should play a far more important role in support environments
for software engineers than it has so far. In fact, we argue that collaboration
should be a ﬁrst class citizen, taking a prominent role at the core of support
environments with support for the individual programming task as a secondary
functionality. This is opposite to the situation as it exists today. To build our
case we have ﬁrst argued that software engineering is primarily a collaborative
activity because (i) social activities represent a considerable portion of the average day of software engineers, (ii) the main challenges experienced in Global
Software Engineering are diﬃculties with collaboration and (iii) the popularity
in practice of Agile Software Development is grounded on its emphasis on people
and their collaboration. Subsequently we have argued that the core limitations of
existing support environments are that they either only focus on the individual
programming task or provide collaborative functionalities in isolated, special purpose, environments. Furthermore these special purpose environments are mainly
restricted to code related collaboration and coordination, neglecting collabora-
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tion about other things than the source code and support for communication and
cooperation.
Finally we also discussed our approach to constructing a support environment
for distributed software engineers with collaboration at its core. In this approach
we combined our vision with the actual data we gathered in the other chapters
in this dissertation and implemented this in a support environment for distributed software engineers. We presented an initial evaluation of the result of this
approach in chapter 9. We did this by deploying the environment at IHomer
for ﬁve months and subsequently evaluating its utility by performing in-depth
interviews with ﬁve users, making sure to select people with diﬀerent roles and
diﬀerent levels of seniority. The core ﬁnding of this evaluation is that having
access to the environment is considered valuable and contributes to the overall
level of awareness in the team. Therefore we believe continuing in this research
direction towards supporting collaboration in Global Software Engineering teams
is the way forward.
Following from the above the main conclusion of this dissertation is: (i) that
in order to truly support distributed software engineering teams, support environments for them should consider collaboration a first-class
citizen and (ii) the most important information needs of such teams are
project related communication with the customer and the happiness of
team members.

10.4 Strengths and Weaknesses
Looking back we can evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the doctoral study
presented in this dissertation. Firstly, the primary strength of the research is
the close relation with industry most directly reﬂected in the large empirical
components of the studies where results are grounded in considerable data sets
to back up the results. The close relation with industry is further reﬂected in the
close relationship with IHomer which provides the author with in-depth knowledge
to better analyze the data, most speciﬁcally for the studies in which IHomer is
the case setting. This close relationship however, also represents a threat as the
author might not be completely impartial and the participants in the research are
more prone to the cooperative-participant eﬀect in which the subjects attempt to
help the researcher. Overall we ﬁnd the strength of inside knowledge outweighs
the potential threats.
Another weakness becomes apparent when comparing the topic of global software engineering with the distributed setting of IHomer. Even though work at
IHomer is performed signiﬁcantly distributed, nearly all the distribution takes
place within the Netherlands. Because of this, the challenges caused by time zone
and cultural diﬀerences are almost non-existent in this case setting. This threat
is mitigated in this dissertation in two ways. Firstly, a signiﬁcant portion of the
empirical data originates from the Exact case setting in which the participants
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work in the Netherlands, Belgium and the United States. Secondly, when people
work more than 30 meters apart unplanned informal interaction is reduced to a
minimum [All07]. Therefore the majority of the diﬃculties with global software
engineering will also be encountered when this distribution is within the same
country, such as with IHomer. A ﬁnal weakness of the IHomer case setting is that
it is a rather small company and outcomes of the studies could be diﬀerent when
repeated in larger corporations.
A ﬁnal strength of the doctoral study is the iterative setup of the dissertation
which allowed us to try things out in the ﬁrst studies, learn from this and apply
this in later studies. We would advise future doctoral students to apply this in
their research as well and if possible to make the iterations shorter so the learning
eﬀect can be increased.

10.5 Future Work
While we take valuable steps towards reaching the goal of the dissertation, claiming we fully reach the goal would be a far cry from the truth. Much more work
and research is needed to bring collaboration in a distributed setting to a level
which is at least as good as collaboration in the co-located setting. This dissertation has number of core limitations: Firstly, there is the matter of sample
size. Because of the inherit nature and implied extent of the research presented
in this dissertation, all studies in this dissertation are faced with diﬃculties with
statistically valid generalization. In some of the studies this has been more of
an issue than others, however overall the trustworthiness of the ﬁndings would
increase signiﬁcantly with an increase in number of participants of the studies.
Furthermore, the same is true for the number of practical settings. Most studies
are performed in only one practical setting and, with the exception of the study
presented in chapter 8, have not been replicated. Furthermore (again with the
exception of the replication in chapter 8) all studies have been performed in one
of two distinct case settings: at the Exact Online department of Exact and at
IHomer. Both these things limit the generalizability of the research and therefore present a threat to external validity. Finally, we have only made a ﬁrst step
towards creating an implementation of our vision and core ﬁndings of this dissertation in Iris. We have supported a subset of the information items and did not
provide a way to diﬀerentiate based on the current status of the user.
The limitations we just discussed directly implicate a number of important
next steps to take in this research. The ﬁrst and most obvious one is the replication of the studies to either further support or refute the ﬁndings presented in this
dissertation. The study for which this is most important is the study presented
in chapter 8. Even though we already replicated this study, still no statistically
valid conclusions can be drawn and the outcomes of this study are particularly
important in our research because they are the primary source of information
to decide what types of information to provide distributed software teams with
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ﬁrst. The second important next step concerns the continued work on Iris. As we
discussed above, we only implemented a selection of the important information
items and one of the outcomes of chapter 9 is a set of most missed information
items. Therefore, an important next step is to make these types of information
available and re-evaluate the platform. Additionally, another important outcome
of chapter 9 is that information about project related communication with the
customer and information about the happiness of colleagues, are the most valuable. It is important to do an in-depth study to validate these ﬁndings further,
better understand why these are the most valuable and study whether the value
of these can be exploited further. This approach of focusing on increasing what
you do well over eliminating what you do badly is known as Appreciative Inquiry
[Sto91]. Furthermore it is interesting to leverage the work of Ben van Gameren
in [Gam12] and [Gam13] on erecting virtual oﬃce walls to implement a way to
ﬁlter data based on the current activity of a software engineer. We can combine
this with our own ﬁndings on how the importance of the information types diﬀers
based on the current focus of a software engineer.
Finally, it is exciting to see that work on Iris is in fact being continued as
part of the product portfolio of IHomer. It is our vision that in years to come,
more and more support environments for software engineers will emerge that treat
collaboration as the ﬁrst class citizen it undoubtedly is and as such truly support
Global Software Engineering teams.

Appendix

A

Focus Group Discusion Guide
chapter 3
This appendix depicts the document used to structure and guide the focus group
discussed in chapter 3.
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B

Questionnaire structure chapter 3
This appendix depicts the structure of the questionnaire we used in chapter 3.
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Communico Survey
Communico at Exact
Thanks for using Communico. We hope you take the time to fill in this survey as it is very important to us
and our research (note: most open questions are optional). The goal of this survey is to evaluate the
Virtual Open Conversation space paradigm and the use of Communico within Exact in general. An Open
Conversation space is a space in which it is possible to both have and overhear conversations. A wellknown example is the traditional office setting and with Communico we have attempted to create one
that is applicable in a distributed setting as well.
The survey was created based on data gathered from a focus group held within Exact with 8 users of
Communico and interviews with 4 people working physically dislocated form the Exact office in Delft. In
the survey it is made clear which questions to answer when you have not used Communico and which to
answer when you have. Both these viewpoints are important to us. You are free to answer the questions
in this survey in Dutch or in English. Your answers will be kept confidential. Thank you for your
participation.

Personal Information
Providing the following information is optional.
First Name:

Last Name:

Address:
City:

ZIP Code:

Telephone:

Gender:

Age:

General Information
G1 What is your current function within Exact?
_______________________________________________________________________________
G2 How many years have you worked in your current field of expertise (i.e. Software
Engineering)?
_______________________________________________________________________________
G3 Do you work physically dislocated from some of your direct colleagues?
¡

¡

Yes

No

G4 If so, please explain the situation. For example how many of your direct colleagues
are dislocated from you and how often is this the case?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
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G5 How often have you used Communico?
¡

¡

¡

¡

¡

Never

Rarely

About one week

Several weeks

Several months

G6 Why did you either use or not use Communico?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
G7 When you used Communico, how many hours a day would you generally use it?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Conceptual Questions
Now we turn to the concept of an Open Conversation Space. In such a space (i.e. traditional office
setting) people are able to both have and overhear conversations of each other.

Overhearing Conversations
A1 Please rate how important you think the following advantages of overhearing
conversations are in collaborative work:
Advantages

--

-

-/+

+

++

No
opinion

Access to the technical knowledge
of colleagues
Acquiring involvement (Dutch:
betrokkenheid) with your colleagues
Enjoying your work
(e.g. overhearing a joke)
Acquiring insight in the
communication structure
(e.g. If someone you are looking for
is absent you can contact someone
he often speaks with)
Being able to join a conversation
A2 Comments
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
Page 2 of 6
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A3 Please rate how important you think the following disadvantages of overhearing
conversations are in collaborative work:
Disadvantages

--

-

-/+

+

++

No
opinion

It can be distracting from the
current work activities
The context of the conversation can
be unclear
The information is volatile
(Dutch: vluchtig)
(e.g. when you are busy you can
miss important conversations)
A lack of control for the people
whose conversations are overheard
(e.g. people can unintentionally
spread sensitive information)
A4 Comments
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Conversations
A conversation can be overheard, listened to and participated in. In these three levels of involvement
different information types are important. Here we ask you to rate the importance of a number of
information items for each of these levels.
B1 What information about a conversation is important when:
a) you overhear a conversation:
Information

--

-

Participants
Viewers
Location
The complete factual content
Commitment of a participant
(i.e. how much someone is paying
attention)
Contribution of a participant
Tone (e.g. angry, jovial, sarcastic)
Type
(i.e. work related/non-work related,
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company related/team related)
Subject
Phase (e.g. initiating, wrapping up)
Accessibility
(i.e. a private conversation)
b) you listen to a conversation:
Information

--

-

-/+

+

++

No
opinion

--

-

-/+

+

++

No
opinion

Participants
Viewers
Location
The complete factual content
Commitment of a participant
(i.e. how much someone is paying
attention)
Contribution of a participant
Tone (e.g. angry, jovial, sarcastic)
Type
(i.e. work related/non-work related,
company related/team related)
Subject
Phase (e.g. initiating, wrapping up)
Accessibility
(i.e. a private conversation)
c) you participate in a conversation:
Information
Participants
Viewers
Location
The complete factual content
Commitment of a participant
(i.e. how much someone is paying
attention)
Contribution of a participant
Tone (e.g. angry, jovial, sarcastic)
Type
(i.e. work related/non-work related,
company related/team related)
Subject
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Phase (e.g. initiating, wrapping up)
Accessibility
(i.e. a private conversation)
B2 Comments
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
B3 Please rate how important you think the following actions which can be performed in
relation to conversations are in collaborative work:
Action

--

-

-/+

+

++

No
opinion

Joining a conversation
Inviting someone to join a
conversation
Listening to a conversation
Dismissing other participants
Dismissing viewers
Acquiring the attention of the
participants
(i.e. increasing their commitment)
Notifying others (not involved in the
conversation) of the conversation
B4 Comments
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Finished Conversations
In a traditional office setting, people only have access to finished conversation based on what they recall
and only when they either participated in those conversations or listened to them.
C1 Please rate how important you think the following advantages of having access to
finished conversations are in collaborative work:
Advantages

--

-

Having access to knowledge you
might otherwise forget
Access to the technical knowledge
of colleagues
Acquiring involvement (Dutch:
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betrokkenheid) with your colleagues
Enjoying your work
(e.g. overhearing a joke)
Acquiring insight in the
communication structure
(e.g. If someone you are looking for
is absent you can contact someone
he often speaks with)
C2 Comments
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________
C3 Please rate how important you think the following disadvantages of having access to
finished conversations are:
Disadvantages

--

-

-/+

+

++

No
opinion

It can be distracting from the
current work activities
The context of the conversation can
be unclear
A lack of control for the people
whose conversations are overheard
(e.g. people can unintentionally
spread sensitive information)
C4 Comments
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Group distribution
In Exact the distribution of the Exact Online group is not homogenous. The majority of the people work
in the Delft office while several people work in Belgium, the US and from home as well. Because of this
heterogeneous distribution the knowledge about others, their activities and the state of the project is not
evenly distributed as well.
D1 How big an issue are the problems caused by this non-homogenous distribution?
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

[This concludes the survey for people that have not actively used Communico]
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Focus Group Discusion Guide
chapter 5
This appendix depicts the document used to structure and guide the focus group
discussed in chapter 5.
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Focus Group Discussion Guide
Objectives and information needs
To evaluate the use of Communico within Exact in particular.

Themes
x
x
x
x

Insight in active conversations
Having conversations
Insight in finished conversations
General

Overhearing Conversations
Discussion about the benefits and challenges of overhearing conversations
How well do you feel Communico exploits the benefits of overhearing of conversations?
x
x

With the active conversations list and filters
With the configurable desktop alerts?

How well do you feel Communico alleviates the challenges of overhearing conversations?
Could you give an example when overhearing a conversation was useful?
Could you give an example when overhearing a conversation was unuseful?

Conversations
Discussion about the specific information items of a conversatioin
How well do you feel Communico shows these information items?
What could be improved?
Discuss the actions to be carried out on a conversation
How well do you feel Communico supports these actions?
What could be improved?

FOCUS GROUP DISCUSION GUIDE CHAPTER 5

Finished Conversations
Discussion about the benefits and challenges of having access to finished conversations
How well do you feel Communico exploits the benefits of having access to finished onversations?
How well do you feel Communico alleviates the challenges of having access to finished
conversations?
Could you give an example when having access to a finished conversation was useful?
Could you give an example when having access to a finished conversation was unuseful?

General
Do you have other things you would like to mention?
x
x
x

Ideas
Insights
Opinions

Final Questions: Who of you would like to keep using Communico? What if all your colleagues used
it as well? If not, what improvements are required to change this?
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Questionnaire structure chapter 5
This appendix depicts the structure of the questionnaire we used in chapter 5.
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Communico at Exact
Thanks for using Communico. We hope you take the time to fill in this survey as it is very important to us and our
research (note: most open questions are optional). The goal of this survey is to evaluate the Virtual Open
Conversation space paradigm and the use of Communico within Exact in general. An Open Conversation space is a
space in which it is possible to both have and overhear conversations. A well-known example is the traditional office
setting and with Communico we have attempted to create one that is applicable in a distributed setting as well.
The survey was created based on data gathered from a focus group held within Exact with 8 users of Communico
and interviews with 4 people working physically dislocated form the Exact office in Delft. In the survey it is made
clear which questions to answer when you have not used Communico and which to answer when you have. Both
these viewpoints are important to us. You are free to answer the questions in this survey in Dutch or in English.
Your answers will be kept confidential. Thank you for your participation.

Personal Information
Providing the following information is optional.
First Name:
Address:
City:
Telephone:

Last Name:
ZIP Code:
Gender:

Age:

General Information
G1 What is your current function within Exact?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
G2 How many years have you worked in your current field of expertise (i.e. Software Engineering)?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
G3 Do you work physically dislocated from some of your direct colleagues?
¡

¡

Yes

No

G4 If so, please explain the situation. For example how many of your direct colleagues
are dislocated from you and how often is this the case?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
Page 1 of 7
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G5 How often have you used Communico?
¡

¡

¡

¡

¡

Never

Rarely

About one week

Several weeks

Several months

G6 Why did you either use or not use Communico?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
G7 When you used Communico, how many hours a day would you generally use it?
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

[This concludes the survey for people that have NOT actively used Communico]
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Communico
We’ll now ask how well you think Communico supports all the previously discussed advantages, disadvantages,
information items and actions. Please note these questions are only for people that actively used Communico.

Overhearing Conversations
A1 Please rate how well (in your opinion) Communico enables the following advantages of overhearing
conversations
Advantages

--

-

-/+

+

++

No
opinion

Access to the technical knowledge of
colleagues
Acquiring involvement (Dutch:
betrokkenheid) with your colleagues
Enjoying your work
(e.g. overhearing a joke)
Acquiring insight in the communication
structure
(e.g. If someone you are looking for is
absent you can contact someone he
often speaks with)
Being able to join a conversation
A2 Please elaborate on your ratings
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
A3 Please rate how well Communico copes with following disadvantages of overhearing conversations are in
collaborative work:
strongly
strongly
No
Disadvantages
disagree
neutral
agree
disagree
agree
opinion
It can be distracting from the current
work activities
The context of the conversation can be
unclear
The information is volatile
(Dutch: vluchtig)
(e.g. when you are busy you can miss
important conversations)
A lack of control for the people whose
conversations are overheard
(e.g. people can unintentionally spread
sensitive information)
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A4 Please elaborate on your ratings
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Conversations
B1 How well does Communico provide access to the following information about a conversation:
Information

--

-

-/+

+

++

No
opinion

Participants
Viewers
Location
The complete factual content
Commitment of a participant
(i.e. how much someone is paying
attention)
Contribution of a participant
Tone (e.g. angry, jovial, sarcastic)
Type
(i.e. work related/non-work related,
company related/team related)
Subject
Phase (e.g. initiating, wrapping up)
Accessibility
(i.e. a private conversation)
B2 Please elaborate on your ratings
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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B3 Please rate how well Comuncio enables the following actions which can be performed in relation to
conversations:
Action

--

-

-/+

+

++

No
opinion

Joining a conversation
Inviting someone to join a conversation
Listening to a conversation
Dismissing other participants
Dismissing viewers
Acquiring the attention of the
participants
(i.e. increasing their commitment)
Notifying others (not involved in the
conversation) of the conversation
B4 Please elaborate on your ratings
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Finished Conversations
C1 Please rate how well Communico supports the following advantages of having access to finished
conversations:
Advantages

--

-

Having access to knowledge you might
otherwise forget
Access to the technical knowledge of
colleagues
Acquiring involvement (Dutch:
betrokkenheid) with your colleagues
Enjoying your work
(e.g. overhearing a joke)
Acquiring insight in the communication
structure
(e.g. If someone you are looking for is
absent you can contact someone he
often speaks with)
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C2 Please elaborate on your ratings
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
C3 Please rate how well Communico enables the following disadvantages of having access to finished
conversations:
Disadvantages

--

-

-/+

+

++

No
opinion

It can be distracting from the current
work activities
The context of the conversation can be
unclear
A lack of control for the people whose
conversations are overheard
(e.g. people can unintentionally spread
sensitive information)
C4 Please elaborate on your ratings
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
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Additional feedback
To conclude this survey we’d like to ask a few general questions.
D1 Name the 3 qualities of Communico you found most positive
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
D2 Name the 3 qualities of Communico you found most negative
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
D3 Please share any additional comments.
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________________

Thank you for taking the time to fill out our survey. Your input is greatly appreciated.
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Senior Software Engineer

Quality Engineer
Software engineer

Software engineer
Quality Engineer
Software Engineer

Senior software engineer
Software engineer
Functional designer
QA payroll
Software Engineer
Product management
Functional Designer

47
53
32
34
49
44
42
41
41

30
36
34
45
38

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

Female

Male

Male

Male

Male

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

43

Quality Engineer

Male

1

QA Payroll

Software Engineering Manager

Senior Software Engineer

Functional Design

Functional Desginer

Senior Product Management

Senior Research Engineer

Software Engineer

Functional design

Functional designer

Software Engineer

G1

Gender Age

ID

>10

15

16

5

13

18

5

25

11

6

2

12

>10

14

16

15

19

2

22

7

5

19

30

1.5

G2

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

No

G3

several months

About one week

Several weeks

Rarely

Several weeks

several months

Several weeks

Rarely

Several weeks

Several weeks

several months

Several weeks

Several weeks

several months

Rarely

several months

Several weeks

several months

About one week

Several weeks

several months

About one week

Several weeks

several months

About one week

G5

4

?

8

?

30 min

8

8

8

1

8

8

30 min

8

8

8

8

?

30 min

1

?

8

6

20 min

8

4

G7

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Did you actively use Communico?
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21
22
23
24
25

14
15
16
17
18
19
20

11
12
13

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3

ID
1
2

Om de mogelijkheden te testen om informatie en kennis te delen.

New functionality compared to OC

Sending attachements does not work

For new conversations I like to use the Communicator. For contact with my colleagues abroad I use Skype. When I want to talk to my colleagues I set up calls via
or Communicator or Skype.

We were told to start using Communico so I started using it.

I used it to see if it adds any value to using Office Communicator only.

, XVHG LW WR JHW D IHHOLQJ IRU LWV SXUSRVH DQG VHH LI LW¶V EHQHILFLDO WR WKH FRQYHUVDWLRQV , KDYH DQG RWKHU FROOHDJXHV KDYH

Ik heb Communico gebruikt om mee te helpen aan het research project

I believe in innovation. Practically this means you should try new things.

I used it mainly for the novelty factor, and to see how it worked. Initially I started it when I saw you both inside Exact, after a while I set it to start at the Windows
startup making it my default IM client within Exact

I was asked to use it

It was a kind of mandatory / expected

To retrieve history of conversations. And especially to search for some topics between in the conversions of others.
Performance was the intial reason I choose not to use Comminico, although that was solved sufficicently. / The other reason I choose not to use it much was
because most of my interaction was spoken amongst / Colleages or Shared desktop presentations. 7KXV WKH FDSWXUHG FRQYHUVLRQV W\SHG GLGQ¶W DPRXQW WR PXFK

To see if it concept, as explained by you, works in practice

Pilot project

Colleques where near me

Software Engineer

Enforced by my manager.

I started with it due the pilot phase. Especially in the beginning the performance was not good. That was the main reason that I stop using Communico.
Furthermore, I do not see the added value in logging OCS-messages

I use Communico mainly for chatting with colleagues
I did use Communico for testing purposes. / I stopped using Communico because it conflicted with my graphics card, which was quite annoying. / On my new
machine I did start using Communico again, but two weeks ago it gave problems with my mail so I uninstalled.

, GRQ¶W XVH D ORW ,W LV GRXEOH EHFDXVH ZH KDYH communicator

G6: Why did you either use or not use Communico?
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A1:
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Knowledge
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&RPPXQLFR GRHVQ¶W KDYH VWDWLVWLFV EDVHG RQ ZKDW \RX FDQ GHWHUPLQH WR ZKRP VRPHRQH RIWHQ VSHDNV VR WKHUHIRUH P\
IRU WKH WK SRLQW ,¶P QRW JRLQJ WR VHDUFK WKURXJK DOO FRQYHUVDWLRQV WR ILQG WKDW RXW DV WKDW WDNH WRR PXFK WLPH

17

Even though you can find potentially important information in historical conversations, it is questionable whether people will
actually look there for this information; no central knowledge base

8

What is overhearing with commmunico, I think just a notification that a conversation started between people

Distracting: instead of hearing people talk, you now have many pop ups. Ofcourse you suppress them but they are annoying. /
Because a conversation is saved from a-z you cannot fall in the middle of a conversation and have missed the start. This helps
clearing the content of the conversation

9
13

21

9RODWLOH GRQ¶W DJUHH EHFDXVH WKLV LV VRPHWKLQJ WKDW &RPPXQLFR GRHV VROYH /DFN RI FRQWURO WKH SXUH IDFW WKDW FRQYHUVDWLRQs are
stored and remain public forever, changes the tone of the conversations. It makes the tone more formal. This is very different
from real conversations.

People can make conversations private, so last point s not an issue.

ID
6

A4

Ik merk dat het sociale aspect bij Communico voor mij niet werkt. Een grap van een collega vang je op als er mensen in de buurt
zijn. Niet via de chat (behalve als je al in die chat zit natuurlijk).

16

- rating

The subject of a conversation is not clear. You first have to join it before you know what it is about.

A2

ID
6
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The factual content is the conversation itself. Of course this is exactly what Communico is good at. More important are the
disadvantages of having no subject or other summary information about conversations.

9

17
20
21

ID
9

20
21

16
17

15

Conversations are in written text, so the tone is hard to detect. Because a conversation is stored / it is not difficult to retrieve the
participants, content, contribution of a single participant, type and subject /

6

No opinion means: never tried it

I have not used all these features so I have no opinion.

I see the last option equal to the 2nd one, so therefore I rated no opinion. Acquiring attention of participants is not specifically
handled by Communico but rather by the participants themselves by entering specific comments about the conversation. You
could think of implementing some kind of alert to shake up everybody, but I never experienced this as a problem.

Inviting others to a conversation: this is not specific for Communico. It is standard functionality of the office communicator

B4

Because you cannot see somebodies face or hear their voice the tone of the emotion of a conversation can be left out .

Some of the information I gave a lesser rating because I have to read the entire conversation to figure out the information. On the
other hand I cannot expect Communico to give me a rating from 1 to 10 on for example the phase of a conversation. That would
require some serious AI.

, UDWHG ³/RFDWLRQ´ ORZ DV , GLGQ¶W XQGHUVWDQG ZKHUH \RX VHH WKH ORFDWLRQ RI WKH FRQYHUVDWLRQ ZLWK &RPPXQLFR"

Since it is text based, it is harder to immediately see the relative contribution of a participant (e.g. a conversation with the purpose
of getting a yes/no decision, the word yes/no can be the most relevant in between thousands of other words in that conversation).
Also, the subject is not immediDWHO\ FOHDU \RX¶OO KDYH WR VFDQ DW OHDVW WKH ILUVW OLQHV $QG HYHQ WKH VXEMHFW FDQ FKDQJH %XW WKH
subject is something that can be solved in theory by user interface design, theory since it needs to be accepted by users of course.
/ About location; what LV WKH PHDQLQJ RI ORFDWLRQ ZKHQ XVLQJ &RPPXQLFR" :K\ LV WKLV LPSRUWDQW" ,¶G VD\ LQ WKH ILUVW SODFH IRU WKH
timezone of a participant, then followed by distance (for face to face meeting e.g.).
Het is lastig om de toon van een gesprek te plaatsen zonder non-verbale communicatie. Daarnaast is het moeilijk om het
onderwerp uit een lang gesprek te halen. En het is ook best mogelijk dat er meerdere onderwerpen aangestipt worden in 1
conversatie.

B2
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Met name de pop-ups kunnen storend zijn. Vooral als je te generieke keywords gebruikt.

Regarding the last option: when a conversation is finished, I think it should be possible that one of the participants marks the
conversion as Private in case this was forgotten (for whatever reason).

17

Lack of control: the pure fact that conversations are stored and remain public forever, changes the tone of the conversations. It
makes the tone more formal. This is very different from real conversations. / It does not make a lot of sense to view other pHUVRQ¶V
conversations because generally you miss the context.

With ++ I mean I do not feel it as a disadvantage

Finished conversations cannot be distracting. The context of a conversation is not always clear.

C4

No direct insight on the subject or content

, ILQG LW RQO\ VRPHWLPHV XVHIXO WR ORRN EDFN LQ P\ RZQ FRQYHUVDWLRQV ,W GRHV QRW PDNH D ORW RI VHQVH WR YLHZ RWKHU SHUVRQ¶s
conversations because generally you miss the context.

Providing knowledge is the most important role of storing finished conversations

C2

9
16

ID
6
8

9
13

ID
6
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Being able to take part in other conversations as viewer or participant / Notice that other people have a conversation / Possibility to store and search finished
conversations

Joining conversaiton / Group search and filtering to notify me / Finished conversations search

Save historical conversations / Bugs were fixed quickly / Fun

Looking back in my own conversations

history of finished conversations, lissen to other ocnversation, status pop-up when a new conversation is started

6

7

8

9

10

Search on word / Notification of a conversation started by a team member /

Keywords / Search within finished conversations / Private conversations

Being made aware of conversations by means of keywords

Private conversations are really private. / Finished conversations are saved and can there for be re-read /

You can be more involved

18

19

20

21

22

25

24

23

1. Kennis delen (alerts) 2. Inzicht achteraf (finished conversations). 3. Openheid.

Overzicht\doorzoeken\terugvinden informatie in finished conversations, inzicht krijgen in het publieke karakter van de conversaties
easy to oversee all live converstations, Nice to get signals that conversations start between certain people or involving certain words , interesting to see how easy
LW LV WR VHDUFK LQ DOO ILQLVKHG FRQYHUVDWLRQV DOWKRXJK , KDYHQ¶W XVHG WKDW RSWLRQ

17

16

15

The concept of being able to overhear conversations via Communico is very nice. It is all central in one place, like a tracker. / Continuous
improvements/bugfixes by enthousiastic team behind Communico

Keywords / Desktop Alerts / Finished conversations

13

14

Finished conversations

12

11

It logs my conversations.

5

4

3

Searching history. / Getting notified about certain conversations. /

Notification of the keywords / If someone of My team is talking

1

2

D1: Name the 3 qualities of Communico you found most positive

ID
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Distracting my work if the chatbox is not important to me, DQG WKDW¶V

1
2
3
4

RI WKH

FDVHV

Not stand alone / Time consuming to read conversations / More search options

Very sensitive to network problems (losing connection) / Initial bugs, high memory usage / A bit harder to browse to a specific user, compared to regular
Communicator

Biggest disadvantages are technical RQHV LW LV QRW VWDEOH 6RPHWLPHV LW FDXVHV WKH 2IILFH &RPPXQLFDWRU WR GLVFRQQHFW ZLWKRXW DQ\ QRWLILFDWLRQ 7KDW¶V ZK\ , GLG
QRW XVH LW DIWHU VRPH WLPH , FDQ¶W UHO\ RQ LW - it does not really work as an add-on of the Office Communicator / - Functionally: it does not really help me: there
is no easy way to access information that is interesting for me

7

8

9

- $OWKRXJK \RX FDQ YLHZ D OLYH FRQYHUVDWLRQ , GLGQ¶W OLNH WR GR WKLV DV , IHOW OLNH , ZDV LQYDGLQJ VRPHRQH¶V SULYDF\ HVSHFLDOO\ VLQFH ,¶P D PDQDJHU
that when closing Communico that also the OCS client closes. I propose to implement an opt

A private conversation is still visible in communico

Link with Microsoft Communicator not always working optimal / Conversations started by people using Microsoft Communicator but not using Communico are
stored by default /
7KHUH¶V D ELJ GHOD\ LQ MRLQLQJ D FRQYHUVDWLRQ ZKHQ VRPHRQH FRQWDFWV PH :KHQ I shut down Communico, windows Communicator is automatically signed out

You cannot see that somebody is typing. / User tab is not working fine; searching for users does not work as expected / It has to run along Communicator. I
prefer one program.

17

18

19
20

21

- Annoying

6WDELOLWHLW KHW GUDDLHQ YDQ WZHH SURJUDPPD¶V FRPPXQLFDWRU

16

&RPPXQLFR KHW QLHW NXQQHQ draaien buiten het netwerk (of zonder VPN)

Bugs made continuous use difficult, mainly bugs that causes you to having to think about starting communico again or loggin OCS in again (coming from
hibernate, not a fresh boot because then it goes automatically) / User interface can be improved / Quite hard to find stuff in finished conversations. This also
applies to running conversations. Main cause is because it is text based, as explained above also. /

Persoonlijke status is niet zichtbaar binnen communico / Contacten bij users zijn default ingeklapt /

13
14

15

Extra burden / Crashes

12

It is not used by a lot of employees. This is of course not linked to the functionalities but for the procedure and pleople in Delft doesn't see the advantages
because they are in the same location. / Not possible to define a subject, it will be more easy to find or view conversation based on subject.

Distracting / Not clear what a conversation is about / All conversations are stored

6

10
11

Almost impossible to find relevant conversations (of other people) in the history. / It does not contain all funcionality of communicator. For example: for sending
a file the communicator window has to be opened.

5

Messed up with outlook. / Not being able to use the communicator at all. / Closing communico closes the communicator as well. /

D2: Name the 3 qualities of Communico you found most negative

ID
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25

22
23
24

1. De minst positieve dingen zijn stabiliteit (gedurende het project is dit beter geworden) 2. Kracht van communico neemt af bij weinig gebruikers. 3. Op de
informatie goed te kunnen begrijpen moet je doorzoomen.

Only basic communicator features (it is not possible to send attachements) and no audio and video
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6

20

Communico has some good features, but I must admit that I did not really use them. / This also applies to the searching within the finished conversations. In a while
19 WKHUH DUH VR PDQ\ FRQYHUVDWLRQV WKDW LW¶V KDUG WR ILQG FRQYHUVDWLRQV WKDW UHDOO\ DGG YDOXe. /

18

Als je puur kijkt naar het bereiken van een open communication space via Communico dan mis ik dat in onze traditionele werkomgeving in Delft. Om ultiem gebruik
te maken van dat concept zou alle communicatie via Communico moeten lopen. Alleen dan is het mogelijk om alle gesprekken op te kunnen vangen en na te zoeken.
In de praktijk zijn mensen gelukkig geneigd om zaken face to face te bespreken. Ik gebruik bewust het woord gelukkig omdat er te snel miscommunicatie ontstaat als
je mensen niet in persoon spreekt. Ik denk dat dit concept beter tot zijn recht komt als iedereen uit het team op andere locaties werkt en dus verplicht via
16 communicators moet spreken. Ik vermoed echter dat men ook dan liever overstapt op telefoon of (video) conferencing.
It was very nice to participate in this research project!! Although I wonder how much such a tool as Communico would contribute in practice to the communication
between teams on different locations. I can imagine to answer this question, much more research in different situations is required! / Good luck with the analysis of
17 DOO VXUYH\¶V DQG ,¶P YHU\ FXULRXV WR WKH HQG UHVXOW

15

14

13

12

11

10 no. Good job. :-) / If Exact move from MS OC to Lync 2010, do you support it also?

9

8

*UHDW SURMHFW \RX PDQDJHG UHDOO\ ZHOO GHVSLWH DOO WKH SLWIDOOV 0LFURVRIW¶V &RPPXQLFDWRU WKUHZ DW \RX

Communico can be more valuable for distributed teams than it was for us. Now all conversations / are stored. Maybe it should be up to the participants if a
conversations should be stored or not, to / prevent pollution.

5

7

I actually never really used it to join other people' s conversations. I tend to ingore the pop-up when a conversation is started. I almost never followed a 'live'
conversation of other peopel. I hardly ever look in the conversation history for other people's conversations. I hardly ever search for keywords in other people's
conversations. The only thing I actually use it for st to read back my own conversations to see what was discussed or agreed on. In conlcusion: except for logging my
own conversations, I have no need for it.

4

3

2

1

ID D3: Please share any additional comments.
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25

24

23

22

Additional comments to User tab: / For a long time I searched for a colleague via the Communicator and chatted further via Communico / It took a while for I
understood how to start a communication in an easy way in Communico. I noticed more colleagues experienced the same. Maybe a nice addition for your manual. I
21 FDQQRW UHPHPEHU LW EHLQJ H[SODLQHG WKHUH«
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Male

Male

Male

Male

Male

38

39

40

41

42

44

43

Male

37

34

31

34

30

Male

36

Software Engineer

Designer

Senior software engineer

Software Engineer

Function designer

Software Engineering Manager

Software Engineer

Documentor

Senior Software Engineer

Software Engineer

Male

QA

35

41

33

Functional designer

Male

Male

31

36

34

Male

30

Quality Engineer

Functional Designer

Product management

Male

29

38

Software Engineering

Male

Female

28

37

Software engineer

G1

33

Male

27

32

Age

Functional designer

Male

26

32

Gender

ID

5

6

11

12

20

14

12

6

16

10

2

8

6

4

10

4

5

3

G2

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

G3

Rarely

Several weeks

Never

Several weeks

Rarely

Never

Rarely

Several weeks

Rarely

Several weeks

Several weeks

Never

Rarely

About one week

About one week

Rarely

About one week

Rarely

Rarely

G5

1

?

1

1

1

1

2-3

?

4

8

2

0

0

10 min

1

G7

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

No

Did you actively use Communico?
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I often use the normal communicator for informal issues that I do not want to be public. Besides that, we are sitting so close to each other that we will walk by
each other (or turn our chairs). The time difference with our 2 collegues in KL is so much that they would not benefit (if they were included into the test group
anyway).

To many crashes and not userfriendly compared to Office communicator

I stopped using as it sometimes disconnected communicator / also I did have a lot of useful conversiontions using comminucator. Usually this is discussed faceto-face

During acceptance test of two weeks

2 reasons: / 1. Since I often start work at home, I don't start Communico automatically (i need to be on the domain for it to work) / 2. I don't think it is of value
for me.

I work on most projects alone or with very limited other people. I don't see the added value Communico can bring. I've tried it a few times and was annoyed by
the popups and the fact that I can't use it from outside without VPN.

Used it fairly much when the project started, used it less when it was unstable at times

Mainly to participate in the analysis of this new tool.

For me personally I saw no added value in the expanded communicator. I found the constant notifications annoying and am not really interested in what other
people are talking about - I only find it distracting. If it affects me directly they can OHW PH NQRZ RU LI , QHHG VRPHWKLQJ VSHFLILF ,¶OO JR DQG ILQG WKH SHUVRQ LW
concerns.

I used it for a while, but had bad experiences with it (crashing) and being offline because of it.

Used to help you and out of interest; not used because Communico does not replace a source of information. It is an extra, unstructured, source of data that need
a lot of time to turn into information.

Because, I had problems with the installation and after the re-LQVWDOODWLRQ , GLGQ¶W XVH LW

Easy to review what was said/decided in past conversations as a reference

Omdat ik gevraagd werd het te gebruiken. Soms klapte het programma tijdens het gebruiken. / Dan ging ik meestel verder met de communicator, zonder
Communico /

Do not understand what the added value is

Used it to communicate with other people, to read conversations from other people. / I also used the make private /

I don't need to communicate using a tool

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

After a while a couldn't re-install it anymore. I think it has to do with my display drivers but never found the time to really fix it. So just kept on going with office
communicator.
Well we used to use Office Communicator, and still. It does the job well, I personaly hesitate using communico due to privacy matters, I dont understand why
other colleagues would be interested to view other people's conversations.We know that even in Office Communicator all conversations are saved somewhere, I
dont mind that responsible people like managers can view our private conversation but i would mind abit that everybody can view that unless i can choose.

G6: Why did you either use or not use Communico?

28

27

26

ID
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Appendix

F

Questionnaire Data Analysis
chapter 5
This appendix depicts the full results of the data analysis of questionnaire from
chapter 5.
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216
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A1 Communico, Advantages of overhearing conversations
Friedman Test
Ranks
Mean Rank
COC_TechnicalKnowledge

3.48

COC_Involvement

2.95

COC_Enjoying

1.93

COC_CommunicationStructure

2.64

COC_Joining

4.00

Test Statisticsa
N

21

Chi-Square

29.651

df

4

Asymp. Sig.

.000

a. Friedman Test

$

3

Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Rank Tests
Test Statisticsc
Asymp. Sig. (2Z

tailed)

COC_TechnicalKnowledge - COC_Involvement

-1.524a

.128

COC_TechnicalKnowledge - COC_Enjoying

-3.147a

.002

COC_TechnicalKnowledge - COC_CommunicationStructure

-2.517a

.012

COC_TechnicalKnowledge - COC_Joining

-1.428b

.153

COC_Involvement - COC_Enjoying

-2.696a

.007

COC_Involvement - COC_CommunicationStructure

-1.500a

.134

COC_Involvement - COC_Joining

-2.725b

.006

COC_Enjoying - COC_CommunicationStructure

-1.897b

.058

COC_Enjoying - COC_Joining

-3.502b

.000

COC_CommunicationStructure - COC_Joining

-3.397b

.001

a. Based on negative ranks.
b. Based on positive ranks.
c. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
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A3 Communico, Disadvantages of overhearing conversations
Friedman Test
Ranks
Mean Rank
COC_Distracting

2.48

COC_Context

2.48

COC_Volatile

2.59

COC_LackOfControl

2.46

Test Statisticsa
N

23

Chi-Square

.191

df

3

Asymp. Sig.

.979

a. Friedman Test

$

3
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B1 Communico, Information items
Friedman Test
Ranks
Mean Rank
COC_Participants

8.87

COC_Viewers

8.34

COC_Location

3.39

COC_Content

6.76

COC_Commitment

3.58

COC_Contribution

6.24

COC_Tone

3.47

COC_Type

5.74

COC_Subject

6.00

COC_Phase

5.63

COC_Accessibility

7.97

Test Statisticsa
N
Chi-Square
df
Asymp. Sig.

19
77.125
10
.000

a. Friedman Test

$ 10)=77.125, P=.000

Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Rank Tests
Test Statisticsc
Asymp. Sig. (2Z

tailed)

COC_Participants - COC_Viewers

-1.897a

.058

COC_Participants - COC_Location

-3.813a

.000

COC_Participants - COC_Content

-2.456a

.014

COC_Participants - COC_Commitment

-4.241a

.000

COC_Participants - COC_Contribution

-3.250a

.001

COC_Participants - COC_Tone

-4.153a

.000

COC_Participants - COC_Type

-3.676a

.000

COC_Participants - COC_Subject

-3.563a

.000

COC_Participants - COC_Phase

-3.612a

.000

COC_Participants - COC_Accessibility

-1.848a

.065

COC_Viewers - COC_Location

-3.819a

.000
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COC_Viewers - COC_Content

-1.574a

.116

COC_Viewers - COC_Commitment

-4.058a

.000

COC_Viewers - COC_Contribution

-3.038a

.002

COC_Viewers - COC_Tone

-4.055a

.000

COC_Viewers - COC_Type

-3.438a

.001

COC_Viewers - COC_Subject

-3.099a

.002

COC_Viewers - COC_Phase

-3.469a

.001

-.577a

.564

-3.065b

.002

COC_Location - COC_Commitment

-.420b

.675

COC_Location - COC_Contribution

-2.603b

.009

COC_Location - COC_Tone

-.092b

.927

COC_Location - COC_Type

-2.550b

.011

COC_Location - COC_Subject

-2.534b

.011

COC_Location - COC_Phase

-2.569b

.010

COC_Location - COC_Accessibility

-3.877b

.000

COC_Content - COC_Commitment

-2.965a

.003

COC_Content - COC_Contribution

-1.112a

.266

COC_Content - COC_Tone

-3.589a

.000

COC_Content - COC_Type

-1.617a

.106

COC_Content - COC_Subject

-1.178a

.239

COC_Content - COC_Phase

-1.848a

.065

COC_Content - COC_Accessibility

-1.734b

.083

COC_Commitment - COC_Contribution

-3.331b

.001

COC_Commitment - COC_Tone

-.528a

.597

COC_Commitment - COC_Type

-2.946b

.003

COC_Commitment - COC_Subject

-2.939b

.003

COC_Commitment - COC_Phase

-2.979b

.003

COC_Commitment - COC_Accessibility

-3.919b

.000

COC_Contribution - COC_Tone

-2.958a

.003

COC_Contribution - COC_Type

-.871a

.384

COC_Contribution - COC_Subject

-.460a

.646

COC_Contribution - COC_Phase

-1.032a

.302

COC_Contribution - COC_Accessibility

-2.569b

.010

COC_Tone - COC_Type

-3.035b

.002

COC_Tone - COC_Subject

-2.782b

.005

COC_Tone - COC_Phase

-2.703b

.007

COC_Tone - COC_Accessibility

-4.111b

.000

COC_Type - COC_Subject

-.440b

.660

COC_Type - COC_Phase

-.325a

.745

-3.254b

.001

-.632a

.527

-2.916b

.004

COC_Viewers - COC_Accessibility
COC_Location - COC_Content

COC_Type - COC_Accessibility
COC_Subject - COC_Phase
COC_Subject - COC_Accessibility
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COC_Phase - COC_Accessibility
a. Based on negative ranks.
b. Based on positive ranks.
c. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test

-3.219b

.001
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B3 Communico, Actions
Friedman Test
Ranks
Mean Rank
CA_Joining

5.17

CA_Inviting

5.21

CA_Listening

5.00

CA_DismissingParticipants

3.38

CA_DismissingViewers

3.58

CA_AcquiringAttention

2.33

CA_NotifyingOthers

3.33

Test Statisticsa
N

12

Chi-Square

30.715

df

6

Asymp. Sig.

.000

a. Friedman Test

$

3

Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Rank Tests
Test Statisticsc
Asymp. Sig. (2Z

tailed)

CA_Joining - CA_Inviting

-1.134a

.257

CA_Joining - CA_Listening

-1.300a

.194

CA_Joining - CA_DismissingParticipants

-2.428a

.015

CA_Joining - CA_DismissingViewers

-2.226a

.026

CA_Joining - CA_AcquiringAttention

-3.825a

.000

CA_Joining - CA_NotifyingOthers

-2.486a

.013

-.632a

.527

CA_Inviting - CA_DismissingParticipants

-2.308a

.021

CA_Inviting - CA_DismissingViewers

-2.530a

.011

CA_Inviting - CA_AcquiringAttention

-3.596a

.000

CA_Inviting - CA_NotifyingOthers

-2.810a

.005

CA_Listening - CA_DismissingParticipants

-2.640a

.008

CA_Listening - CA_DismissingViewers

-2.251a

.024

CA_Listening - CA_AcquiringAttention

-3.324a

.001

CA_Inviting - CA_Listening
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-1.706a

.088

CA_DismissingParticipants - CA_DismissingViewers

-.378b

.705

CA_DismissingParticipants - CA_AcquiringAttention

-1.734a

.083

CA_DismissingParticipants - CA_NotifyingOthers

-.351b

.726

CA_DismissingViewers - CA_AcquiringAttention

-1.897a

.058

CA_DismissingViewers - CA_NotifyingOthers

-.302b

.763

CA_AcquiringAttention - CA_NotifyingOthers

-2.428b

.015

CA_Listening - CA_NotifyingOthers

a. Based on negative ranks.
b. Based on positive ranks.
c. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
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C1 Communico, Advantages of finished conversations
Friedman Test
Ranks
Mean Rank
CFC_Knowledge

4.19

CFC_TechnicalKnowledge

3.38

CFC_Involvement

2.67

CFC_Enjoying

2.12

CFC_CommunicationStructure

2.64

Test Statisticsa
N

21

Chi-Square

32.356

df

4

Asymp. Sig.

.000

a. Friedman Test

$

3

Wilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Rank Tests
Test Statisticsc
Asymp. Sig. (2Z

tailed)

CFC_Knowledge - CFC_TechnicalKnowledge

-2.952a

.003

CFC_Knowledge - CFC_Involvement

-3.191a

.001

CFC_Knowledge - CFC_Enjoying

-3.593a

.000

CFC_Knowledge - CFC_CommunicationStructure

-3.275a

.001

CFC_TechnicalKnowledge - CFC_Involvement

-2.486a

.013

CFC_TechnicalKnowledge - CFC_Enjoying

-3.086a

.002

CFC_TechnicalKnowledge - CFC_CommunicationStructure

-1.581a

.114

CFC_Involvement - CFC_Enjoying

-2.124a

.034

-.632a

.527

-2.070b

.038

CFC_Involvement - CFC_CommunicationStructure
CFC_Enjoying - CFC_CommunicationStructure
a. Based on negative ranks.
b. Based on positive ranks.
c. Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test
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C3 Communico, Disadvantages of finished conversations
Friedman Test
Ranks
Mean Rank
CFC_Distracting

1.93

CFC_UnclearContext

2.11

CFC_LackOfControl

1.96

Test Statisticsa
N

23

Chi-Square
df

2

Asymp. Sig.
a. Friedman Test

$

.633

633, P=.729

.729

Appendix

G

Coding set chapter 7
This appendix depicts the coding set used in the data analysis presented in chapter
7.
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The used coding set is the following. Firstly we deﬁned four major types of
codes.
1) Nature
2) Form
3) Intention
4) Content
Each of these coding categories is further divided into sub-categories and actual
codes. Below we will show this subdivision for each of the four major coding
categories. In these trees leaf nodes depict actual codes while non-leaf nodes depict
sub-categories. Below each ﬁgure we will explain the codes and give examples.
Firstly for all entries and comments we coded the nature of the message (see ﬁgure
G.1). This depicts whether the content of the post can be considered positive,
negative or neutral. So, for example a post stating a new assignment has
landed is positive while a post about a failed build or a sick family member is
negative.
Positive

Nature

Negative

Neutral

Figure G.1: The nature of an entry or comment

Secondly we also coded the form of the entries and comments (see ﬁgure G.2).
With the codings we mean the following:
• Statement - An assertion
– Answer - Attempt to answer a question asked in a previous post
– Joke - Something said or done to provoke laughter or cause amusement
– Compliment - Expression of praise, commendation, or admiration
– Best Wishes - Wishing something nice to someone (such as: ”good
luck” or ”happy birthday”)
– Standard - A statement, but not an answer, joke, compliment or best
wishes
• Question - Attempt to illicit an answer to some question

CODING SET CHAPTER 7
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Answer

Joke

Statement

Compliment

Best Wishes
Form
Standard
Statement

Question
Figure G.2: The form of an entry or comment

We choose to only apply the ﬁnal two coding categories (intention and content)
to the entries and not the comments. We elect to do so because comments exist
only in the context of the entry to which they belong. Because of this, comments
are often quite brief and leave out much of this contextual information making
it is infeasible for coders to consistently decide what intention and content is
speciﬁcally applicable to that comment. The types of intention we distinguish are
depicted in ﬁgure G.3. With these codings we mean the following:
• Sharing personal information - Intention to share information that is
about the poster and his/her personal life
• Sharing work related information - Intention to share information that
is about the work of the poster
– Coordination information - When the intention is to coordinate
with colleagues
– Knowledge - when the intention is to share factual knowledge
• Social interaction - Intention to follow social protocol for making and
maintaining relationships with others
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Sharing personal
information

Social interaction
Intention

Sharing work
related
information

Coordination
information

Knowledge

Figure G.3: The intention of an entry

Finally the content coding is shown in ﬁgure G.4. With these codings we mean
the following:
• Information about a person
– Health - The poster’s health
– Sentiment - How the poster feels
– Personal Experience - Information about an experience which is not
primarily work-related (Travel, Family, Scenario)
• Information about technology
– Technical Knowledge - Specialist information
• Information about task articulation work - Information about work
which is done to support the core activities of IHomer (including infrastructure and planning)
– Work Planning - When work will be done or is done
– Work Assignment - Who will do certain work (Assignment, Expertise Finding)
– Supplies - Information about supplies (Including for instance food)
– Non-Technical Infrastructure - For instance the oﬃce or oﬃce
equipment
– Technical Infrastructure Intern - For instance IHomer’s timesheet
application
– Technical Infrastructure Extern - For instance DNS, Skype, IDE
and phone line
• Information about customer relations - Information about relations
with customers and the process around this

CODING SET CHAPTER 7
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– Relation - Directly relating to the making and maintaining of the
professional relationships with business relations
– Project Commissioning - About transferring ﬁnished (or partially
ﬁnished work) to the customer (including things such as training)
• Information about entrepreneurial tasks - Tasks directly related to the
organization, operation and management of risk with respect to a business
venture
– Prospects - Opportunities for new work or projects
– Company Meeting
– Applicants - Hiring new people to work for IHomer
– Invoicing - About actions needed to get paid by the customers (such
as sending the actual bill)
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Health
Information about
a person

Sentiment

Personal
Experience

Information about
technology

Technical
Knowledge

Work Planning

Work Assignment

Supplies
Information about
task articulation
work

Non-Technical
Infrastructure

Content
Technical
Infrastructure
Intern

Technical
Infrastructure
Extern

Information about
customer
relations

Relation

Project
Commissioning

Prospects

Information about
entrepreneurial
tasks

Company
Meeting

Applicant

Invoicing

Figure G.4: The content of an entry
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H

Focus Group Discusion Guide
chapter 8
This appendix depicts the document used to structure and guide the focus group
discussed in chapter 8.
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Objective
Acquire a list of all information items that are important for distributed Software Engineers.

Tactic
First ask for the information types they find important (split in person/project/organization) and
subsequently ask them for the changes in the different information types they find most valuable.

Introduction:
Like co-located SE, Distributed Software Engineers need all kinds of information to collaborate
effectively. Acquiring this information, however, is more difficult, requires more creativity, effort
and is sometimes even plain impossible. Based on your experience with distributed software
engineering we would like to do a focus group to find out more about your information needs to be
able to build better support to ease the task of finding the right information so more of the your
energy can be spend on adding value and less on peripheral issues.

Themes
To make this process easier we have decided to add some structuring based on three different
scopes or levels of abstraction: Organization, Project and Personal. We will start with project
because I think this is the easiest to think of and therefore nice to get started.
1. Project:
a. What information about a project do you consider important in your work?
Examples: Commits, builds (failed/success), requirements (e.g. changes), meetings,
commissioning, documentation, communication etc.
i. Acquiring
ii. Execution
iii. Closing down
Ask this question with the sticky notes
b. What changes in these information items do you find most important
Ask this question in the discussion
2. Organization
a. Same questions for organization
b. Examples: Prospects, Applicants, invoicing, company meeting preparations, supplies,
technical infrastructure
3. Person
a. Same questions about your colleagues
b. Examples: Activity (future/current/a change in), availability, how to contact
someone, birthday, interests, etc.

Appendix

I

Questionnaire structure chapter 8
This appendix depicts the structure of the questionnaire we used in chapter 8.
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QUESTIONNAIRE STRUCTURE CHAPTER 8
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QUESTIONNAIRE STRUCTURE CHAPTER 8
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J

Interview structure chapter 9
This appendix depicts the document used to structure and guide the interviews
in chapter 9.
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Section I: Information Items
1. Go through each of the information items that are directly supported:
a. Do you use it? Why?
b. Do you find it useful in your work as a distributed software engineer? Why?
NPS: Would you invite others to use it? Score 1r10
c. Could you provide examples/anecdotes when the information helped you?
d. What do you miss in the support for this information item?
e. The item is displayed the same whether you follow a project or participate in it. Is
this sufficient? How would you like this to be shown differently?
2. Of the unsupported items:
a. Which do you miss?
b. Why do you miss them?
c. Why do you think they would help you?

Section II: General
1. Did you experience an information overload? (Often, sometimes, seldom, never)
a. If so, can you give an example?
b. How did you handle this?
c. How would you like the platform to mitigate this?
2. Do you agree that with Iris information has become more transparent and things are more
visible and more easily accessible then they used to be?
a. Did you ever experience this as a threat to your privacy?
b. If so, how did this express itself?
c. How would you like this to be dealt with differently?
d. Would you like more control over what is shared and what isn’t?
3. Finally and in general, do you (still) see the value in having all information you need available
in a single platform such as this?
a. If so, what is the greatest benefit to you?
b. If not, why not?
4. Do you have anything else to add?
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Summary
Supporting collaboration in Global Software Engineering
More and more, software engineering projects are no longer carried out in a single
oﬃce building, but instead in multiple dislocated oﬃce buildings or even from
home. When the development process is distributed between several geographically dispersed locations this is known as Global Software Engineering or GSE.
The team members working on the project are separated geographically, temporally and/or socio-culturally and the existence of these three distances makes
coordination, communication and cooperation much harder.
At the same time the trend of increasing distributed development cannot be
reversed, due to its many advantages such as: market-proximity, reducing time-tomarket by working around the clock, ﬂexibility with respect to business opportunities, reducing costs by delegating work to countries with low labor cost and
being able to fully utilize available resources. So the question at hand is, how
we deal with challenges such as lack of informal communication, reduced hours of
collaboration, communication delay and loss of cohesion.
This brings us to the main goal of this dissertation which is: ”To understand
which technological support is needed for Global Software Engineering teams to
be able to collaborate eﬀectively”. More speciﬁcally, we investigated what types
of information that are readily available in the co-located setting but not in a
distributed setting, are potentially most valuable and how these can be made
available to GSE teams as well.
To reach this goal we have divided the dissertation in two parts. In the ﬁrst
part, we zoomed in on one speciﬁc shortcoming of the distributed setting: it is
impossible to overhear conversations of non-collocated colleagues. We investigated
the problem itself (RQ1) but also what general consequences introducing support
for enabling this has in a distributed setting (RQ2). Subsequently, keeping what
we have learned in the back of our minds, we zoomed out and investigated both
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the information needs of distributed software engineers (RQ3) and how to leverage
the main contributions of this dissertation in practice (RQ4).
In the ﬁrst part of our research we performed an in-depth evaluation of the
introduction of support for overhearing conversations to a group of distributed
software engineers. This included a conceptual evaluation, the implementation
of a tool called Communico to realize the support, and a four month evaluation
in a large practical case setting. Next to the fact that support for overhearing
conversations did prove to be beneﬁcial to distributed software engineers, the
main ﬁndings are the following:
• The value of awareness sharing technology is higher for people that work
more distributed from their colleagues
• The value of awareness sharing technology is higher when a larger portion
of a team uses it
• In settings where part of the team works co-located the use of awareness
sharing technology should oﬀer speciﬁc advantages over the co-located setting to stimulate the use by people that work co-located
In the second part of the dissertation we zoomed out and broadened our focus
from, making a speciﬁc source of contextual information available to a distributed
software engineering team, to all types of information that are considered important. Firstly, in chapter 6, we explained our vision for support environments for
distributed software engineering teams. We explained that while social activities
represent a considerable portion of the average day of software engineers and the
main challenges experienced in Global Software Engineering are diﬃculties with
collaboration, existing support environments insuﬃciently focus on this. Based on
this reasoning we conclude that collaboration is essential for software engineering
teams and therefore also for support environments for them.
Subsequently, we took this conclusion to heart and investigated how mood
sharing can help distributed teams to better collaborate, in chapter 7. To do
this we have analyzed thirteen months of usage, in an empirical case setting, of
a microblogging solution in which it is possible to share your mood. The main
ﬁndings of this study are the diﬀerent types of information shared using the
system and the frequency of their occurrence. The system was mostly used to
share things that were (i) positive, (ii) to coordinate, (iii) for planning work and
(iv) for sharing personal information.
Following this, in chapter 8, we studied the information needs of distributed
software engineers and how these change based on their context and activity. We
found a set of information items which are important to distributed software engineers in a focus group and subsequently investigated their mutual prioritization
through a questionnaire among software engineers with experience in working in
a distributed setting.
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Finally, we implemented a subset of our earlier ﬁndings into a support environment for distributed software engineering teams called Iris and performed a ﬁrst
evaluation of this in chapter 9. The main ﬁndings of this evaluation are: that such
a support environment is indeed valuable to increase the overall level of awareness
in distributed teams and that project related communication with the customer
and the happiness of team members, are the most important information needs.

Kevin Dullemond

Samenvatting
Het ondersteunen van collaboratie in Global Software Engineering
Software engineering projecten worden steeds vaker niet meer uitgevoerd op één
locatie, maar in meerdere kantoren verspreid over de wereld of zelfs vanuit huis.
Het uitvoeren van software engineering projecten verspreid over meerdere geograﬁsche locaties is ook wel bekend onder de naam Global Software Engineering of
GSE. De teamleden die aan het project werken zijn fysiek, temporeel en/of sociocultureel van elkaar gescheiden, en het bestaan van deze drie typen afstanden
maakt coördinatie, communicatie en coöperatie veel moeilijker.
Tegelijkertijd is de trend om software ontwikkeling gedistribueerd uit te voeren
niet terug te draaien vanwege de vele voordelen zoals: nabijheid tot de markt,
het terugdringen van marktintroductietijd, 24-uurs ontwikkeling, ﬂexibiliteit met
betrekking tot kansen in de markt, kostenreductie door werk uit te besteden
aan landen met lagere arbeidskosten en het in staat zijn je mensen en middelen
volledig te benutten. De vraag die speelt is dus, hoe we dienen om te gaan met
de uitdagingen zoals het gebrek aan informele communicatie, minder uren van
samenwerking, vertraging van communicatie en verlies van teamcohesie.
Dit brengt ons bij het hoofddoel van dit proefschrift: ”Om te begrijpen welke
technologische ondersteuning nodig is voor Global Software Engineering teams om
eﬀectief te kunnen samenwerken”. Meer speciﬁek hebben we onderzocht welke
soorten informatie die direct beschikbaar zijn in de gecoloceerde situatie, maar
niet in gedistribueerde omgevingen, potentieel het meest waardevol zijn en hoe
deze ook beschikbaar kunnen worden gemaakt voor GSE teams.
Om dit doel te bereiken hebben we ervoor gekozen om dit proefschrift in twee
delen op te splitsen. In het eerste deel zoomden we in op een speciﬁeke tekortkoming van gedistribueerde omgevingen: het is onmogelijk om gesprekken van
niet-lokale collega’s op te vangen. We onderzochten het probleem zelf (RQ1)
maar ook de algemene gevolgen van invoering van technologische ondersteuning
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hiervoor in een gedistribueerde omgeving (RQ2). Vervolgens hielden we wat we
geleerd hadden in ons achterhoofd, zoomden we uit en onderzochten de informatiebehoeftes van gedistribueerde software engineers (RQ3) en hoe de belangrijkste
bijdragen van dit proefschrift het best te benutten zijn in de praktijk (RQ4).
In het eerste deel van ons onderzoek voerden we een grondige evaluatie uit van
de invoering van ondersteuning voor het opvangen van gesprekken in een gedistribueerd team van software engineers. Dit onderzoek omvatte een conceptuele
evaluatie, de implementatie van een tool genaamd Communico om de ondersteuning te realiseren, en een evaluatie van vier maanden in een grote praktijkcase.
Naast het feit dat de ondersteuning voor het opvangen van gesprekken nuttig
blijkt te zijn voor gedistribueerd werkende software engineers, zijn de belangrijkste bevindingen:
• De waarde van systemen die groepsbewustzijn ondersteunen is hoger voor
teamleden die meer afgelegen werken van hun collega’s
• De waarde van systemen die groepsbewustzijn ondersteunen is hoger wanneer een groter deel van een team er gebruik van maakt
• In situaties waar een deel van een gedistribueerd werkend team op dezelfde
locatie samenwerkt, moeten systemen die groepsbewustzijn ondersteunen
speciﬁeke voordelen bieden aan de mensen die lokaal samenwerken met het
grootste deel van hun team, om hen te stimuleren het systeem te gebruiken
In het tweede deel van het proefschrift zoomden we uit en verbreedden we onze
focus van het beschikbaar maken van een speciﬁek type contextuele informatie aan
gedistribueerd werkende software engineering teams, naar alle typen informatie
die belangrijk geacht worden. We begonnen in hoofdstuk 6 met een uiteenzetting van onze visie voor ondersteuningsomgevingen voor gedistribueerd werkende
software engineering teams. We bespraken dat, terwijl de sociale activiteiten een
aanzienlijk deel van de gemiddelde dag van software engineers vertegenwoordigen
en de belangrijkste uitdagingen met betrekking tot Global Software Engineering
problemen in de samenwerking zijn, bestaande ondersteuningsomgevingen hier
onvoldoende de nadruk op leggen. Gebaseerd op deze uiteenzetting concludeerden we dat samenwerking essentieel is voor software engineering teams en dus ook
voor ondersteuningsomgevingen voor hen.
Vervolgens namen we in hoofstuk 7 deze conclusie ter harte en onderzochten
we hoe het delen van hun gemoedstoestand leden van gedistribueerd werkende
teams kan helpen om beter samen te werken. We deden dit door dertien maanden gebruiksdata in een praktijksetting van een microblogging oplossing waarbij
het mogelijk is om je gemoedstoestand te delen te analyseren. De belangrijkste bevindingen van dit onderzoek zijn de verschillende soorten informatie die gedeeld
worden me dit systeem en de frequentie dat ze voorkomen. Het systeem werd
vooral gebruikt om dingen te delen: (i) die positief zijn, (ii) om te coördineren,
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(iii) voor de planning van werkzaamheden en (iv) voor het delen van persoonlijke
informatie.
Hierna, onderzochten we in hoofdstuk 8 de informatiebehoeftes van gedistribueerde software engineers en hoe deze wijzigen op basis van hun context en
activiteit. Met behulp van een focusgroep vonden we een verzameling informatie
types die belangrijk zijn voor gedistribueerd werkende software engineers. Vervolgens hebben we hun onderlinge prioritering onderzocht door middel van een
questionnaire onder software engineers met ervaring met werken in een gedistribueerde omgeving.
Tot slot hebben we in hoofdstuk 9 een subset van onze eerdere bevindingen
geı̈mplementeerd in een ondersteuningsomgeving (genaamd Iris) voor gedistribueerde software engineering teams, en hebben dit vervolgens geëvalueerd. De
belangrijkste bevindingen van deze evaluatie zijn: dat een dergelijke ondersteuningsomgeving inderdaad nuttig is om het algehele groepsbewustzijn in gedistribueerde teams te verhogen, en dat projectgerelateerde communicatie met de klant
en de gemoedstoestand van teamleden, de belangrijkste informatiebehoeften zijn.
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